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ABSTRACT. .. 
High sensitivity interferometric techniques are considered for 
non-destructive testing applications. The methods enable quantitative 
measurement of optical path variations, resulting from dynamic changes 
within the test object. 
Chapters 1 to 3 consider probe detection of ultrasonic surface 
displacements. Chapter 1 introduces the subject and reviews various 
interferometer techniques applied by other workers. The relatively 
modest optical sensitivity is identified, and in chapter 2 the factors 
limiting the signal to noise ratio are considered. Methods of 
sensitivity enhancement are then discussed, and in chapter 3, an 
original optical arrangement is proposed with the potential to increase 
the sensitivity of a Michelson interferometer by as much as an order of 
magnitude. A matrix description of the optical path is developed to 
determine its stability against sample tilt and defocus. The transfer 
function of the interferometer is derived and practical considerations 
discussed along with the current experimental results. 
Chapters 4 to 11 consider imaging interferometry on diffusely scattering 
objects. Chapter 4 reviews the relevant techniques, and identifies the 
difficulties associated with direct high sensitivity measurements of 
transient phenomena in noisy environments. Chapter 5 outlines an 
original phase measurement interferometer principle for this purpose. 
The arrangement is based on the use of multiple sensors which 
simultaneously capture a set of phase shifted interferograms. Because of 
the experimental complexity, the electronic, optical and mechanical 
aspects of the work are discussed separately in chapters 6, 7 and 8 
respectively. Chapter 9 details the data reduction algorithms, and 
presents a series of results. With reference to the earlier discussion, 
chapter 10 considers the effect of errors, and predicts a sensitivity 
limit to surface displacement of about 20nm. Finally, chapter 11 
summarises the main aspects of the imaging work, and proposes areas for 
further investigation. 
Throughout the following, references appear in square brackets [ ..• ]. If 
a name is quoted followed by a date, this reference can be found in the 
Reference section. Alternatively, if a name is quoted without a date, 
this reference can be found in the Bibliography. 
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1. INTRODUCTION TO WIDKBAND PROBE INTERFEROMETRY. 
1.1 Ultrasonic Non-Destructive Testing Transducers. 
1.1.1 Contact Transducers. 
The detection of wideband ultrasonic surface displacements is a 
requirement for many non-destructive techniques. In industry, the 
piezoelectric transducer is by far the most widely used device for both 
ultrasonic wave generation and detection [Halmshaw, Krautkramer and 
Krautkramer). The popularity of this transducer stems from a range of 
qualities, the most significant ones being; low cost, high sensitivity, 
non-hazardous, tolerance to mishandling and simple operation. 
The limitations of the piezoelectric transducer result mainly from it's 
contact nature and the subsequent need for acoustic coupling to the work 
piece. At moderate temperatures, efficient operation can be achieved on 
static samples with liquid couplants such as silicone grease. To monitor 
hot samples up to 400°C for extended periods, solid couplants such as 
silicon rubber, ceramic, metal solder [Butters et al 1979) and Teflon 
tape [Drescher-Krasicka et al 1985) have been considered. For continuous 
monitoring at sample temperatures as high as llOO•c, water cooled buffer 
rods are required to maintain the piezoelectric element below it's Curie 
temperature [Wadley et al 1986). On moving samples, as encountered 
during materials manufacture for example, permanent bonds are 
inappropriate, and momentary contact techniques have been applied 
[Papadakis et al 1972, Goode and Lewis 1975). In this method, a coupling 
rod strikes the work piece like a hammer, and during the few 
milliseconds of contact, ultrasonic signals are sent and received. 
Acoustic coupling is achieved by high pressure within the dry contact 
region ( "'108Nfm2); it has been noted that deformation of the material 
can result [Goode and Lewis 1975). Preliminary results have also been 
reported on high temperature coupling with molten metals [Mahmond 1985) 
and pressure coupling through a permanent contacting roller [Atkins 
1968) • 
1.1.2 Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducers (EMATS). 
To overcome the limitations of contact transducers, many workers have 
considered methods of non-contact ultrasonic inspection. In particular, 
the electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT), has proved effective in 
both the generation and detection of ultrasonic waves on metals [Frost 
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1979]. 
Within an EMAT, a strong static magnetic field (Typically zO.STorr) is 
applied either parallel or perpendicular to the test specimen surface by 
a permanent or electromagnet. A coil is placed close to the surface 
(!>1mm typically) and perpendicular to the applied field. For 
non-ferromagnetic samples, ultrasonic disturbances are generated via the 
Lorentz force which acts on the surface eddy currents induced by a 
transient current pulse in the coil. Surface motion can be detected by 
the reverse effect. By selection of the coil type and applied field 
direction, the transducer can be made sensitive to . Rayleigh waves, 
longitudinal waves and polarised shear waves [Maxfield and Fortunko 
1983]. 
It has been demonstrated that an EMAT operating under the above 
mechanisms is sensitive to surface velocity [Kawashima 1984, Hutchins et 
al 1985]. On ferromagnetic samples, the relation between surface 
displacement and the current pulse is complicated by a magnetostrictive 
contribution [Frost 1979], which is a function of both applied field 
strength.and surface strain [Bruce Thompson 1976]. Although the detected 
pulses are distorted in this case, the signals are still suitable for 
pulse-echo and time-of-flight applications [Smith 1987]. 
EMATS have been applied· to a range of problems, for example, the 
detection of transient bulk waves [Hutchins and Wilkins 1985], the 
investigation of surface breaking cracks with transient surface waves 
[Dewhurst et al 1986a], the measurement of residual stress by the 
propagation delay of polarised shear waves [Clark and Moulder 1985, 
Pritchard 1987] and the monitoring of samples at elevated temperatures 
[Cole 1978, Wadley et al 1986]. 
1.1.3 Laser Ultrasonics. 
Although EMATS are valuable non-contact transducers, especially when the 
sample surface is rough or scaled, they do have several limitations, the 
most obvious being the requirement that the sample surface is 
electrically conducting. Added to this, since they operate in close 
proximity to the sample, water cooling is required to monitor high 
temperature samples for extended periods, and difficulties can arise in 
corrosive environments. Also, to achieve acceptable sensitivity, the 
area of interaction is generally quite large (10 1 s of mm2 ), which limits 
2 
the bandwidth of detection for both surface and bulk waves. 
To overcome these limitations and extend the capabilities of non-contact 
inspection, several workers have considered laser based evaluation 
methods [Scruby 1989]. A laser beam can be focussed from a considerable 
distance to a tight focus on a sample surface, thus giving the potential 
for remote wideband inspection of metals and non-metals in hostile or 
controlled environments. Also a laser beam can be rapidly scanned to 
monitor an area or be directed to probe regions of limited access. 
Optical methods of detecting ultrasonic pulses, include probe deflection 
and interferometric techniques, these will not be. discussed here 
however, since they are reviewed in some detail in section 1.5. 
The generation of wideband ultrasonic pulses by pulsed lasers has 
recently been reviewed [Hutchins 1986, 1988a]. By changing the optical 
power density at the surface, a range of well defined ultrasonic so~rces 
can be produced [Dewhurst et al 1982]. Typically laser energies of the 
order of 10 1 s of mJ are employed, giving rise to local surface 
displacements of a few nm. 
At low power densities (~to7w/cm2), the absorbed laser energy develops a 
step like thermal expansion. As a result of thermal conduction, a small 
normal stress component exists [Doyle 1986], though to reasonable 
accuracy, the source can be modelled as a pair of orthogonal stress 
couples in the plane of the surface. It has been demonstrated, that a 
uniformly illuminated spot of finite size, generates elastic waves only 
from the perimeter of the source, since the stress couples in the inner 
regions cancel [Bresse and Hutchins 1989]. Though no surface damage 
results in the thermoelastic regime, it is the least efficient of the 
laser generation modes. To channel the acoustic energy of this source 
towards the site of interest, cylindrical and axicon focussing lenses 
have been used to produce line [Aindow et al 1972, Hutchins and Wilkins 
1985] and ring [Cielo et al 1985b, Jen et al 1986] illuminations. 
At higher optical power densities, material ablation occurs which 
dominates over thermal expansion to produce a normal pulse source. As 
the laser power is further increased, a plasma develops producing 
asymmetry in the stress pulse giving it a more step like form as the hot 
plasma radiates energy to the surface. 
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The normal component of stress can also be enhanced without damage to 
the surface, by application of an oil layer which is ablated, or by 
restraining the surface in the thermoelastic regime with a transparent 
slide. 
As discussed in the reviews cited above, the different modes of laser 
generation give rise to Rayleigh waves, shear waves and longitudinal 
waves with varying efficiency. 
1.2 Applications of Laser Ultrasonics. 
Though predominantly in laboratory environments, many reports have 
demonstrated the value of systems employing lasers for both ultrasonic 
generation and detection in non-destructive testing applications. 
Cooper et al [1986), and Dewhurst et al [1986b), demonstrated depth 
measurement of surface breaking cracks. Using an oil layer in the former 
case, and ablation in the latter, a 15mJ 30ns Nd:YAG, generated a 
Rayleigh pulse, producing two signals of interest which were detected by 
a stabilised Michelson interferometer with a detection bandwidth of 
80MHz. One signal reflected directly from the lip of the crack, and the 
other returned after mode conversion at the crack tip from a Rayleigh to 
a.bulk shear wave, and then back to a Rayleigh at the surface. The depth 
of the crack was then estimated by the temporal separation between the 
two Rayleigh pulses. The time-of-flight of acoustic pulses mode 
converted at crack tips has also been utilised where the source and 
receiver straddle the crack [Hutchins et al 1986) and where the source 
is epicentral to the receiver [Hutchins et al 1986, Hutchins 1988b). 
Surface breaking cracks can be detected using an axicon lens with a 
probe interferometer offset from the centre of the source ring as 
demonstrated by Cielo et al [198Sa). Normally, one convergent and one 
divergent surface pulse is observed. Depending upon the location of the 
crack, one or other of the pulses can be attenuated. Crack depth was not 
estimated in this case. 
Several publications have demonstrated that the presence of shallow 
sub-surface flaws, or debonded regions, can easily be detected by the 
significant change in transmitted Rayleigh pulses [Aindow et al 1984, 
Cielo et al 198Sa/b). There is however no suitable theory by which the 
flaw size or depth can be estimated from these signals. Quantitative 
information has however been obtained from the flexing and oscillation 
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of the unrestrained area resulting from thermal expansion due to a 
thermoelastic source. By considering the vibrating region as a thin 
membrane or disc, the diameter can be estimated [Cielo 198Sb]. Combining 
this with the high frequency signal resulting from repeated echoes 
between the surface and flaw, the flaw depth can also be deduced [Aindow 
et al 1984]. 
The potential of applying laser ultrasound to the detection of bulk 
flaws, was demonstrated in two of the earliest papers on the subject. 
Bondarenko and Drobot [1976], used a 30-SOns SOMW pulse from a focussed 
ruby laser to form an ablation source. Epicentral signals were detected 
with a stabilised Michelson interferometer with a detection bandwidth of 
150MHz. The sample was a pair of clamped steel plates which were 
acoustically coupled by oil except for a small region. The uncoupled 
region simulated a flaw, and was detected by a signal level threshold 
technique. Calder and Wilcox [1980], demonstrated pulse-echo detection 
of a 1.Smm drill hole half way through a SOmm aluminium plate. However, 
in this case, the Nd:Glass laser produced a 30ns 12J pulse, which is 
likely to have resulted in significant damage to the sample surface. 
Due to the short temporal width of laser generated acoustic pulses and 
the small interaction areas which can be achieved by focussing or 
partially focussing the detection and generation probes, laser 
ultrasonic systems are potentially capable of very accurate 
time-of-flight measurements. By monitoring either the delay between 
generation and detection of an acoustic pulse, or the time interval 
between successive echoes in the sample, laser ultrasonic systems have 
been employed to measure, material thickness [Bondarenko and Drobot 
1976, Dewhurst and Al'Rubai 1989], the variation of ultrasonic velocity 
with sample temperature [Calder and Wilcox 1980, Dewhurst et al 1988] 
and elastic moduli [Bondarenko and Drobot 1976, Calder and Wilcox 1980]. 
The thickness of thin layers, a few tens of microns thick have been 
estimated by the dispersion of plate waves [Cielo et al 198Sb, Dewhurst 
et al 1987b]. 
Laser systems have also been employed to monitor material microstructure 
by measurement of ultrasonic attenuation [Bondarenko and Drobot 1976, 
Aussel and Monchalin 1989] and forward scattering of shear waves, mode 
converted at grain boundries [Scruby et al 1986]. 
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The unique properties of laser probe interferometers, such as small 
interaction area, negligible surface loading, wideband frequency 
response, and absolute calibration, has resulted in the selection of 
these transducers for several laboratory studies requiring quantitative 
measurement of surface displacement. For example, acoustic emission 
signals have been measured in micro tensile and stress corrosion crack 
tests, with a view to identifying source characteristics [Palmer and 
Green 1977a/b, Kline et al 1978, Djordjevic and Green 1979, Green 1980]. 
Aussel et al [1988] used an interferometric probe to obtain experimental 
confirmation of theoretical models of ultrasonic generation by pulsed 
laser. By monitoring the displacement of a thin reflective foil, the 
acoustic pressure developed by hydrophones has been measured, for 
theoretical modelling [Baboux and Jayet 1985], and calibration [Reibold 
and Molkenstruck 1987, Bacon 1988, Djelouah et al 1989]. Moss and Scruby 
[1988] demonstrated the profiling of piezo-electric shear wave 
transducers whilst coupled to a solid specimen. And White et al [1983], 
measured the spectral content and reproducibility of a pencil lead and 
capillary fracture sources, to assess their suitability as sources for 
in situ piezo electric transducer calibration. 
1.3 Alternative Quantitative Detectors. 
1.3.1 Capacitance Transducers. 
Apart from the interferometer, the only other non-contact transducer 
capable of absolute wideband displacement measurements is the 
capacitance probe. The principle of operation is quite straight forward. 
A polished metallic sample forms one electrode of the capacitor, and a 
separate conductor in close proximity to the surface (a few \Jlll) forms 
the other. Surface displacement alters the electrode spacing and thus 
the probe capacitance. Capacitance variations are converted into 
electrical signals either by a resonant circuit, or by applying a de 
polarisation voltage. 
Scruby and Wadly [1978] described a parallel plate arrangement for the 
detection of epicentral signals. Disc samples 50mm in diameter, were 
clamped in the transducer chassis and the probe tip with a diameter of 
3mm, was positioned by a micrometer screw to within 5\llll of the sample 
surface. With a polarisation voltage of 50V, a sensitivity of lpm was 
obtained with a detection bandwidth of 7MHz. In order to detect surface 
waves, Breckenridge and Greenspan [1981] reported the details of a brass 
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cylindrical electrode capacitor, 1.25cm in diameter and 3.7Scm long. It 
was designed to stand on 4)Jlll point contact legs on a large horizontal 
polished surface. With a polarisation voltage of lOOV, a sensitivity of 
4pm is reported with a lM!Iz bandwidth. In an attempt to widen the 
bandwidth of detection, Boler et al [1984] described a transducer with a 
remote electrode formed by platinum wire with a tip radius of 0 .lmm. 
Because of the small dimension of the probe tip, a gap of only O.l)Jlll was 
used and maintained by a speaker coil with a feedback response of 0.3s. 
The capacitance variation was sensed in a resonant circuit with a centre 
frequency of 910MHz and driven at 915MHz. The acoustic signal resulted 
in amplitude modulation of the 915MHz carrier. The resp9nse of the probe 
was shown to be flat to 6MHz and a sensitivity of lOpm was claimed. A 
capacitance probe with a ball type electrode has also been applied in 
wave propagation studies [Cooper et al 1986]. 
1.3.2 Quantitative Contact Transducers. 
In general, piezo electric transducers are unsuitable for quantitative 
measurements because they are essentially multilayer damped resonant 
devices with poorly defined transfer functions resulting from variations 
in manufacturing parameters [Silk 1983] and couplant thickness [Hill and 
El-Dardiry 1981]. However, quantitative signals have been obtained on 
polished samples with two types of contact transducer. The first is the 
thick piezo electric disc, which can record surface displacements from 
epicentral transient events over the time period required for the first 
longitudinal pulse to travel the length of the disc [Hutchins et al 
1983]. In this study, 10 and lSmm diameter transducers were coupled to a 
polished aluminium sample with l)Jlll of grease. Laser generated waveforms 
were recorded and compared with those from a 6mm diameter parallel plate 
capacitance probe. Apart from the reduced bandwidth of the piezo 
signals, resulting from their larger apertures, the results agreed well 
within the expected time interval. The other high fidelity contact probe 
is the conical transducer [Proctor 1982, Proctor et al 1983]. A 2.Smm 
cone with a truncated tip of l.Smm diameter was epoxy bonded to a large 
brass backing block. A sensitivity similar to conventional damped PZT 
transducers was obtained (2xto8vfm) and a flat frequency response to 
surface waves was measured over a lMHz bandwidth. From the results 
presented, a signal noise of about 2.SmV is evident, suggesting a 
sensitivity to surface displacement of about lpm. 
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1.3.3 Transducer Calibration. 
It has been shown that for practical applications such as acoustic 
emission monitoring, where the high sensitivity and convenience of 
piezoelectric transducers is required, it is possible to deduce the 
transfer function of the probe by a calibration procedure [Hsu et al 
1977, Hsu and Hardy 1978]. Several methods of calibration exist, all of 
which are based on the assumption that the detected voltage can be 
represented by a convolution of the source, material, and transducer 
response functions [Hsu and Breckenridge 1981]. In order to deduce the 
transfer function phase and amplitude, a standard transient source 
generates a well defined source function [eg Nielsen 1980, Hutchins et 
al 1981]. Then, either this function is combined with a theoretically 
calculated material function for deconvolution from the transducer 
response [Michaels et al 1981], or the detected waveform is directly 
compared with the response of an absolute transducer such as a 
capacitance probe [Breckenridge et al 1975]. Laser interferometers have 
also been used as absolute detectors for transducer calibration in the 
comparison method [White 1984, Godfrey 1986]. 
1.4 The Relative Merits of Wideband Detectors. 
The suitability of a particular type of transducer for the detection of 
a given ultrasonic signal, depends heavily upon the characteristics of 
that signal (including wave mode, amplitude and bandwidth), and the 
information which is to be extracted from it, (such as time-of-flight, 
frequency content, absolute displacement etc). Equally important, are 
the properties of the material (including temperature, motion, 
electrical conductivity, surface preparation), and the environment in 
which the measurements are to be made, (acoustically noisy, hazardous, 
restricted access etc). Secondary issues relate more directly to the end 
user, and include consideration such as operational complexity, 
resistance to damage, cost and maintainance. 
A comparative study has been made of the four transducer types discussed 
above [Dewhurst et al 1987a]. In this report, a pulsed laser source, 
operating in the thermoelastic regime, produced wide bandwidth pulses in 
an aluminium sample SOmm in diameter and 25.4mm thick. The ultrasonic 
displacements were detected epicentrally from a polished surface. Some 
parameters of interest, deduced from the published results on the 
detected p-wave step, are summarised below. 
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Acoustic 
Stabilised 
Michelson 
Interferometer 
Rise-Time (ns) 23±2 
Detection 
Bandwidth (MHz) 130 
Observed 
Sensitivity (pm) 7.5 
Sens per Unit 
Bandwidth (pm/lHz) 0.7x1o-3 
Parallel 
Plate 
Capacitor 
26±2 
7 
2.3 
Normal 
Component 
EMAT 
80±10 
7 
17.4 
Wide band 
Piezo 
(fcenter=5MHz) 
50±10 
1 
1.3 
The observed sensitivity was deduced from the reported signal to noise 
ratios, and the final entries obtained by dividing these values by the 
root of the detection bandwidth. As stated by the authors, a true 
comparison of transducer sensitivity would have to be considered in the 
frequency domain. However, the results do indicate the relative 
suitability of the transducers for the detection of epicentrally 
generated broadband transient. Only the interferometer ·and capacitor 
were seen to give true displacement information. The piezo signal was 
significantly distorted by it 1 s narrow bandwidth, and the EMAT output 
represented velocity as expected. The response of the transducers was 
e!';timated by the 10-90% rise time information. The interferometer was 
considered to faithfully represent the true surface displacement. 
In most situations, piezoelectric transducers are the best choice for 
industrial applications. They offer high sensitivity at low cost, are 
simple to operate, can be used on both dielectrics and metals and 
require only moderate surface preparation. However, although it is 
possible to achieve broadband operation [Papadakis 1980, Low and Jones 
1984], generally they are relatively narrow band and do not give true 
displacement information. Also, due to coupling variations, 
repeatability is a problem and application under extreme conditions or 
with moving samples is difficult. 
EMATS are again low cost devices which can be made sensitive to either 
shear or normal surface displacements, and apart from maintaining the 
lift off, they are simple to operate. Of primary importance though, is 
their non-contact operation and tolerance to surface roughness and 
contamination. Consequently they have great potential for the inspection 
of metals in situations where piezoelectric transducers are difficult to 
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apply because of their contact nature. 
The capacitance transducer is primarily a research tool for the 
quantitative detection of normal ultrasonic displacements. It is 
necessary for the· sample to be both polished and electrically 
conducting. Good sensitivity has been achieved with wide bandwidths. The 
cost of these transducers can be estimated at slightly higher than the 
devices previously mentioned, due to the mechanical construction 
required to achieve good performance. 
The bandwidth offered by interferometry for the quantitative detection 
of surface displacements from both surface and bulk sources is far in 
excess of the capabilities of other noncontact transducers. The 
achievable sensitivity is high on polished surfaces, and moderate when 
the sample is optically rough. Interferometers however are also costly, 
and thus their potential application in industry is limited main],.y to 
situations requiring truly remote operation or for noncontact inspection 
of dielectrics. As a research tool, for studies in wave propagation and 
scattering, interferometry is of great value due to the unique 
capability to make very wideband absolute measurements at definite 
surface locations with very small interaction areas. 
1.5 Probe Interferometer Techniques. 
Although this section is for the discussion of interferometric systems, 
a brief mention will be given of the knife edge technique because of 
it's simplicity and usefulness in high frequency surface wave detection 
[Whitman and Korpel 1969, Sontag and Tam 1986]. The principle of 
operation is illustrated in fig 1.5.1. A laser beam is focussed on to a 
specularly reflecting sample on which a surface wave is present. The 
time varying surface gradient modulates the angle of reflection, which 
is converted into an intensity signal by a knife edge before the 
detector (or by a position sensing diode). The magnitude of the detected 
signal varies as the ratio of the change in beam deflection angle to 
it's angular spread. Theoretically, the best sensitivity is thus 
achieved with an optical spot size of half the acoustic wavelength. The 
method is relatively stable against environmental noise and in the 
vicinity of the optimum acoustic frequency, sensitivities of the order 
1o-6X(W/Hz)-! can be achieved, which is similar to the capabilities of 
interferometric probes. The response however, falls off at lower 
frequencies, and unless the surface is well polished, quantitative 
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Sample 
Fig 1.5.1 The Knife Edge Detection Technique. 
measurements cannot be made since the Gaussian beam profile would be 
corrupted. 
1.5.1 Vibration Homodyne. 
An early application of high sensitivity laser interferometry was to 
measure acoustic vibrations in the kHz range [Deferrari et al 1967, 
Sizgoric and Gundjian 1969]. In these studies, a Michelson 
interferometer was used, which is schematically represented in fig 
1.5.2a. From apx 1, the interference at the detector can be written:-
(1.5.1) 
In this expression, r and s denote sample and reference beams 
respectively, and all other symbols are as defined in the appendix. The 
form of the intensity variation with surface displacement, in units of 
the optical wavelength (A), is plotted in fig 1.5.2b. Intuitively, the 
signal sensitivity to 5(t) increases with the gradient of the curve. 
Following §A1.5, in which 5(t)=osin(wt), the interference term can be 
expanded as:-
= 
where 
(1.5.2) 
2y II, II 2 ( cos(~0 ) cos(2k5) sin(~ 0 ) sin(2k5) ) 
cos( osin(wt) ) 
sin( osin(wt) ) 
= J 0 (2ko) + 2L J 2 n(2ko) cos[2nwt] 
= 2L J 2 n- 1 (2ko) sin[(2n-1)wt] 
n = integer values from 1 to ~ 
To achieve high sensitivity, the authors cited above adjusted the 
reference mirror such that ~0=(2n-1)1l/2. Using narrow band detection 
circuitry (~1Hz), the linear region of the J, term was used to measure 
acoustic vibration amplitudes down to l-10pm, the sensitivity being 
limited primarily by environmental noise in the KHz range. Measurements 
were also hindered by the need for repeated re-adjustment of the 
reference mirror location. 
1.5.2 Differential Interferometry. 
Identifying the signal of interest from that due to environmental 
disturbance is a difficulty common to all high sensitivity 
interferometer arrangements. A simple means of isolating environmental 
noise was adopted in the Differential Interferometer [ Palmer 1973, 
Palmer et al 1977a] fig 1.5.3. The interferometer beams are derived from 
the first orders of a diffraction grating. The angular difference of the 
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Fig 1.5.2b Two beam interference intensity vs 
surface displacement. 
beams gives rise to two focus points on the 
the focal length of 
surface, separated by a 
distance 
Clearly, 
dependent 
for small 
upon the illuminating lens. 
surface displacements, the optical path difference 
between these beams is only sensitive to surface tilt or deformation. At 
the Ronchi grid, the interfering beams can be considered as plane waves 
inclined to the optical axis by ±e. The resulting interference pattern 
is a series of straight sinusoidal fringes of spacing A/2sin(6) with a 
phase determined by the phase of interference. The interference 
intensity is sampled by the grid, which is of similar spacing, and then 
integrated on the photodetector. The resultant photo-current is 
sinusoidal, with a form similar to that depicted in fig 1.5.2b. For 
highest sensitivity, the grid is located such that di/do is maximised. 
The signal sensitivity is not flat with acoustic frequency however, as 
can be seen by considering the net optical path difference 2o(t) due to 
a surface wave asin(wt-kax), where ka is the acoustic wave number 2TI/Aa 
and x is the surface coordinate. Assuming a probe separation of x 0 ,.o(t) 
can be written:-
(1.5.3) 
o(t) = a ( sin(wt-kax) - sin(wt-ka(x+x0 )) ) 
= 2 a sin(kax0 /2) cos(wt-ka(x+x0 /2)) 
The amplitude of 2o(t) varies as sin(Tix0 /Aa) = sin(Tix0 va/v), where "a 
and v, are the surface wave frequency and velocity respectively. This is 
periodic with \la and increases from zero at "a = 0, to a first maximum 
of 4a at \la = v/2x0 , which corresponds to a probe beam separation of 
x0 =Aa/2. At the maximum sensitivity point, the amplitude is twice as 
large as would be developed in a standard Michelson with a remote 
reference mirror (fig 1.5.2a). Note however, that it is necessary to 
have prior knowledge of the surface wave frequency and direction in 
order to optimise the performance. 
This system is well-suited to the detection of narrow band surface waves 
and the above authors reported a noise limited amplitude sensitivity of 
6x1o-4X for 8MHz vibrations on a quartz wedge using narrow band lock-in 
amplifier detection. The differential interferometer principle has also 
been applied to the detection of broadband surface displacements [Garg 
and Clauss 1982 and 1983). 
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Fig 1.5.4 An Active Stabilised Michelson. 
1.5.3 Active Stabilisation. 
If it is necessary to detect epicentral surface displacements, or the 
direction of surface waves is not well defined, or a flat signal 
sensitivity is required over a broad frequency band, differential 
interferometry is inappropriate and an arrangement with a single sample 
beam is preferred. If left unattended, the interference signal from a 
remote reference mirror interferometer such as a Michelson (fig 1.5.2a), 
will drift continuously from high to low sensitivity regions as a result 
of environmental effects. The simplest method of active stabilisation is 
the 'wiggler' method [Mezrich et al 1976], in which the peak signal from 
a continuous surface vibration is recorded as the reference mirror 
oscillates at low frequency over half a fringe. Although it is simple, 
the technique is clearly inappropriate for wideband transient detection. 
It thus becomes necessary to stabilise the interference signal at the 
high sensitivity region. At ultrasonic frequencies, the frequency 
content of the signal (!:100kHz generally), and noise due to 
environmental disturbances (:>10kHz typically), are separated in the 
frequency domain. Thus the low frequency content of the interference can 
be filtered out and used in a negative feedback loop to phase lock ~ 0 of 
eqn 1.5.1 at the (2n-1)~/2 condition. 
The simplest parameter to control in a stabilisation feedback loop is 
the location of the reference mirror, which has been the method adopted 
by many workers. A schematic representation of such an arrangement is 
given in fig 1.5.4. Palmer and Green [1977a, 1977b] were the first to 
apply interferometry to the detection of acoustic emission in metals. 
Stabilisation was achieved in a Michelson arrangement by driving the 
reference mirror on a piezoelectric block. Signal components below 1kHz 
were fed to the feedback loop, and the 10kHz to lMHz band was amplified 
and recorded on video tape. A noise limited sensitivity of 50pm was 
reported with lmW of laser power incident on the photo detector. Cielo 
et al [1985b], describe a similar interferometric arrangement and report 
a sensitivity limit of 20pm with a detection bandwidth of 30MHz. In the 
detection of acoustic pulses from a low energy laser source, Bourkoff 
and Palmer [1985] applied a modified Fizeau interferometer. Again, 
stabilisation was achieved by driving the reference mirror with a piezo 
electric disc. A sensitivity of 50pm was reported with a detection 
bandwidth of lOMHz. Dynamic mirror stabilisation has also been achieved 
using a flexural piezo electric element [Emmony et al 1981, White 1984, 
Godfrey 1986]. The advantage of this arrangement, is that similar mirror 
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displacements can be attained with lower drive voltages. A displacement 
coefficient of 150V/~ is reported with a 3mm bimorph element, compared 
to ,.lkV/~ for a conventional piezo disc. In practice, the range of 
stabilisation was limited to about 8 fringes of red light by the 
mechanical response of the element. One of the highest sensitivities 
reported in the literature for a dynamic mirror stabilisation system is 
7 .5pm over a 130MHz bandwidth from a 5mW HeNe source [Dewhurst et al 
1987a]. A polarised Michelson arrangement was applied, and complementary 
interference signals were subtracted to reduce the effect of laser power 
fluctuations. 
The main short coming of piezo-electric mirror stabilisation, is that 
the range of stabilisation is limited to a few ~. and thus moderately 
stable conditions are required. As a possible way of extending this 
range, Palmer and Green [1979] have described the stabilisation in a 
Fizeau interferometer in which a piezo-electrically driven mirror was 
mounted on a magnetically driven spring loaded carriage. The mirror had 
a response of lms over 6A and the carriage had a range of 6000A and a 
response time of lOOms. As an alternative to shifting the reference 
mirror, Jackson et al [1980] varied the optical path in a fibre 
interferometer by a stress induced refractive index change. The fibre in 
one arm of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer was coiled on to a PZT 
cylinder. A stabilisation phase range of 1000 radians was achieved with 
a coefficient of 2~ per Volt. 
An interesting method of stabilisation is described by Olsson et al 
[1980] in which the emission wavelength of an Argon pumped dye laser was 
adjusted over 40A by an inter-cavity electro-optic tuner. The tuner was 
continuously driven by a local reference oscillator to give a low level 
modulation (4A) at 10kHz. The 10kHz interference component was mixed 
with the local reference, to from an error signal in the feedback loop 
for adjusting the mean setting of the tuner. The underlying principle of 
stabilisation can be understood from the phase term (e) in eqn 1. 5 .1. 
Taking the derivative with respect to A, we have d9/dA=-4~(11+o)/A 2 , 
where 11 is the mean path length difference of the interferometer arms. 
It is clear that the range over which e can be tuned for a small 
wavelength shift dA, increases with 11. In practice, it is necessary to 
limit 11 < the coherence length {y) in order to maintain good 
sensitivity. The dye laser had an optical bandwidth of l.zA centred at 
0.59~, which implies a coherence length of Y"'2.9mm by the relations in 
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appendix 1. The arrangement was tested with a stabilisation range of 
only 2n, which corresponds to ~=45~. In principle, ~ could be increased 
to achieve operation over 30 times this range. The authors also mention 
their work on a external cavity diode laser with an optical bandwidth of 
0. 3A and a tuning range of 290A, they anticipate a full stabilisation 
range (for ~=y) of 1930n. 
A stabilisation method with unlimited range has been developed by Moss 
and Drain [Harwell]. In this system, an electro-optic frequency shifter 
was employed [Peters 1965, Drain and Moss 1972], to match the frequency 
of the reference arm to the Doppler shifted sample beam. The frequency 
shifter is placed at the laser head and the sample and reference beams 
are separated by a polarising beam splitter. The mean interference 
signal is again removed by subtraction of anti-phase signals to reduce 
the effects of laser noise. In a fairly recent application of this 
system, a sensitivity of 100pm is quoted with a detection bandwidth of 
100MHz [Scruby et al 1986]. 
As a result of the facility to reduce the effects of laser noise by 
subtraction of anti-phase signals, better sensitivities are generally 
achieved with phase locked systems compared to other stabilisation 
arrangements [Palmer 1984]. If however, at any time the interference 
signal reduces to a low level, as for example when scanning a diffuse 
surface, phase lock could be lost and a dead time incurred whilst lock 
is re-established. For this reason, combined with the limited range 
offered by the simple dynamic mirror, active stabilisation is generally 
constrained to either static measurements on rough surfaces in quiet 
environments, or the sample surface is polished. 
1.5.4 Quadrature Interferometry. 
Quadrature interferometry offers a means of maintaining good sensitivity 
to surface displacement regardless of the instantaneous phase of 
interference. The production of quadrature signals in a Michelson 
interferometer was first proposed for bi-directional fringe counting by 
Peck and Obetz [1953], and has since been applied to wideband ultrasonic 
transient detection. An arrangement which illustrates the quadrature 
principle is presented in fig 1.5.5a. Linearly polarised light from the 
laser is divided at the beam splitter (BS). A A/8 birefringent plate in 
the reference arm is orientated at 45° to the incident polarisation. On 
return to the beam splitter, the reference arm is circularly polarised 
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Fig 1. 5. Sb Quadrature interference signals vs 
surface displacement. 
since the 1>./8 plate is traversed twice. The interference is detected 
through a polarising beam splitter (PBS) at 45° to the sample 
polarisation. As a result of the circularly polarised light, the 
interference signals at the two diodes differ in phase by 90°. These 
quadrature signals are represented in fig 1.5.5b, which from eqn 1.2.1, 
can be written:-
( 1.5.4) 
I, = Is + Ir + 2y1Is1Ircos(2k8(t)+~0 ) 
Iz = Is + Ir + 2y1Is1Irsin(2k8(t)+~0 ) 
In the quadrature analysis applied by Vilkomerson [1976, Vilkomerson et 
al 1977], the low frequency signals components corresponding to ~0 were 
filtered out to leave just the contributions due to the small ultrasonic 
displacement 8(t). ie 
(1.5.5) 
I, ~ ~ (2y1Ir1Is) 2k8(t) sin(~0 ) 
Iz ~ ~ (2y1Ir1Is) 2k8(t) cos(~ 0 ) 
The sum of the squares of these signals then gives a. high sensitivity 
signal proportional to (o(t))z. By this method, the authors reported a 
noise limited sensitivity of lpm in the detection of 2.5MHz tone bursts 
20ps long. A lOmW HeNe laser was used in their interferometer. The main 
limitation of this analysis is that the sense of o(t) is lost in the 
squaring operation. The application in the cited work was ultrasonic 
imaging, for which only the acoustic intensity was of interest. 
To overcome this weakness, Godfrey (1986) devised an analogue switching 
receiver, which during operation, rapidly selected the most sensitive of 
the channels. The switching operation was controlled by a comparator 
circuit, driven by the level of the low frequency components in eqn 
1.5.4. To maintain calibration, the high frequency signals from each 
diode (eqn 1.5.5), was divided by the low frequency content of the 
other. With a 5mW laser, a noise limited sensitivity of 50pm was 
obtained with a detection bandwidth of lOMHz. 
The two methods discussed above are suitable for continuous monitoring 
of small ultrasonic displacements. If transient events are to be 
recorded, it is possible to digitally store the high frequency content 
of the diode signals in eqn 1.5.4, and deduce small or large values of 
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8(t) to high accuracy by numerically fringe counting and trigonometric 
analysis. This approach was adopted by Reibold and Molkenstruck [1981]. 
The filtered diode signals were captured on two 100MHz transient 
recorders which digitised the signals into 2048 bytes. The sensitivity 
was limited by the precision of the 8bit digitisation to 0.5nm. 
1.5.5 Heterodyne Probe Interferometry. 
To this point, the interferometers discussed come under the global 
heading of homodyne systems. The criteria by which they are defined as 
homodyne is that, apart from signal content, the optical frequency of 
the interfering beams is equal. In this case, surface displacement is 
sensed as an amplitude change in the detected intensity, and thus the 
sensitivity varies in direct proportion to di/d8. On the other hand, a 
relative frequency shift exists between the interfering beams in 
heterodyne systems, and a signal representing surface displacement is 
obtained by demodulation in the frequency domain, and as a result the 
sensitivity is independent of the instantaneous optical path difference. 
However, in order to accurately represent a broadband signal, it is 
necessary for the carrier frequency to exceed the bandwidth of that 
signal. With relative ease, heterodyne detectors can be made immune to 
variations in interference amplitude, either by amplifying and clipping 
the AC diode signal, or by employing an automatic gain control stage. 
Heterodyne systems are thus advantageous for scanning over surfaces of 
varying reflectivity. Bragg cells are generally employed to develop a 
heterodyne ca~rier frequency of the order of 40 to 80MHz [Adler 1967]. 
The A-0 cell usually doubles as a frequency modulator and beam splitter, 
and can be traversed once or twice depending upon the optical 
configuration. 
From §A1.5, the form of the heterodyne interference for small surface 
displacements can be written:-
cos(6wt+2k8+~0 ) ~ cos(6wt+~0 ) - 2k8 sin(6wt+~0 ) 
(1.5.6) 
which for a sinusoidal displacement 8(t)=osin(w't + ~). becomes:-
cos(6wt+2k8+~ 0 ) ~ 
cos(6wt+~ 0 ) - ko[cos(6wt+~0 -w 1 t-~) - cos(6wt+~0+w 1 t+~)] 
Early heterodyne arrangements were designed to detect sinusoidal 
vibration amplitude by direct monitoring one of the sidebands. 
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Massey [1968], scanned a mirrored glass disk on the side of a water bath 
to form a shadow image of submerged objects behind it. A Bragg cell 
produced a heterodyne carrier frequency of 25MHz, and sidebands at 
27 .6MHz and 22.4MHz were formed by the acoustic vibrations. The lower 
sideband was selected and demodulated by a local oscillator to 50kHz 
with a 30kHz bandwidth. This signal was then displayed on a scope with 
the time-base synchronised to the scan. A sensitivity of lA was achieved 
with lOO~W of optical power at the detector. 
In an arrangement by Whiteman et al [ 1968], a 23. 5MHz Bragg cell was 
traversed twice to form a 47MHz carrier. The quartz we~ge sample driven 
at 8MHz, was mechanically scanned across the probe beam. The lower 
sideband was filtered and fed to a square law detector, after which it 
was averaged in a narrow band filtering stage. With a bandwidth of 
925Hz, a sensitivity of 2pm was reported for an incident laser power of 
0.3mW at the detector. Sideband amplitudes have also been monitored by 
feeding the diode signal directly into a spectrum analyser [Ameri et al 
1981]. 
Although these techniques are effective in detecting vibration 
amplitude, the phase of the acoustic signal is lost during demodulation. 
Also, environmental effects are apparent since ~ 0 is present in the 
sideband phase. This however will have little effect on the results if 
the detection bandwidth is wider than the net spectral content of 
acoustic and environmental sources. 
Since the carrier phase contains ~0 , it is possible to remove the 
environmental effects and recover both the acoustic phase and amplitude 
by mixing one sideband with the carrier. Bouchard and Bogy [1985], 
describe a detection scheme in which this mixing was achieved by sending 
a 40MHz carrier and 39MHz sideband through a square law detector. The 
operation can be understood from the following expansion of these two 
components:-
(cos(~c)+Ascos(~5 )) 2 = 
cos 2 (~c)+As'cos'(~s)+Ascos(~c+~s)+Ascos(~c-~s) 
where the subscripts c and s denote carrier and sideband respectively. 
These terms give rise to signal components at 80MHz, 78MHz, 79MHz and 
lMHz respectively. The lMHz term, which corresponds directly to the 
acoustic displacement, was filtered and digitally recorded. 
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Mixing of the carrier and a sideband has also been performed by 
separately filtering the two components from the diode signal [Jungerman 
1982). In this case, two inclined beams were fed into a 40MHz Bragg cell 
to produce both up and down shifted components and a net carrier 
frequency of 80MHz. The frequency shifted components were fed into 
single mode fibres and the sample was illuminated by a 4vrn spot from the 
bare fibre end held close to the surface. After mixing, the phase and 
amplitude of the 34MHz surface wave was measured by a lock-in amplifier 
where the reference for the lock-in was derived from the surface wave 
generator. With a detection bandwidth of 2Hz, a sensitivity of 3pm was 
achieved. 
A lock-in amplifier was also used by Monchalin [1985a), in an 
arrangement optimised for diffusely scattering surfaces. A 40MHz Bragg 
cell divided the output beam of a 5mW HeNe. The strong zeroth order was 
tightly focussed on to the sample, and the recombination beam splitter 
was 90% transmissive so as to encourage equal sample and reference 
contributions at the avalanche photodiode. The lower sideband was fed 
directly to the lock-in amp, and the reference was derived by mixing the 
carrier from the diode with the acoustic drive signal. From an 
unpolished steel plate, a sensitivity of a few A was reported. 
All the demodulation techniques discussed above, with the exception of 
that of Bouchard and Bogy [1985), which could be adapted, are narrow 
band schemes for continuous periodic surface displacements. Wide band 
heterodyne techniques for the detection of transients have also been 
described in the literature. Rudd [ 1983) reported a wide band system 
which is the heterodyne equivalent of active stabilisation. The AC 
content from the diode, which varies as cos(~wt+2ko+~0 ), was mixed with 
a signal cos(wt+~) from a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). For small 
o, the mixing process produces a difference frequency component:-
The low frequency first term was filtered (~10kHz) and used as a control 
signal for the VCO. Since this locks to zero, the high frequency content 
is simply 2ko(t). The double frequency component from the mixer was 
removed by a lOMHz low pass filter. A sensitivity of 15A was achieved in 
the detection of piezo and laser generated transients on a diffuse metal 
surface. However, as with the other phase locked systems in §1.5.3, this 
method can be rendered inoperative for short periods if lock is lost for 
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any reason, such as sudden shock or loss of interference signal. 
An alternative wideband demodulation technique which does not suffer 
from this limitation, has appeared in two reports [Auld et al 1981, 
Ayter 1982]. In this case, the diode signal with an 80MHz carrier, was 
mixed with a local oscillator to form an IF signal. The output of the 
mixer was then amplified and clipped, such that the remaining analysis 
was independent of variations in interference amplitude. Instead of 
interpreting the acoustic signal by the instantaneous phase, and thus 
forming an output proportional to surface displacement (2ko), the 
frequency modulation of the IF carrier was converted on the edge of a 
filter. As the filter output varies with the signal frequency, the 
system detected the Doppler shift llf=2~fc, which is proportional to 
surface velocity as discussed in §Al.3. The detection bandwidth of this 
scheme is however limited to the linear region of the filter edge. 
A superior wideband demodulation method has been described by Monchalin 
et al [1986]. Here, a 40MHz carrier was filtered from the diode output 
and phase delayed to form a quadrature representation sin(llwt-<) 0 ), 
before being mixed with the original diode signal, to give:-
sin(llwt+~ 0 )cos(llwt+o)0 ) - 2ko sin2 (llwt+o)0 ) = 
! sin(2(llwt+o)0 )) - ko ( 1 - cos(2(llwt+o) 0 )) ) 
Thus, after filtering away the high frequency content, a signal ko(t) is 
obtained, which in principle could have frequency components from zero 
to 10's of MHz. The authors applied this detection scheme with the same 
optics as described earlier [Monchalin 198Sa] in an experimental 
arrangement for ultrasonic testing of welded joints on pipes. 
Unfortunately, the detection bandwidth and sensitivity is not reported, 
but it is clear that with the SmW HeNe laser used in the study, some 
difficulty was encountered as the sample had to be polished. The authors 
anticipate that the system could operate satisfactorily on unprepared 
surfaces with a higher power laser source. A very similar demodulation 
scheme to this was applied by Willemin and Dandliker [1983] for narrow 
band acoustic signals. 
1.5.6 Time Delay Interferometry. 
A schematic arrangement illustrating the principle of, time delay 
interferometry with discrete components is given in fig1.5.6a. A 
focussed laser beam reflects from the sample surface and is gathered 
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into a "Wide Angle Michelson Interferometer" (WAMI). The incident light 
is divided into the arms by the beam splitter. The arms are of unequal 
length, such that a time delay (1:) occurs before recombination. The 
purpose of the glass block, is to maintain spatial coherence between 
speckled wavefronts from diffuse samples. This effect can be understood 
from geometrical arguments. With reference to fig1.5.6b, a ray is drawn 
entering the block at a height h from the surface normal at it 1 s 
reflection point. Due to refraction, the apparent mirror location 
differs from the end of the block by a length t.L. Once adjusted such 
that the real and apparent mirrors are equi-distant from the beam 
spUtter, the interferometer arms appear identical. From the diagram, 
sin(a,)=h/(L-t.L) and sin(a2 )=h/L. Using Snell's law, n 1 sin(a,) = 
n2 sin(a2 ), we can write:-
t.L = L ( 1 - n,/n, ) 
Assuming a, and a 2 to be small, this gives rise to a time delay of 
T = 2 ( n 2 L/c- n,(L-t.L)/c) = 2L ( n2 - n 1 2 /n2 ) I c 
The glass block can be omitted if either the light entering the 
interferometer is well collimated, or an optical fibre interferometer is 
used. 
The Time Delay interferometer is often referred to as the "velocity" 
interferometer, since the interference can be shown to closely follow 
the sample velocity ( v). From section Al. 3, the sample velocity gives 
rise to a Doppler shift in the reflected light of t.v = 2w/c. As a 
result of the delay T, the interference phase is thus 211llVT = 2kvT. 
However, it was pointed out by Clifton [1970], that this analysis is 
only approximately true, since it ignores the possibility of changes in 
velocity during the delay period T. More correctly, the interference 
phase should be written in terms of the surface locations at times t and 
t-T, given by 2k(o(t)-o(t-T)). The acoustic sensitivity variation can be 
predicted by writing o(t)=asin(wt), which gives:-
o(t)-o(t-T) = a ( sin(wt) - sin(w(t-T)) ) = 2a sin(wT/2) cos(w(t-T/2)) 
(1.5.7) 
As could be intuitively predicted, the response is very similar in form 
to that of the differential interferometer given in eqn 1.5.3. The first 
sensitivity peak occurs at an acoustic frequency fp=l/2T, and the form 
of a broadband signal will be distorted due to the frequency dependent 
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response sin(wT/2). 
With discrete components, delays of a few ns are usually employed for 
which fp is in the 100 1 s of MHz range. For ballistic and shock wave 
studies, Barker and Hollenbach [1972] described an instrument with 
quadrature interference analysis, whereas Smeets and George [1978], 
described a phase locked arrangement with a polarising beam splitter 
that enabled a Pockles cell acting on the incident beam to adjust the 
phase of interference. 
Time delays of lOO's of ns, which give peak sensitivities in the MHz 
range, are readily obtained by fibre arrangements. Bruinsma and Vogal 
[1988] describe an actively stabilised fibre delay interferometer with 
an arm differential of 20m, giving fp=SMHz. In this arrangement, laser 
light was coupled into a fibre, the other end of which illuminated the 
sample. The reflected light re-entering the fibre was chanelled into a 
fibre Mach-Zehnder arrangement. The long arm of the Mach-Zehnder was 
stabilised by a piezo electric cylinder, as first described by Jackson 
et al [1980]. Ultrasonic displacements generated by an epicentral SMHz 
contact transducer were detected with a bandwidth of lOMHz. The authors 
do not state the absolute displacement sensitivity achieved. 
An interesting fibre time delay 
Bowers [1982), which enabled long 
arrangement was first described by 
time delays to be used with short 
coherence light sources. This apparently contradictory situation was 
made possible since the interfering beams had in fact travelled equal 
distances. The optical arrangement is given in fig 1.5. 7. A pigtailed 
diode laser was split into the arms of the Mach-Zehnder, recombined to 
illuminate the surface, divided again on the return journey and finally 
recombined and fed to the diode. Denoting the long arm by 1, and the 
short by s, the possible routes by which the light can travel between 
laser and diode are 1-1, s-s, 1-s and s-1. Since the coherence length of 
the laser was far shorter than the arm length differential, only the 
contributions from 1-s and s-1 interfered. Defining the optical phase 
shift due to the acoustic displacement by cracos(wat) and the phase 
modulation by crmcos(Wffit), the interfering fields can be written:-
V1s ~ exp i ( wt + crmcos(Wrot) + cracos(wa(ttT)) ) 
Vsl ~ exp i ( wt + cracos(wat) + crmcos(Wffi(t+T)) ) 
giving rise to an interference term 
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V1sv:1 « expi(crmsin(wro~/2)sin(wro(t+~/2))) 
expi(crasin(wa~/2)sin(wa(t+~/2))) 
which can be expanded as a product of two Bessel function (Ji) series, 
to give:-
= 
where 
Jo(~a)Jo(Ym) + 2J,(ya)J,(ym) (cos(~,-)- cos(~,+) ) + •.•• 
Ya = Oasin(wa~/2) 
Ym = crmsin(wm~/2) 
~.- = (Wm-wa)(t+~/2) 
~.+ = <wm+wa)(t+~/2) 
In the report, the modulation frequency fm was 400kHz and the time delay 
~ was lJJs, giving fp=SOOkHz, which matched the surface acoustic wave 
frequency fa generated by a contact transducer. The difference of the 
frequency generators fa-fm served as a reference for the lock-in 
amplifier, and with a bandwidth of 10Hz a sensitivity of 0.03pm was 
achieved. Again with narrow bandwidth detection, a modification of this 
probe has been applied to detect subsurface flaws on diffuse metal 
samples [Jungerman et al 1983]. In this case, calibration was maintained 
whilst the sample was scanned by dividing the output with a signal which 
varied with the optical power arriving at the diode. 
1.5.7 The Confocal Fabr~, Perot. 
As a diffusely scattering surface is scanned, the interference signal in 
a fibre time delay interferometer fluctuates due to speckle. Many 
speckles may be integrated in a WAMI system, making change in the probe 
location less significant. However, the frequency response is generally 
in the lOO MHz range due to the short time delays used in practice. 
Monchalin [ 1985b] was first to apply a confocal Fabr<j• Perot 
interferometer to the detection of ultrasonic displacements on machined 
surfaces. The interferometer operated with speckled light, and the Q of 
the cavity was adjusted to give a peak sensitivity for lOMHz 
displacements. The optical arrangement is illustrated in fig 1.5.8. A 
narrow laser beam illuminates the surface and the scattered light is 
gathered by a telephoto lens separated from the surface by about l.Sm. 
The telephoto, matched the speckled wavefront into the cavity and the 
transmitted intensity was monitored by a photomultiplier. A narrow 
orthogonally polarised monitor beam acted as a reference on which to 
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stabilise the cavity length. The PZT pushers adjusted the cavity length 
such that the laser frequency sat half way up a resonant peak. The 
electro-optic cell produced a low frequency (500kHz) modulation of known 
amplitude to act as a calibration signal. The output intensity signal 
varies with the Doppler frequency of the scattered light, and is thus 
proportional to surface velocity. The sensitivity variation with 
acoustic frequency has been calculated by Monchalin [1986b]. The 
presented curve shows a fairly linear increase in sensitivity to lOMHz, 
followed by an exponential type fall off at higher frequencies. Laser 
generated epicentral and surface transients were recorded on a machined 
steel plate. With a SmW HeNe source, and a 40mm diameter lens l.Sm from 
the sample, a peak sensitivity of about 3A has been calculated for a 
lOMHz detection bandwidth [Monchalin 1986a]. The interferometer has also 
been applied with a long pulse Nd:YAG laser as an illumination source 
[Aussel and Monchalin 1989]. As a possible means of scanning a sample 
with a confocal Fab~, Perot detector, Bruinsma and Vogel [1988] coupled 
the light from the cavity to the sample surface with a multimode optical 
fibre. 
1.5.8 Shear Displacement Sensitive Probes. 
On diffusely scattering surfaces, it is possible to produce interference 
sensitive to in-plane displacement by illuminating the surface with two 
oppositely inclined beams as illustrated in fig 1.5.9. From §A1.6, the 
interference phase produced by a small surface displacement, with a 
component op parallel to the surface and in the plane of the paper, is 
given by:-
~ = 2kop sin(a) 
Such a probe has been described by Dandliker [1981]. The optical 
arrangement used a 2mW HeNe in a Mach-Zehnder, in which the sample 
surface replaced the output beam splitter. Bragg cells placed in each 
arm, were driven at frequencies differing by up to lOMHz to form a 
heterodyne carrier. The interference intensity was observed in a 
direction normal to the surface as in fig 1. 5. 9. With a detection 
bandwidth of 1kHz, in-plane vibrations in the range 5kHz to SMHz were 
measured with a noise limited sensitivity of 0.3nm. 
An alternative homodyne arrangement based on the Mach-Zehnder was 
applied by Sarrafzadeh and Duke [1986] in a study of the in-plane motion 
of shear and compressional piezoelectric transducers. In this case, the 
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surface was covered with retroreflective tape which returned the 
illumination along it 1 s original path, thus doubling the interference 
signal ( §A1.6). The need to apply tape to the surface however is a 
disadvantage for general applications. 
Transient in-plane displacements have been detected on unprepared 
machined surfaces by a heterodyne system as described by Mckie and 
Wagner [ 1988]. A Bragg cell, conjugate to the surface, produced two 
divergent beams, shifted in frequency by 40MHz. After reflection by a 
polarising beam splitter (PBS), a A/4 plate produced circularly 
polarised light before a microscope objective focussed the two beams on 
to the surface. The scattered light gathered by the lens passed back 
through the wave plate to be transmitted by the PBS on to an avalanche 
photodiode. Laser generated ultrasonic transients from an oil layer line 
source were detected with a sensitivity of -znm for a bandwidth of lOMHz 
with a phase locked demodulation scheme similar to that described by 
Rudd [ 1983]. 
1.5.9 Enhanced Operation on Diffusely Scattering Surfaces. 
Laser light scattered from a surface which is rough compared to the 
optical wave length is speckled. Since the phase between neighbouring 
speckles is random, tightly focussed beams are generally employed in 
displacement interferometers, such that only a few speckles are 
integrated at the detector [Scruby 1989]. 
The basic criteria for obtaining good interference from diffuse 
surfaces, is to maintain the spatial coherence between the interfering 
beams. A direct approach was adopted by Aharani et al [1987], when they 
illuminated the surface with a O.Smm probe beam and used the reference 
to form a hologram of the speckle pattern in front of the photodiode. 
After the hologram was developed, an active mirror stabilised reference 
beam reconstructed the original pattern which interfered with the probe 
light. Surface waves at 2MHz were detected with a noise limited 
sensitivity of 10 to 30pm. 
An alternative approach was described by Paul et al [1987]. Here a phase 
conjugate mirror was employed to return the scattered probe light to the 
surface and reconstruct a collimated beam to interfere with the internal 
reference. Wideband heterodyne detection was employed and lSnm 
ultrasonic transients were detected on an aluminium sample with a signal 
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to noise ratio of 30dB. A SOOmW Argon ion laser was used and 350mW of 
the optical power pumped the BaTiO> crystal. This gave the phase 
conjugate mirror a response time of a few seconds. 
1.6 Objectives of Probe Interferometer Study. 
The primary objective of the probe interferometry work reported here, 
was to examine the possibility of improving the sensitivity limit for 
the absolute measurement of wideband ultrasonic displacements. This work 
continued from that of Richard White [1984) and Martain Godfrey [1986) 
who specialised in transducer calibration and two beam interferometer 
design respectively. As a result, the emphasis is primarily on the use 
of two beam interferometers operating on polished surfaces with a flat 
frequency response over the 5kHz to lOMHz bandwidth. 
Factors affecting the sensitivity of laser interferometers are 
identified in chapter 2, and methods of minimising. their effect are 
discussed. In chapter 3, a novel optical arrangement is described for 
operation on specularly reflecting surfaces which has the potential of 
improving the sensitivity limit by an order of magnitude. 
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2. PROBE INTERFEROMETER NOISE. 
2.1 Photodiode Preamplification. 
2.1.1 Detection Circuit. 
The schematic of a typical photodiode interface arrangement is 
illustrated in fig 2.1.1 [Ross]. Photons absorbed within in the PN 
junction give rise to a photo-current by promoting electrons from the 
valence to the conduction band. The quantum efficiency (~) defines the 
probability that an incident photon will produce and electron-hole pair. 
For silicon ~~0.8 at A=0.63~. The input impedance of the amplifier is 
very high and effectively all the photo-current (Ip) passes through the 
feedback resistor (Rf) to produce an output signal -IpRf• 
The inverting input of the amp is a virtual earth by virtue of the high 
open loop gain (G) of the amp. As a result, the reverse bias voltage 
across the diode is nearly constant, thus producing excellent linearity 
characteristics. The effective input impedance of the amp is Ri = Rf/G 
and this couples with the diode junction capacitance Cj to form the RC 
constant which limits the detection bandwidth. The reverse bias 
minimises the junction capacitance by broadening the junction width. 
Typically, a small area diode would have a capacitance of a few pF, and 
for laser interferometry on polished surfaces, Ip may be in the mA range 
and Rf would be a few kn. 
The amplifier gain G falls with frequency and in practice the 
arrangement in fig 2.1.1 is limited to bandwidths of 100MHz or so. For 
ultra-wide bandwidth detection (>GHz), avalanche photo diodes are often 
used which increase the photo current by a factor of up to 100, thus 
allowing the use of smaller load resistances. However, for bright 
illumination and bandwidths in the tens of MHz range, PIN diodes give 
slightly improved noise performance [Verdeyen]. The remainder of this 
discussion considers detectors of the type illustrated in fig 2.1.1. 
2.1.2 Detection Circuit Noise. 
There are three basic sources of noise in photo-diode circuits relevant 
to interferometry, shot noise, Johnson noise and amplifier noise. 
Shot noise results from the Poisson statistics describing the generation 
of photo-current in the diode junction. Its variance is related to Ip, 
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the electronic charge e, and the detection bandwidth 6f by:-
as 2 = 2 e Ip 6f 
Johnson noise is the name given to the noise voltage produced across a 
resistive element due to electron motion resulting from thermal energy. 
The spectrum of thermal energy is correctly described by Plank's 
Blackbody radiation law. The average mode energy is uniform up to 
10 1 'Hz, at which point it falls off rapidly. Consequently, over the 
frequency range relevant to electronics, thermal noise is essentially 
white [Ross). The noise variance from this source is given by:-
Amplifier noise is dominated by noise produced at the input stage of the 
amp since these contributions are amplified by the overall gain. At 
frequencies above 1 to 2kHz the noise of operational amplifiers is white 
and results from the combined effects of shot noise, Johnson noise and 
generation/recombination (g/r) noise. The g/r noise is a current 
fluctuation caused by thermal excitation of electrons across the 
semiconductor band gap [Brophy). The net effect of these sources are 
normally specified by the chip manufacturers as separate voltage av 2 and 
current ai 2 noise sources. 
At low frequencies ( < 1 to 2 kHz ), amplifier noise is dominated by 1/f 
noise which is considered to originate in part from the bulk, but mainly 
from the semiconductor surface characteristics [Brophy). Since signal 
components in the audio band are usually filtered out in ultrasonic 
work, 1/f noise need not be considered further here. 
Current noise on the input terminal of an amplifier, generates a noise 
voltage across the parallel combination of the feedback resistor with 
the photo-diode output impedance. The diode is reverse biased and thus 
its impedance is very high. Thus if large feedback values are used, it 
is prudent to select a FET type amplifier to minimise the input bias 
currents. 
2.1.3 Signal to Noise Ratio. 
From apx 1, the homodyne interference signal can be written:-
or alternatively 
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where 
Pd = P0 ( 1/2 + A cos(4n6IA + 80 ) ) 
Pi denotes optical power 
Po = Pr + Ps 
A = ~~PriPs I (Pr + Ps) 
x = surface displacement. 
For an actively stabilised arrangement (§1.5.3) the maximum signal due 
to a surface displacement x<<A, is given by:-
S = P0 4n A x I A 
The interference amplitude A has a maximum value of 0.5 when Pr = Ps and 
the arm lengths match such that~ = 1. 
Assuming A·= 0.5, the photo-current corresponding to S is given by:-
Is = ( ~ P0 e I 2 h v ) ( 4 n x I A ) 
where e = electronic charge 
h = planck's costant 
v = optical frequency 
(2.1.1) 
The photo-current noise is given by the root of the sum of shot, 
Johnson, amp and the laser power (P0 ) variances. ie 
where Im = ~eP012hv = mean photo-current 
oL = Laser noise. 
The voltage noise contributions can be made insignificant by increasing 
the value of Rf• For a high input impedance amplifier the input current 
noise is negligible and thus assuming that laser noise is suitably low 
(§2.2), shot noise limited performance can be achieved. 
In the shot noise limit, the signal to noise ratio can be written:-
SIN = 4nx/A (~P014hv~f)! 
(2.1. 2) 
Substituting for A=0.63~, P0 =lmW and ~f=10MHz, this predicts a 
sensitivity limit of x~6pm. 
Performing similar calculations for other stabilisation arrangements 
predicts slightly reduced SIN values by at least a factor of 1112 
[Kwaaitaal et al 1980). 
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2.2 Laser Noise Suppression. 
In practice, laser noise is generally set by laser design specific 
factors, including, fluctuations in pumping power and efficiency, 
environmental influences on the cavity length, and interaction between 
longitudinal modes [Arrathoon 1976]. The spectral content of these 
effects is predominantly below 1MHz, but components of several MHz can 
occur [White 1985]. Discharge noise is considered the dominant noise 
source in gas lasers and typically has frequency components in the 0 -
0.3MHz range [Bellisio 1964, Forgo and Strutt 1967, Yoshino and Kurosawa 
1982]. 
To identify the laser power stability requirements for high sensitivity 
interferometry, the diode power fluctuations due to laser noise can be 
equated to an equivalent change resulting from surface motion x, to 
give:-
flP/P = 411 X I A 
which for x = lOpm gives flP/P ~ 1/5000. Commercially available low noise 
single mode HeNe 1 s typically have wideband rms noise specifications of 
~111000. This implies that to attain shot noise limited performance from 
a probe interferometer, some precautions must be taken to reduce the 
effects of laser noise. 
In principle, it is possible to reduce the effects of small variations 
in laser power from both actively stabilised and quadrature signals, by 
analogue electronic arithmetic operations. In the case of active 
stabilisation, the simplest solution is to arrange the optics such that 
two anti-phased interference signals are recorded. These can then be 
subtracted to remove the laser noise and double the ultrasonic signal 
[Harwell, Palmer 1984]. 
For the signals used in quadrature processing, the laser noise content 
is modulated by the interference. To form an equivalent noise signal, a 
photodiode could sample the power from the laser head, and the laser 
noise contribution separated from the mean intensity be high pass 
filtering. This could be scaled by the low frequency content of the 
interference signal, to produce a replica of the laser noise on the 
" signal of interest from that diode. The processed noise signal can then 
be subtracted away from the interference diode output. 
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The practicality of these schemes relies upon two factors: Firstly it is 
essential that all the photodiodes are adequately illuminated such that 
laser noise is the dominant noise contribution, and secondly it is 
necessary to perform the arithmetic operations with sufficient accuracy 
to remove the laser noise without introducing new errors of significant 
magnitude. As examples, a wide band op amp such as the ADLH00332 has a 
common mode rejection at lOMHz of 40dB and a high speed multiplier such 
as the AD539 has an accuracy of "'li. from DC to 30MHz. These figures 
imply that these methods could reduce laser noise by either lOO times or 
to the shot noise limit of the diodes, which ever is larger. 
For heterodyne techniques it is not so simple to isolate a signal 
representing the laser noise and thus stabilisation of the laser output 
is necessary [Miller 1991). Extrnal optical control units are 
commercially available for this purpose and they typically quote 
stabilisation up to a few MHz to "'1/1000. This implies that laser noise 
is more of a limitation in heterodyne systems than in other stabilised 
two beam arrangements. 
These ideas have not been taken further here, but it can be concluded 
that they are potentially of value when laser noise is significant, ie 
if a high power laser is employed. 
2.3 Multiple Pass Signal Amplification. 
Equation 2.1.2 suggests that for a fixed detection bandwidth, the S/N 
ratio can be increased either by reduction of the laser wave length A or 
by increasing the laser power P0 • Negligible gain can be achieved by 
adjustment of A due to the corresponding fall off in quantum efficiency 
~· In principle, increasing the laser power will improve the signal to 
noise ratio to achieve pm sensitivities with >lOMHz bandwidths, but only 
if the laser noise effects can be adequately reduced. To the authors 
knowledge, no experimental results have reported such performance. 
An alternative approach is to increase the sensitivity of the 
interferometer to surface displacement. The Fabry Perot can be made to 
have sharp resonant peaks, but unless one of the cavity mirrors is 
attached to the surface, its output is surface velocity dependent. Since 
loading the surface with a cavity mirror is undesirable, this 
interferometer is inappropriate. 
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The approach adopted here is to adapt a two beam interferometer such 
that the sample beam reflects from the object a predefined number of 
times before recombination with the reference beam [Holloway and Emmony 
1988]. This is illustrated schematically in fig 2.3.1. If the sample is 
displaced by x, the resulting change in optical path length for the 
sample beam is now 2nx, where n is the number of reflections from the 
surface. The result is thus to increase the interference sensitivity by 
the number of reflections. Obviously, to make a practical instrument for 
ultrasonic detection it is necessary to confine the probe to a small 
interaction area on the surface. Optical arrangements for achieving this 
are described in the next chapter. 
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3. MULTIPLE-PASS INTERFEROMETRY 
3.1 Practical Configurations. 
A schematic of the optical arrangement used in the experimental work is 
presented in fig 3.1.1. A polarised laser beam is focussed by the lens 
onto the sample surface to produce a small interaction area for wideband 
surface transient detection. Between the lens and the sample, a 
polarising beamsplitter separates the sample and reference components. 
After reflection, the mutually orthogonal arm polarisations recombine at 
the beam splitter and trace a common path back through the lens to a 
right angled prism. The ridge of the prism is offset from the lens optic 
axis by a small amount 'a'. As a result, the beam returning to the lens 
is closer to the optic axis than the input beam to the prism by 1 2a'. 
The laser beam thus spirals in an anticlockwise sense towards the optic 
axis. This situation continues until the return beam from prism to lens 
is either on (as in fig 3.1.1), or above the optic axis. At which.time 
an outward clockwise spiral locus is initiated, and the beam eventually 
exits the system towards the photodiodes. Polarisers are required before 
the detectors to achieve interference between the mutually orthogonal 
interferometer arms. 
The beam splitter BS is not required in practice since the input and 
output beams can be physically separated. This can be seen from fig 
3 .1. 2 which illustrates the order, location and direction of the beam 
entering the prism for a 3 and 4 pass system. The coordinate axes are 
defined with z and y parallel to the optic axis and prism ridge 
respectively. Clearly the number of passes is selectable by adjustment 
of the prism offset. 
Positioning the beam splitter PBS between the lens and sample, offers 
two advantages over keeping the reference external to the optical loop. 
Firstly maximising coalition of the interferometer arms, minimises the 
effects of aberrations and thus optimises their spatial coherence at the 
detectors. Secondly, if active mirror stabilisation is employed, the 
physical range of mirror motion is independent of the number of passes 
(n). 
The arrangement in fig 3 .1.1 is not unique in its ability to form a 
suitable multiple-pass loop. For example, the prism could be replaced by 
a second lens with a mirror at its back focus. Multiple passes could 
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then be achieved either by tilting the mirror or by off-setting the 
optic axes of the two lenses. It is thus of interest to find a general 
description for a multiple-pass system. 
3.2 Multiple-Pass General Theory. 
3.2.1 Loop Matrix. 
This section develops a general matrix description of a multiple-pass 
loop. The relevant aspects of optical matricies are outlined in appendix 
2. 
A general multiple-pass arrangement can be simply represented by the 
arrangement in fig 3.2.1. The optics are separated from the surface by a 
distance 1 L 1 and the surface is tilted to the optic axis at a small 
angle e. The polarising beam splitter has been omitted since it is 
irrelevant to the following discussion. 
The ray transfer matrix from RPl to RP2 is denoted by:-
[ p Q p q l RP1 * RP2 R s r s = 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
(3.2.1) 
At RP2 there is a reflection element with a transfer matrix given by:-
[ 
z 0 (1-z)a 
_,,;,..] 
REV 0 z 0 = 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 . 
where z=1 for a mirror and -1 for a prism (§A2.1.3), and the reflector 
is offset by 1 a 1 and tilted at a small angle 9 1 • 
Using the relations in §A2.3, the matrix for a single round trip from 
RPl, through the optics and back to RPl is thus given by:-
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Fig 3.2.1 General Arrangement. 
RPl * RPl = (RP2 * RPl) X (REV) X (RPl * RP2) = 
z(SP+QR) z2QS z(Sp+Qr)-Sp+Qr z(Sq+Qs)-Sq+Qs 
+S(l-z)a -Q(l+z)e' 
z2RP z(SP+QR) z(Rp+Pr)-Rp+Pr z(Rq+Ps)-Rq+Ps 
+R(l-z)a -P(l+z)e' 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
(3.2.2) 
In the following, this matrix describing the multi-pass optics will be 
referred to as the (MrJ) matrix, where MrJ is the matrix element of the 
rth row and the Jth column. 
The complete ray transfer matrix from reflection at the sample, 
translation to RPl, through (MrJ), and back to the sample, is given by:-
(ArJ) = (trans L) x (MrJ) x (trans L) x (ref) = 
M1 1+LM 21 M1 2+LM 11 + 
L(M22 +LM 21 ) 
M, 3+LM2, M, 4 +LM 24 -29(M, 2 + 
LM, ,+L(M22 +LM21 ) 
Mz, Mzz+LMz, M>, M24 -29(M22 +LM2,) 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
(3.2.3) 
3.2.2 Focussing Requirements. 
Given a rays initial position and inclination (Yn•nu) at the sample, the 
(ArJ) matrix transforms these parameters for a single pass to give:-
Yn+• = A11 Yn + A, 2nu + A13 + A14 
nu+, = Az,Yn + AzzOTI + A>, + A>4 
(3.2.4) 
To maintain the focus location at the surface, we require Yn+• and Yn 
equal. The incltnation an must change in order to exit the loop after a 
finite number of passes. Thus a necessary condition for constant Yn is 
A12 =0. Using the fact that DetiArJI=l, A12 =0 demands A, 1=A22 = ±1. Thus a 
multiple-pass loop has the form of an imaging system, which images the 
object back onto itself with a magnification of 1 or -1. 
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3.2.3 Loop Stability. 
The sensitivity of Yn+• and On+, to small amounts of surface defocus or 
tilt, is given by differentiation of eqn 3.2.4 with respect to (wrt) L 
and e respectively. 
Differentiating wrt L gives:-
~+• A~ ~ dL = YnM 21 + , 'dL + ao2A,, +A, 'dL +M,,+ M24 - 48A,, 
~+. = dL 
(3.2.5) 
0 +M,~ + aoM, + A22~ + 0 28M2 , 
where Mij terms have been substituted where appropriate, and use has 
been made of the fact that M, , =M22 • Since IA 1 1 I " 1, and On is a 
variable wrt n, the above expressions cannot be made equal to zero, but 
they can be minimised by adjusting the coefficients Mij• 
By observation, if M,,=O, A,, and A22 are independent of L (eqn 3.2.3), 
and from eqn 3.2.5, On+, also becomes independent of L. This last point 
can be argued from the fact that eqn 3.2.5 predicts dOn+, /dL equals a 
constant times dao/dL. Since the inclination of the initial ray on the 
surface is independent of L, all subsequent rays must be likewise. 
Applying these conditions to dYn+ 1 I dL, the first and fourth terms are 
automatically zero. The third term require that a 0 be kept as small as 
possible. The fifth term depends upon the feedback optics and in §3.3 it 
will be seen that for the experimental arrangement, this term reduces 
with the prism offset (a). Finally the last term can be minimised by 
keeping the lens optic axis as close to the surface normal as possible. 
Differentiating eqn 3.2.4 wrt 8 gives:-
~+. 
= d8 - 2 A, 2 " 0 
~+. 
= - 2 A,, de " + 2 
which is independent of the (Mij) matrix. 
As a consequense of setting M,=O, it can seen from eqn 3.2.4 that if 
A, ,=-1 and A, 2 =0, there can only be two reflection points, Y0 and 
-Y0 +A, 3+A, 4 and two reflection angles a 0 and -a0 +A23 +A24 • The po~Lbility 
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of only two reflection points is an advantage, since a small error from 
Y0 =(A 1 3 +A, 4 )/2 will not become magnified over many passes. The presence 
of only two angles however, means that a system cannot operate solely 
with a magnification of -1, since the number of passes in the loop would 
be limited to two. In the case of A, 1 =1, errors in Yn and "n are 
accumulative but the system can be configured for many passes. 
For a total of 2m passes, the effect of "n error on the output beam 
location can be cancelled by returning the beam back along itself after 
m passes. A practical arrangement for achieving this is described in 
§3.3. 
3.2.4 Signal to Noise Ratio Gain. 
The diode current from a multiple pass interferometer can be written:-
in = o.s PL Yn [hJlev] [ 1 + vn cos ( 2~no/A ) ] 
where PL = power from laser head 
"Yn = Transmission after n passes. 
Vn = fringe visibility after nth pass 
Defining PLs and PLr as the initial sample and reference arm powers, Ps 
and Pr as the corresponding detected powers, and Ys• Yr as the 
transmission coefficients per pass of the optical loop, the form of "Yn 
can be derived as follows:-
if then 
and 
2y~ PL r 1 + r :: r r 
thus 
Yn = [ 2 ( "Yr "Ys )n ] 
Defining Sg• Ns and NL as the signal, shot noise and laser noise for a 
single pass in the absence of attenuation, ie Yn = Vn = 1, we can 
write:-
signal = n Sg Yn Vn 
shot noise = ( Ns 2 Yn )! 
laser noise = NL Yn 
Using these definitions, and assuming amp noise to be negligible, the 
signal to noise ratio for ann pass system can be written:-
= 
( N 2 + NL2 s Yn Yn 2 ) ! 
The gain in signal to noise ratio which could be expected of a multiple 
pass interferometer compared to a Michelson, can be expressed by taking 
the ratio of (S/N)n/(S/N), to give:-
( S/N ln 
n [ 
1 + ( Ns/NL )' -, r Vn y, G = = ( S/N ) I 1 + ( Ns/NL )2 -, v, Yn 
(3.2.5) 
Clearly if laser noise dominates over shot noise and the fringe 
visibility remains constant, the gain of an n pass system is simply n. 
As shot noise becomes more signlficant, the effects of power reduction 
becomes important and the gain is less than n. 
3.2.5 Optical Loop Bandwidth. 
Specifying the optical path change (ope) in a multi-pass system by 2nx 
is only strictly valid at low frequencies. More accurately, one should 
include the time delay ~t per pass of the optical loop to give:-
~; n - 1 
ope = 
>. ::'' 
- m~t) 
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Taking x(t) = A exp(iwt) 
~ n - 1 
ope = 2A exp i (wt) ) exp -i ( m w t.t ) 
m = 0 
[ -int.e ~ ] = Zx e-i(n-l)t.e/2 [ sin nt.e/2 ] e = 2x 
-it.e 1 sin t.9/2 e 
Which finally gives:-
[ sin ( n w t.t/2 ) ] exp ( -w(n-l)t.t/2 ) ope = 2x(t) 
sin ( w t.t/2 ) 
The optical loop thus acts as a low pass filter. The gain of n is 
attQouated by 3dB for tp ~ 2.2Snt.t, where tp is the oscillation period 
of the ultrasonic displacement. For n=7 and t.t=4ns, this corresponds to 
a frequency of ~lS.9MHz. The ope falls to its first zero for tp = nt.t, 
which for n=7 and t.t=4ns corresponds to 35. 7MHz. If required, below a 
frequency of 1/nt.t, the phase and amplitude of the recorded data could 
be corrected for attenuation and phase change to recover the original 
waveform. 
In summary, the loop delay limits the useful bandwidth of the system to 
about 20MHz unless the optics are small or low gains are used. 
3.3 Prism Feedback Theoretical Examination. 
3.3.1 Prism Feedback Loop Matrix. 
In §3.2.3, it was concluded that the sensitivity of the optical loop to 
sample tilt and defocus is minimised if all ray paths are kept close to 
the optic axis and the loop matrix element M21 is made equal to zero. In 
this section the loop matrix for the system depicted in fig 3 .1.1 is 
derived in order to establish the conditions under which M21 =0. 
Denoting the lens to prism separation by M, the matricies from A2.1.3 
can be used to give:-
[ RPl~RP2 ) = [ trans M ) X ( lens ) = 
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1 M 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 f = 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
M 
1 - I M 0 0 
- 1 1 0 0 f 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
which is equivalent to eqn 3.2.1. Substitution into eqn 3.2.2 gives the 
(Mij) matrix as:-
z(l - 2~) z2M (1 - z)a -M(l + z)e' 
-2z ( 
- ~] z(l - 2~) -1 (1 - z)a -(1 - ~]o + z)8' fl I 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
(3.3.1) 
And thus it can be seen that the element M2 1 =0 for a lens to prism 
separation equal to the focal length of the lens. 
Referring to the axes defined in §3.1, in the zy plane the prism acts as 
a plane mirror and z = 1 which sets M••=-1, whereas z = -1 in the zx 
plane which sets M, 1 =1. The prism arrangement thus operates with a 
magnification of -1 and 1 in the the zx and zy planes respectively. 
As stated in §3.2.3, it can be seen that the element M, reduces with 
offset (a) of the prism, and thus the loop stability is improved with 
small a. 
3.3.2 Focal Spot Size. 
In order to approximate the effect of sample defocus on the laser spot 
size at the surface, a simplistic model has been used in which the 
multiple-pass optics are likened to an optical cavity. For this, the 
prism is represented by a plane mirror and the beam travels along the 
optic axis. In this case, the propagation of a Gaussian beam can be 
described by the ABCD rule of ray matricies [Verdeyen]. The elements of 
so 
the 2x2 'cavity' matrix are given by A=A, 1 B=A,, C=A 21 and D=A,,. The 
ABCD rule states that the complex radius of curvature of a Gaussian beam 
p=z+ib, is transformed in one pass of the cavity by 
A + B P, 
= 
c p 
1 
+ D 
The spot size w(z), curvature R(z) and confocal parameter b for a 
Gaussian beam are given by [Verdeyen]:-
w2 (z) 2 ( 1 + C z I b )' ) = WO 
R(z) = z ( 1 + C b I z )' ) 
11 
b 2 = WO 
>.. 
Clearly, if the complex radius of curvature p=z-ib is known, the other 
parameters follow directly. For a prism feedback arrangement, spot size 
at the surface as a function of n is given in fig 3.3.1. The curves were 
calculated on the basis of a focal length of 300mm, the matrix element 
M,,=O, the input beam waist coincident with the focal plane and an input 
beam diameter of "2mm. 
In section 3.2.2, the requirement for M,, to be zero was argued on the 
basis of minimising a rays sensitivity to surface tilt and defocus. 
Interestingly, the same criteria is also advantageous from a physical 
optics viewpoint. Taking the Gaussian waist to be at the lens focal 
plane and the surface to be in focus, the complex radius of the beam at 
the lens is given by p1 =f-ib,, where f is the lens focal length_ and 
b, is the confocal parameter. After passing· through the lens, the 
complex radius of the beam travelling towards the prism is p2 = -f -
if'lb, • The z value of p2 indicates that the waist of the transmitted 
beam lies at a distance f beyond the lens. Thus, placing an effectively 
plane reflector (the prism) at z=f produces a stable optical cavity. 
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Fig 3.3.1 
0. Smm, (2) 
Gaussian Spot Size With Defocus. 
= 0.2mm. 
(1) 
Surface Coordinate 
Pass (n) 0.2mm Defocus 0.5mm Defocus 
X(pm) Y(pm) X(pm) Y(pm) 
1 10 05 25 12.5 
2 27 -15 67 -37.5 
3 37 25 92 62 
4 40 -35 100 -87.5 
5 37 45 92 112 
6 27 -55 67 -137.5 
7 10 65 25 162.5 
Table 3.3.1 Focus scatter with defocus. 
= 
3.3.3 Sample Spread. 
As the sample is defocussed, not only does the spot size increase, but 
the reflection points on the sample separate due to the inclination 
angle On of the beam. To give an indication of the significance of this 
effect, table 3.3.1 lists calculated reflection coordinates for a 7 pass 
system with a defocus of 0;2 and 0.5mm. The input ray angle was set at 
0.05 and 0.025 rad for the zx and zy planes respectively and the lens 
focal length was JOOmm. 
3.3.4 Stabilising Against Sample Tilt. 
Fig 3.3.2 is an example illustrating an arrangement for making the 
output beam from the system immune to small tilts of the surface. After 
an even number of passes, the beam travelling towards the beam splitter 
is independent of tilt in the zy plane. The second prism with its ridge 
parallel to the x axis returns the beam such that the final output is 
stable in both zx and zy planes as discussed at the end of §3.2.3. Tests 
with this arrangement have shown it to work well provided the surface 
tilt is small enough to allow the beam to correctly reflect from the 
second prism. 
3.3.5 Signal to Noise Gain. 
Using the relations in §3.2.4 the visibility independent gain (G/Vn/V, 
vs n) is plotted in fig 3.3.3. In each case, equal shot and laser noise 
contributions are assumed for a single pass signal. For these plots the 
transmission coefficient per interface (T), and the reference (Rr) and 
sample (Rs) reflection coefficients used were:-
Curve T Rr Rs 
1 0.995 0.995 0.92 
2 0.995 0.92 0.92 
3 0.96 0.92 0.92 
Due to the finite diameter of the laser beam and the tolerance of the 
loop to defocus etc, the maximum practical value of n is anticipated as 
being in the region of 12. 
The effective signal gain however, also depends upon the reduction in 
fringe vis\~·clity. Some tests are reported on this in §3.4.2. 
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Fig 3.3.3 Multi-Pass Visibility Independent Gain. 
3.4 Experimental Work. 
For the experimental work, an arrangement similar to that fig 3.1.1 was 
constructed. The optics was assembled from spare components available 
within the lab, and were thus of uncertain specification. The lens was a 
single uncoated plane-convex with a focal length of 300mm and a diameter 
of 60mm. The roof prism was also uncoated and had a front face of 
approximately 20*2Bmm. As discussed below, the lOmm cube polarising beam 
splitter initially used, caused problems and was later replaced with a 
Hoya PB-10-633-H. The laser used was a 5mW HeNe and the diode output was 
recorded and displayed on a Philips 60MHz digital storage scope. 
It was found that the optical loop was both easy to set up and quite 
immune to local disturbances. Though not examined in any detail, it was 
noted that the finge visibility was most immune to sample defocus when 
the prism was "'300mm behind the lens. This is in agreement with the 
theory in §3.2.3. 
3.4.1 Polarisation Leakage. 
When the multiple pass system of fig 3.1.1 was initially assembled, it 
was noticed that the fringe amplitude had a low frequency modulation of 
approximately 10%. The number of fringes in the modulation envelope 
equalled the number of passes in the loop. This effect can be explained 
by polarisation leakage from the beam splitter placed between the lens 
and the sample. If leakage occurs, additional interference components 
will be present with optical path gains from 1 to n. When this beam 
splitter was replaced by a lcm cube from Hoya with a 99% extinctin 
ratio, the modulation was no longer visable. 
If for a given application polarisation leakage must be minimised, 
either a total internal reflection beam splitter such as a Wollaston 
should be used or the reference beam could be separated out before 
entering the optical loop. 
3.4.2 Visibility vs Surface Roughness. 
The S/N gain curves presented in fig 3. 3. 3, are independent of the 
change in visibility which occurs as n increases. The effective gain is 
obtained by multiplying these curves by the relative visibility change 
(Vn/V 1 ) • In order to obtain an indication of the quality of sample 
surface preparation necessary to achieve good performance, a simple test 
was performed using a commercial aluminium mirror in the reference arm 
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and a SOmm dural disc as a sample which had been hand polished with 2~n 
diamond paste. The results are presented in table 3.4.1 along with the 
equivalent results using a commercial mirror as a sample. The similar 
values indicate that a high optical quality sample surface is not 
essential for good fringe visibility. 
Time did not allow for a more thorough investigation of fringe 
visibility vs surface roughness, but clearly such data would be of great 
value regarding the application of a mUlti-pass arrangement outside the 
lab environment. 
3.5 Multiple-Pass Discussion and Conclusion. 
As a means of improving the signal to noise ratio of a probe 
interferometer, a method has been proposed which enables a focussed 
sample beam to make multiple reflections from the sample surface. Being 
an optical amplification technique, the method is applicable to both 
homodyne and heterodyne type interferometers and serves to reduce the 
effects of both detector and laser noise. 
Recognising that several optical arrangements can be devised in 
practice, a general ray model has been developed from which the general 
requirements can be deduced for optimisation of the optical loop 
stability. In addition, relations have been derived which describe the 
effect of the optical loop in both enhancing the signal to noise ratio, 
and reducing the useful detection bandwidth. A brief period of 
experimental work has indicated that moderate sample surface preparation 
is satisfactory for good fringe visibility. 
It is concluded that multiple-pass interferometry is a potentially 
useful technique for enhancing sensitivity to both narrow and wide band 
ultrasonic displacements up to about lSMHz. However, due to the surface 
preparation requirem~nts. it is anticipated that its application will 
mainly be limited to research environments. 
There is much scope for further experimental work. With coated· optics, 
and a multi-layer reference mirror, it would be possible to confirm the 
above sensitivity and bandwidth predictions and go on to apply the probe 
to NDE problems. 
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4. PHASE MEASUREMENT SPKCKLE INTERFER<IfETRY. 
In Chapters 1 to 3, the interferometer systems discussed provide surface 
displacement information as a function of time, and primarily at a 
single location on a specular surface. The remainder of this work 
considers imaging interferometry on diffusely scattering surfaces, which 
yield spatial displacement information between two points in time or 
averaged over a period. 
For the last 20 years it has generally been agreed that Holographic and 
Speckle Interferometry have immense potential in the fields of NDT and 
experimental mechanics. However, these methods have found only limited 
application in industry, mainly because of the complexity and 
ambiguities involved in the interpretation of fringe data. In recent 
years, both the reducing cost of high speed computers and continued 
developments in automatic fringe pattern analysis have contributed 
greatly towards resolving this problem. To remain consistent with the 
theme of 'High Sensitivity Displacement Interferometry', an emphasis is 
given in this review to quantitative displacement techniques based on 
'Phase Measurement'. The principles, practice and applications of many 
techniques for displacement, transmission and form measurement can be 
found in several texts [eg Ennos 1978, Vest, Jones and Wykes, 
Hariharan I . 
4.1 Laser Speckle. 
Speckle is the name given to the grainy appearance of optically rough 
objects.when illuminated by coherent light. A quantitative understanding 
of speckle is essential for the optimisation of interferometric systems 
operating on diffusely scattering objects and for prediction of their 
fundamental limitations. However, the mathematical treatment of speckle 
is fairly involved and to include it here would distract from the 
interferometric techniques which are the primary topic of this chapter. 
Thus the mathematical derivations of speckle properties relevant to 
speckle interferometry have been given in Appendicies 3 and 4, and the 
relevant sections are referred to as the occasion arises. 
For the current chapter, it is sufficient to be aware that speckle 
results from the interference between many randomly phased field 
contributions scattered from a diffuse object. The mean size of a 
speckle in the image plane of a lens is shown in §A4.3 to be similar to 
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the diffraction limit of the lens (Sw ~ AW/D). If the object speckle is 
interfered with a clean reference beam originating from the aperture 
centre, the mean size of the interference speckle is doubled (§A4.4). 
Speckle interferometry operates on the principle of comparing two 
speckle patterns, one before and one during sample deformation. Since 
speckle is an interference phenomenon, deformation of the object surface 
will alter the relative phase of the field contributions and result in 
decorrelation of the observed speckle pattern. Speckle decorrelation is 
discussed in detail in §A4.6 where it is shown that the speckle size 
defines the absolute limit of in-plane object shift (eqn A4.6.6) and the 
minimum fringe spacing (from eqn A4.6.8). These however are ultimate 
correlation limits and in practice one would only get reasonable fringe 
visibility well within these ranges. 
4.2 Speckle Interferometer Principles. 
4.2.1 The Sensitivity Vector. 
Due to the random phase introduced by the microscopic structure of a 
rough surface, the optical path giving rise to interference as a result 
of deformation can be deduced by considering a single surface point in 
isolation. In fig 4.2.1, a surface point with coordinate o is deformed 
along a vector m. The magnitude of the vector Leo joining the centre of 
curvature of the source (c) to the surface point (at o+m) defines the 
optical path of the incident light. 
Lcm•Lc0 +m and Lcm"'Lc0 +lco•m 
where bold face denotes vectors and normal text are magnitudes. lco is a 
unit vector in the direction of c to o and it has been assumed that 
m<llLco• Similarly for the reflected light from the object (o) to the 
sensor (s):-
Lms • Los - m giving Lms "' Los - los • m 
The phase change at s resulting from the displacement m can thus be 
written: 
(4.2.1) 
where k1 and kr are the wave vectors of the incident and reflected light 
at o. The vector S is referred to as the sensitivity vector [eg Vest, 
Jones and Wykes] and defines the component of m measured by the 
interference [Solid 1969], Clearly the displacement vector m is a three 
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Fig 4.2.1 Optical path change with surface 
deformation. 
dimensional quantity and to be fully resolved, a minimum of three 
independent equations are required. Eqn 4.2.1 gives one such equation 
and the others can be obtained with different sensitivity vectors 
resulting from alternative illumination or viewing directions. 
4.2.2 Time Averaged Holographic Interferometry (TAHI). 
TAHI is a simple holographic technique used in the study of vibrating 
surfaces. The basic optical arrangement is illustrated in fig 4.2.2. A 
hologram is made of a vibrating surface such that the reconstruction is 
the time average field during recording. The incident angle of the 
reference beam is chosen such that only the primary r~construction is 
observed by the detector. Using the letters 0, R, and R, to denote the 
object, reference and reconstruction field quantities, the reconstructed 
primary image field (P) can be described by:-
rT/2 
where the characteristic function M(T) • i I exp i( 60 (t) ) dt 
J-T/2 
(4.2.2) 
For a sinusoidal surface displacement m sin(wt + Ss) and an exposure 
time T ~ 2n/w • '• the expansion in §A1.5 can be used to give:-
(4.2.3) 
M(T) • J 0 (S.m) 
Thus the form of the intensity fringe pattern observed in the image 
plane is a squared Bessel function of the vibration amplitude component 
along the sensitivity vector. 
4.2.3 Real Time Holographic Interferometry (RTHI). 
RTHI has been used in several phase measurement studies of static 
deformation [Hariharan et al 1982, Hariharihan 1985, Chang et al 1985, 
Creath 1989], and vibration via stroboscopic [Hariharan and Oreb 1986, 
Nakadate et al 1986) and time averaged [Nakadate 1986a, Stetson and 
Brohinsky 1988] techniques. Also a RTHI arrangement for the measurement 
of vector displacements has been described in the literature which 
deduced the displacement vector via four holograms 
symmetric illumination directions [Hariharan et al 
1985 ). 
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The basic RTHI optical arrangement is illustrated in fig 4.2.2. A 
hologram of the object is produced, usually on a thermo-plastic plate to 
enable rapid in-situ dry processing [Hariharian). With the plate 
re-illuminated by the reference source, a coherent field representing 
the object in its original state interferes with the light scattered 
from the surface. The video camera focussed on the surface displays 
fringes on the TV monitor in real time. Since the interfering fields are 
spatially coherent, macroscopic fringes are formed and speckle noise can 
be reduced by integrating speckles at the detector [Dandliker 1980). 
When the required object loading is present, the image is sampled by the 
electronics and processed via one of the techniques discussed in §4.3. 
Denoting the observed field quantities from the hologram and surface by 
the letters H and 0, and the observation period by T, the image 
intensity can be written:-
(4.2.4) 
The value of the integral depends upon the form of 6( t); if it is 
constant the cosine comes outside the integral and the integral is 
unity. If 90 (t) = S.m sin(211t/'t + Ss) and a time average recording is 
made (T ll> 1:) the integral reduces to J 0 (S.m) cos(aH)• On the other hand, 
with stroboscopic illumination on a vibrating object T 4 1:, an 
intermediate condition exists. Assuming delta function pulses ('t/T=O) at 
time t=O, 90 (t) reduces to S.m sin(9s) and the cosine comes outside the 
integral. As a result of finite pulse width however, the nth harmonic of 
the cos term is multiplied by a factor sinc(n1!T/'t) and the higher 
harmonics can be significantly attenuated. The effect of this filtering 
on the interpretation of the deduced phase has been studied in detail by 
Nakadate et al [1986). It was shown that 'critical points' exist which 
depend upon the surface displacement during the illumination period; ie 
as a function of Ti/'t and 6s• For amplitudes below the first critical 
point, accuracies of >./100 are possible, whereas beyond this point 
errors greater than 0.25:\ can occur. As an indication, the first 
critical amplitude for Ti/'1:=1/25 is ~2:\. 
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4.2.4 Double Exposure Holographic Interferometry (DEHI). 
Although RTHI enables several states of the object to be measured from a 
single hologram, it is necessary to maintain high stability in the 
optical arrangement throughout the data sampling period. For reduced 
stability requirements, DEll! can be used in which both states are 
recorded on the same holographic plate [Crostack and Fischer 1982, 
Crostack and Kruger 1985]. The form of the frozen fringes is similar to 
those in eqn 4.2.4 except 9H=const since a single beam reconstructs both 
object fields simultaneously. High sensitivity to small displacements 
can be achieved by holographic subtraction in which a Pockels cell 
produces a ~ phase shift between exposures to give eH=~. This technique 
is however qualitative and has been included primarily because of its 
relevance to §4.4. 
4.2.5 Dual Reference Holographic Interferometry (DRHI). 
The more popular p~~e measurement techniques such as heterodyning and 
phase stepping, require access to the interference phase. DRHI provides 
this facility whilst maintaining many of the advantages of double 
exposure holography. A schematic arrangement is given in fig 4.2.3, 
This technique has been applied to time averaged vibrations [Nakadata 
1986a] but predominantly, the interest has been in static and transient 
deformation measurement [Dandliker et al 1973, Sommargren 1977, 
Breukmann and Thieme 1985, Dandliker and Thalmann 1985, Lai and Yatagai 
1988]. With 3 illumination directions and heterodyne processing, 3D 
surfaca strain distributions have been deduced [Dandliker and Eliasson 
1979, Thalmann and Dandliker 1987] and with 4 observation directions 
through a single unmasked hologram 3D vector displacement distributions 
have been recorded using phase step fringe analysis [Kakunai et al 
1990 ]. 
Referring to fig 4.2.3 the acquisition procedure is as follows. 
Initially, an exposure is made using one reference beam and the other 
blocked, Then after deformation a second exposure is made with the stop 
in the first beam. Each reference beam will then reconstruct a separate 
primary image on the detector. 
Denoting the first and second exposure quantities by 1 and 2, the 
primary interference on the detector can be written:-
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I = 10, I M(T 1 ) exp !(8 1 ) + 102 I M(T 2 ) exp i(8 2 ) 12 
=I, [M(T,)]2 +I, [M(T 2 )] 2 + 2/I,II, M(T,) M(T,) cos (8: - 8,) 
(4.2.5) 
where as defined in eqn 4.2.2, M(Ti) is the time average of the object 
field over the exposure period Ti. For static deformations M(T1) = 1 
whereas for time averaged exposure M(Ti) = Jo(S.m) by eqn 4.2.3. 
In total, eight reconstructions occur in DRHI, the separation of which 
is dictated by the angle between the reference beams [Dandliker et al 
1976]. For optimum phase accuracy, the reconstructions must be spatially 
separated. This is achieved by setting the angle between the reference 
beams greater than the angle subtended by the object at the hologram. 
However, with a reference separation just greater than the angular 
resolution of the lens, good sensitivity is still available and the 
arrangement has greater tolerance to hologram misalignment and wave 
length change [Dandliker et al 1982, Thalmann and Dandliker 1987]. 
A variation of DRHI called triple-exposure HI has been considered by 
Wagner [198Sa, 198Sb] for transient surface wave detection. One 
reference beam is blocked and an exposure is made of the quiescent 
surface. The second reference is then used in a Q switched double pulse 
illumination of the surface. The first pulse detonates a small explosive 
charge on the object, and the second records the surface wave. The 
fields are reconstructed with the reference beams at slightly different 
frequencies to give a heterodyned interference. The form of the 
interference signal canba derived as follows:-
I = I o, exp(w,t) + 0 2 exp(w,t) + o, exp(w,t + 8) 12 
= I, +I, +I, + 20 2 0 2cos(8) + 20 1 0 2 cos(Awt) + 20,0,cos(Awt + 8) 
The technique is however limited to small amplitude displacements 
[Wagner 1986] as can be seen by writing the AC signal terms as a vector 
sum:-
where 
2 0 1 [ ( 0 2 + o, cos(8) ) 2 + ( o, sin(8) ) 2 ]! cos( Awt + ~ ) 
~ = atan [ o, sin(8) I ( 0 2 + o, cos(8) ) ] 
For 02 = 0_ the signal amplitude falls to zero at 8 = (2n-1)~ and the 
displacement phase 8 can only be deduced accurately if the amplitudes 0 2 
and 0, are known. 
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4.2.6 Speckle Correlation Interferometry (SCI). 
In SCI, the holographic process is dispensed with and macroscopic 
fringes are formed by either optical or electronic correlation of the 
interference intensity patterns obtained before and during deformation. 
The basic layout of an out-of-plane sensitive speckle interferometer is 
shown in fig 4.2.4. The speckled field from the object is interfered 
directly with a clean or speckled reference. Since speckle is spatially 
incoherent, it becomes necessary to resolve the interference of 
individual speckles. Optimum use is made of the available light by 
stopping the lens aperture down such that the intensity. speckle size is 
slightly beyond the resolution of the video sensor [Slettemoen 1977, 
1979]. 
An alternative optical out-of-plane arrangement which offers high 
mechanical stability but reduced sensitivity, is the speckle shearing 
interferometer [Hung 1982, Nakadate and Saito 1985] an example of which 
is given in fig 4.2.5. A single beam illuminates the surface and two 
sheared images give rise to interference. Denoting the components of the 
incident and reflected light by (l,m,n) and (0,0,-1), and those of m by 
(u,v,w), the interference phase due to deformation is given by eqn 4.2.1 
as:-
a • 2~/A (l.ou + m.ov + (l+n).ow) 
where (ou,ov,ow) are the change in (u,v,w,) over the shear distance 6x 
on the surface. As 6x becomes small, the measured displacement changes 
approximate displacement gradient components multiplied by 6x. Nakadate 
and Saito [1985] deduced vector displacements by integrating the results 
obtained from a shear interferometer with three illumination beams. 
Phase stepped speckle interferometry has also been used for in-plane 
displacement measurement by use of two diametrically opposed 
illumination beams similar to fig 1.5.9, but with collimated 
illumination and an image detector [Nakadate and Saito 1985, Moore and 
Tyrer 1990a, b]. Denoting the illumination components by (l,m,n) and 
( -l,m,n), and the displacement as before, the interference phase from 
4.2.1 is e ~ 2~/A (2l.u). 
To form correlation fringes, speckle patterns are recorded with the 
object in its original and deformed state. These patterns may be summed 
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but are more usually subtracted. Fringes are then formed either by 
applying a low pass spatial filter to the square difference of the 
patterns, as has been used for deformation [Nakadate and Saito 1985] and 
time averaged vibrations [Nakadate 1986b], or by filtering in the 
Fourier domain and performing an inverse transform [Mendoza Santoyo et 
al 1988, Kerr et al 1990, Hung 1982, Klumpp 1989]]. 
The interference detected at a single pixel on the video camera is very 
similar in form to eqn 4.2.4. Denoting the reference beam by R and the 
object beam by 0 as before, the interference at a point can be written:-
(4.2.6) 
where the additional phase term e0 represents spatially random phase due 
to speckle. As in §4.2.3, for static deformation there are no time 
dependent terms and the integral is unity, whereas for time averaged 
vibrations the integral reduces to J0 (S.m) cos(e0-eR)• 
Denoting e0-eRi by oi, in the absence of speckle decorrelation, the 
difference between a pixel signal before and after deformation is:-
~Ist = 2/IRII0 [ cos(o,)- cos(o,-e0 ) ] 
~Ivb • 2/IRII0 [ cos(o,)- J0 (S.m)cos(o,) 
if static 
if vibrating. 
Forming fringes by squaring and spatially averaging yields: 
~ (~Ist)' ~ ~ 4IRio [ 1 - cos( eo + eR, - eR, ) ] (static) 
~(~Ivb)'~ ~ 2IRio [ 1 + J0 (A) 2 - 2J0 (A) cos( eR, -eR, ) ] (vibration) 
(4.2.7) 
where A=S.m, and the ~ sign is used to note the fact that in practice 
noise is present on each term as a result of averaging over a finite 
number of speckles. 
4.2.7 Direct Speckle Interferometry (DSI). 
In this case, the deformation phase or amplitude is deduced without 
forming macroscopic fringes. A basic optical arrangement is as in fig 
4.2.4 and the interference is described by eqn 4.2.6. On a pixel by 
pixel basis the interference phase is analysed by phase stepping. In the 
literature, the method has been applied to both static [Creath 1985, 
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Stetson and Brohinsky 1985, Robinson and Williams 1986, Vikhagen 1990] 
and time averaged displacements [Creath and Slettemoen 1985, Stetson and 
Brohinsky 1988, Vikhagen 1989, Johansson and Predko 1989]. 
4.3 Phase Measurement Techniques. 
4.3.1 Fringe Tracing. 
Automated fringe analysis algorithms can be broadly split into two 
categories: intensity based and phase based. Intensity based algorithms 
automate the process of fringe contouring and various methods have been 
described in the literature (Trolinger 1985). Initially the interference 
fringes are low or band-pass filtered to reduce the effects of random 
noise. Then one of two techniques is used to trace the line of the 
fringes. The first of these is binarisation, in which a threshold 
intensity level is defined and pixel values above and below this are set 
to 1 and 0 respectively. The fringes are then contoured either by line 
thinning [Nakadate et al 1980, 1983] or by tracing the binary edges 
[Cline et al 1982, Becker and Yu 1985]. The second technique is to trace 
the fringe turning points, either by grey level peak detection [Yatagai 
et al 1982, Plotawski et al 1985, Templeton and Hung 1989] or 
differentiation [Funnel 1981, Matthys et al 1988, Chen and Xu 1989]. 
Manual interaction is often required to correct any breaks or falsely 
joined contours. To obtain the complete phase profile the operator has 
to manually number the fringe order before the contour data is 
interpolated between the fringes by polynomial and curve fitting 
techniques. 
The accuracy offered by such techniques is limited by the ability of the 
algorithm (or operator) to locate the line of the fringes. This is 
subject to a number of factors, including speckle noise, the quality of 
the smoothing filter in peak and gradient based methods, the local mean 
intensity variations which give rise to inaccuracy of the threshold 
level in binarisation based methods, detector non-linearity and signal 
to noise ratio of the electronic detection system and the number of 
samples per fringe. A quantitative analysis of the uncertainty in phase 
measurement offered by such techniques would thus be quite complex, but 
a generally acceprted figure is of the order of >../10. Clearly these 
methods can more accurately be described as phase estimate rather than 
phase measurement techniques, but they have been included briefly 
because they represent the 'traditional' means by which phase data has 
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been extracted from interferograms. 
4.3.2 Fourier Fringe Analysis. 
The Fourier transform method of fringe analysis was introduced by Takeda 
et al [1982]. The method requires only a single image and is generally 
used with a carrier fringe pattern of straight fringes introduced by 
tilting the object or reference, or changing the illumination direction. 
Ignoring noise effects, a single line of an interferogram can be 
written: 
I(x,y) = A(x,y) + B(x,y)Cos(2Tifox + e(x,y)) 
2 A(x,y) + C(x,y) exp(i2Tifox) + c*(x,y) exp(-i2Tifox) 
where C(x,y) = 0.5 B(x,y) exp(ie(x,y)) 
(4.3.1) 
Taking the Fourier transform of this expression yields:-
F{I} = F{A} + F{C} ® o(f-fo) + F{C*} 0 o(f+fo) 
where F{ } and ® represent Fourier transform and convolution 
respectively. One of the side bands at the carrier frequency can then be 
isolated with a band pass filter, shifted to the origin and inverse 
transformed to give:-
F-'{ F{C} } = C = 0.5 B(x,y) exp(i6(x,y)) 
From this expression the phase (e) is ·separated by considering the 
imaginary part of the complex log. The rms noise achieved by Takeda et 
al [1982] from a clean beam Michelson interferogram using a linear 
photo-doide array was <A/30, 
The technique has also been extended to 2D fringe analysis using both 1D 
transforms on a line by line basis [Macy 1983, Nugent 1985] and full 2D 
analysis [Bone et al 1986, Kreis 1986, Roddier and Roddier 1987]. Kreis 
[1986] demonstrated that provided the fringe density is reasonably high 
and the illumination is fairly uniform, it is possible to perform 
Fourier analysis on fringe patterns without a carrier, though small 
errors occur around turning points as a result of the removed DC 
components. 
To get the best performance from the technique, steps must be taken to 
isolate the uncorrupted fringe data. This includes correction of any 
non-linearity in the fringe recording [Nugent 1985], application of 
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window functions to reduce edge effects [Burton and Lalor 1989, 
Kujawinska and Wojciak 1990], normalising out speckle noise if possible 
and extrapolating the fringe pattern over boundary regions [Roddier and 
Roddier 1987]. The rms noise content on the final result depends upon 
the noise of the original data and the width of the filter required to 
isolate one sideband. Results with clean beam interferograms [Takeda et 
al 1982, Macy 1983, Nugent 1985] have reported noise levels ranging from 
"A/30 to "A/100. With noisy speckled data, X/30 has been demonstrated 
[Roddier and Roddier 1987] but numerically "A/100 has been predicted with 
as much as 20% random noise on the fringe data [Kujawinska and Wojciak 
1990, Frankowski et al 1990]. 
An interesting variation of the Fourier method has been described by 
Womack [1984]. The technique is in fact spatial synchronous detection 
but using a weighted exponential convolution filter of the form: 
Fe = H(x,y) exp(i2~fox) • H(x,y) ( cos(2~fox) + isin(2~fox) ) 
where H(x,y) is the filter window function to reduce edge effects. The 
required phase terms, cos(S) and sin(e) are given by the real and 
imaginary parts of the the result. In effect this method is identical to 
the Fourier method but with all the filtering performed by convolution 
in the spatial domain. 
4.3.3 Spatial Synchronous Detection. 
This carrier fringe technique deduces the interference phase by applying 
synchronous detection techniques in the spatial domain. The nth data 
sample from a clean fringe pattern can be written: 
I(n) • A(n) + B(n) Cos(2~/N - e) 
= A(n) + B(n) [ Cos(2~n/N) Cos(e) + Sin (2~n/N) Sin(e) 
The Fourier coefficients are deduced by the summations 
ln+m 
B(n)Cos(e) « /\ I(n)Cos(2~n/N) 
n-m 
ln+m 
B(n)Sin(e) "' \ I(n)Sin(2~n/N) 
f n-m 
where 2m+l=N. The phase e can then be found by dividing the coefficients 
and taking the arctangent. 
The technique has been applied with N=3 [Mertz 1983, Macy 1983, Ransom 
and Kokal 1986] and N>3 [Womack 1984, Tayooka and Tominaga 1984]. The 
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summations can include a weighting function to improve the filtering and 
relax the constraint of summing over an exact number of cycles [Womack 
1984], but more usually equal weighting is applied. 
In the analysis above, the terms A(n) B(n) and 9 are considered to be 
constant over the N pixels of data in the summation. As a result, the 
technique is less robust than the Fourier method [Macy 1983, Frankowski 
et al 1990]. It has been shown that by application of a simple 
multiplicative factor the method can be extended to cope w_ith linear 
phase gradients [Toyooka and Tominaga 1984, Ransom and Kokal 1986]. 
Though best suited to clean interference with small deformation phases, 
spatial synchronous detection has been applied to Holographic and 
Shearographic fringe analysis [Toyooka et al 1989], where carrier 
fringes were introduced into the shearography results by defocussing the 
object illumination beam [Templeton and Hung 1989]. 
The synchronous detection algorithm described above. applies 
simultaneous carrier multiplication and spatial averaging. A variation 
using separate multiplication and filtering stages was proposed by 
Womack [1984] and is referred to as 'Quadrature Multiplicative Moire'. 
The fringe function in eqn 4. 3.1 is multiplied by a pair of computer 
generated functions of the form: 
M1 = cos(2'Tifox) and M2 = sin(2'Tifox) 
Spatial low pass filtering of the resultant fringe patterns then yields 
data proportional to cos(9xy) and sin(9xy>· The net effect is similar to 
the analysis above. 
In a computer slmulation, it has been shown that for more than 10 pixels 
per fringe, the QMM type algorithm gives better perforance in the 
presence of 57. noise than the Fourier technique [Frankowski 1990]. 
However, since the detection bandwidth is optimised at 4 pixels per 
fringe, the Fourier method is generally favoured. 
4.3.4 Heterodyne Fringe Analysis. 
The fringe carrier methods discussed above analyse the spatial 
information of a static fringe pattern. Heterodyne analysis on the other 
hand, operates on a point by point basis by interrogating the temporal 
phase of a moving fringe pattern. For high accuracy quantitative 
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analysis on diffusely scattering surfaces, Heterodyne Holographic 
Interferometry has received considerable attention [Dandliker 1980]. 
Heterodyning·can be used in RTHI and DRHI arrangements, the interfering 
fields are reconstructed at slightly different frequencies to produce a 
beat frequency usually in the 100kHz range. The frequency shift has been 
introduced by a rotating grating [Dandliker et al 1973], but more 
commonly a pair of detuned acousto-optic modulators are used [Wagner 
1985a, Thalmann and Dandliker 1987]. Taking equation 4.2.5 as an exa~le 
and writing e,=w,t and e,=w,t+9, it can be seen that the deformation 
phase 9 appears as the phase of the beat frequency w2 -w 1 • In principle, 
only a single detector is required, but in practice two or more sensors 
are used to cancel the effects of environmental disturbance. Either one 
sensor scans the image and its phase is compared to a stationary 
reference sensor for profile information, or a set of three sensors are 
scanned in an 'L' formation to yield differential results. 
With non-overlapping reconstructions, accuracies of "'A/1000 have been 
reported [Dandliker and Eliasson 1979, Dandliker and Thalmann 1985]. 
Mechanical scanning of the interference pattern is fairly slow at "'ls 
per point [Thalmann and Dandliker 1987], though at slightly reduced 
accuracy, sampling at 50~s per point is possible with an image dissector 
tube [Massie 1980]. 
4.3.5 Phase Shift Interferometry 
Heterodyne Holographic Interferometry is a highly accurate phase 
measurement technique. However its main limitation, apart from the 
intrinsic complexity, is slow data acquisition. For example at 1 second 
per location, an array of 30x30 points would require "15 minutes to 
complete. In Phase Shift Interferometry (PSI), a video image sensor is 
generally used and the interference phase across the whole image is 
rapidly calculated from three or more phase shifted interference 
patterns. The technique is sometimes referred to as quasi-heterodyne 
because the algorithms can be likened to discrete temporal coherent 
detection filters tuned to the phase shift frequency. 
Phase stepping is the most popular phase measurement technique and has 
been applied to RTHI [Hariharan et al 1983, Chang et al 1985, Creath 
1989], DRHI [Sommargren 1977, Breuckmann and Thieme 1985, Dandliker and 
Thalmann 1985, Kakunai et al 1990], SCI [Nakadate and Saito 1985, Kerr 
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and Tyrer 1988, Moore and Tyrer 1990] and DSI [Stetson and Brohinsky 
1985, Creath 1985, Robinson and Williams 1986, Vikhagen 1990]. Phase 
shifts are most commonly introduced by a piezo-electrically driven 
mirror in the reference arm [eg Hariharan 1985, Breuckmann and Thieme 
1985, Robinson and Williams 1986, Creath 1985, Kerr and Tyrer 1988] but 
alternative methods include wavelength detuning in an unequal path 
arrangement [Tatsuno and Tsunoda 1987, Chen et al 1988], wave plate 
rotation [Sommargren 1977], electro-optic cells [Hariharan et al 1982] 
and shifted gratings [Kujawinska and Robinson 1988]. 
Phase shift algorithms consider the sampled data at each pixel in 
isolation. In the absence of speckle decorrelation, the nth data sample 
at a single pixel with phase shift ~has the general form:-
In = A + B cos (a + n~) 
This equation holds for both phase stepping, where the phase is constant 
during data acquisition and phase ramping [integrated bucket], where the 
phase is linearly varying. In the latter case the coefficient B is 
reduced by the sine of half the integrated phase [Creath 1988]. 
Many algorithms can be used to deduce the deformation phase a from a set 
of 3 or more In values, the more popular of which are discussed below. 
One of the first techniques to be applied to phase measurement in 
imaging interferometry was Synchronous Detection [eg Bruning et al 1974, 
Sommargren 1977, Hariharan 1985, Stetson and Brohinsky 1985, Nakadate 
1986a,b]:-
C Tan (a) = 
l: In sin(n~) 
l: In cos(n~) 
where C is a constant dependent upon the number of phase steps, and the 
summations are over an integer number of 2n cycles. 
The 3 x n/2 step method is a specific example of synchronous detection 
which has been applied by many workers [eg Prettyjohns 1984, Nakadate 
and Saito 1985, Lai and Yatagai 1988, Johansson and Predko 1989]:-
Tan (a) = 
I, I, 2B sin(a) 
= 
I 0 I, 2B cos(a) 
The 2 x ~ step technique is not restrained to operating over a full 2n 
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cycle [Stetson and Brohinsky 1988, Creath 1988), but often 211 I 3 steps 
are employed in which case it becomes equivalent to synchronous 
detection [eg Breuckmann and Thieme 1985, Kujawinska and Robinson 1988, 
Hariharan et al 1983):-
2B sin(e) (1-cos(a)) (I, - L,) 
Tan(e) = = 
2B cos(e) sin( a) (2I 0 -L 1 -I 1 ) 
An alternative two step algorithm uses 2 x 11/2 steps [eg Prettyjohns 
1984, Cheng and Wyant 1985, Creath 1988):-
12 B sin(B-11/4) 
Tan (9-'!T/4) = = 
I 0 - I, 12 B cos(B-'!T/4) 
Clearly there are many possible phase step algorithms. A general formula 
based on the least squares fit of a sinusoid to the In data set has been 
developed by Greivenkamp [ 1984). This approach can be appreciated by 
writing: 
In = A + B cos(a) cos(na) - B sin(e) sin(na) 
Defining a curve Yn ~ a + b Wn + c Xn and minimising the error function 
~(In-Ynl 2 in the usual way, yields the result: 
or (X) (d) = (Y) 
and thus (d) ~ (X)- 1 (Y) which gives Tan(e) = -c/b 
Greivenkamp has shown that this representation encompasses the 
algorithms above and in addition can be used for any phase step 
foe. 
sequence. The phase step size however must" known such that the (X)-' 
matrix can be deduced. 
The interference expression In contains three unknowns A B and a, and 
thus three or more independent sets of data are needed to solve for B. 
In the above, only interference data is used thus requiring at least two 
precise phase shifts, which is difficult if the optical paths are not 
stable. Wizinowich [1990) reported a technique requiring only one 'ff/2 
phase shift. The mean intensity was recorded separately and subtracted 
from the two interference patterns. Alternatively Fourier spatial 
filtering has been used to form quadrature signals [Mendoza Santoyo et 
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al 1988, Kerr et al 1989, 1990]. A technique requiring a series of 10 to 
20 phase steps referred to as the max-min method has been reported by 
Vikhagen [1990]. The mean pixel intensity A and the interference 
modulation amplitude B are deduced from the maximum and minimum In 
values and used to deduce cos( a). Clearly however the sensitivity of 
this particular method is a function of a. 
Apart from the max-min method, all the techniques discussed so far 
assume that the phase shifter is calibrated such that accurate steps of 
a specified size can be made. The final two methods presented here are 
unique among the popular algorithms in that their data sets allow both a 
and the phase step a to be deduced. 
Carre's method [Carre' 1966, Cheng and Wyant 1985, Creath 1988] 
= Tan(a/2) 
where 
2B sin(a) 
Tan( a) 
[ 
= 
2B cos(a) 
(I-,f2 - I,f2) + (L,f2 
- I,f2) ] 
(L,f2 + I.f2) (I_,,2 + I,f,} 
2B sin(a) 4sin2(a/2) sin(a/2) 
2B sin(a) 4cos2(a/2) sin(a/2) 
[ 
3 <I-,f2- I,f2) 
(I-,f2 - I,f2) + 
(L,f2 - I,f2) ] 
(L,f2 - I,f2) 
Note that the a dependence limits the regions in the interferogram over 
which a can be deduced. 
The 4 x a step technique has good noise rejection properties which was 
first realised by Hariharian et al [1987]. However the possibility of 
deducing the phase step a from 5 sets of data was proposed 4 years 
earlier by Schwider et al [1983]. 
2B sin(e) (l-cos(2a)) (L, - I ) 1 
tan( a) = = 
2B cos(9) sin(a) (2Io - I2 - L) 
2B sin(9) 2 sin(a) cos(a) L2 - I2 
cos(a) = = 
2 ( 2B sin(9) sin(a) ) 2 (L, -I,) 
where again the 9 limitation exists in the analysis of a. 
With purpose built hardware, phase shift data can be captured and 
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processed in a matter of 1 to 2 seconds [Breuckrnann 1990, Rosvold 1990] 
though more typically, the times reported with standard computer 
processing are closer to 1 to 2 minutes. In the absence of speckle 
decorrelation >./100 accuracy is possible [Creath 1988] with a 
repeatability nearing 1/1000 [Hariharan 1987]. Different algorithms 
however vary in their tolerance to phase shift errors and detector 
non-linearity. 
If the phase shift has a non-linear component or if a is very small, the 
phase shifter cannot be accurately calibrated by the 4 x ~/2 or Carre 1 s 
method as presented above. It has been shown that both linear and 
non-linear phase shift errors give rise to a quasi-sinusoidal error in 
the deduced phase at twice the frequency of the fringe data [Schwider et 
al 1983, Cheng and Wyant 1985, Ai and Wyant 1987, Creath 1988]. 
Consequently it has been proposed for both the 3 x ~12 method [Schwider 
et al 1983] and the 2 x ~/2 method [Cheng and Wyant 1985] that improved 
measurement accuracy is offered by averaging two sets of data ~/2 out of 
phase. Creath [ 1988] has presented a numerical simulation comparing 
several phase shift methods in the presence of both linear and 
non-linear phase shift errors. In conclusion, the Carre' and averaged 
2x~/2 techniques gave the best result at cl9<0.05>. for 5% linear and 
non-linear errors whereas the performance of the 2x~/2, 3x~/2 and 4x2~/5 
algorithms were more than 5 times poorer. The 4><~/2 method [Hariharan et 
al 1987] would also appear to give high performance but no direct 
comparison data could be found in the literature. For synchronous 
detection, it has been suggested [Schwider 1989] that since the form of 
linear shift phase error is well defined, curve fitting could be applied 
to enable removal of this contribution from the results. 
Stetson and Brohinsky [1985] have proved that synchronous detection with 
N images is immune to all detector nonlinearities upto the N-1th order. 
This is confirmed by the numerical simulation of Creath [ 1988], which 
also showed that the effect is small. For a 10% 3rd order non-linearity, 
3x~/2 gave 69"0.01>., Carre' and averaged 2x~/2 data were similar at 
69"0.015>. and 2x~/2 was slightly worst at o9"0.021A. Since CCD's are 
normally used for detection, it is unlikely that detector non-linearity 
will be significant. 
Recently Freischlad and Koliopoulos [ 1990] have demonstrated that a 
Fourier model of the phase step method can greatly simplify the problem 
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of appreciating the strengths and weaknesses of particular algorithms 
without resorting to computer simulations. The sampled data set is 
regarded as a correlation between a temporal interference pattern and a 
weighted sampling function. The Fourier transform is then given by the 
product of the signal spectrum with a filter function. The effect of 
phase shift errors and detector non-linearities can be examined by 
considering the filter functions with detuned signal frequency and their 
rejection of harmonics respectively. Though more relevant to optical 
testing than deformation measurement, the ability to consider harmonic 
filtering is also of value in the assessment of multiple reflection 
errors [Schwider et al 1983, Hariharan 1987, Ai and Wyant 1988]. 
4.3.6 Vibration Analysis. 
As discussed at the end of §4.2.3, stroboscopic techniques give rise to 
cosinusoidal fringes with the vibration amplitude appearing in the phase 
term. As a result, good accuracy can be achieved by applying any of the 
pnase step algorithms discussed above provided care is taken to ensure 
that the pulse lengths are adequately short [Nakadate et al 1986, 
H~riharan and Oreb 1986]. In the case of time averaged sinusoidal 
J 
vibrations however, the interference amplitude is modulated by a Bessel 
' function of the vibration amplitude. Although the problem reduces to 
amplitude rather than phase measurement, these techniques are included 
here because of their practical significance. 
With the exception of TAHI, all the time averaged fringe functions 
discussed in § 4.2 have the basic form:-
I = A + B Jo(S.m) cos(~) 
· where the factors A and B depend upon the mean illumination levels and 
are subject to speckle noise. 
For NDT applications it is often sufficient to qualitatively observe the 
fringe pattern. For this, the rapid fringe display capability of DSI is 
advantageous, but the visibility is poor due to the high speckle 
contrast. Creath and Slettemoen [1985] enhanced the fringes by removing 
the mean intensity term A, which was measured by an exposure taken as 
the reference mirror ramped through many fringe lengths. Vikhagen [1989] 
removed the A term by subtracting the minimum from the maximum of I, 
which were deduced from many samples with a small phase shift between 
each. Though requiring more processing time, this technique has the 
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advantage that the same procedure with the surface stationary, yields 
the factor B which can then be divided away from the results to give 
IJo(S.d)l fringes. Johansson and Predko [1989] achieved a similar result 
by phase stepping. From the relations in §4.3.5, the square of the 
interference amplitude is given by the sum of the squares of the 
numerator and demoninator in the Tan(9) expressions. The amplitude from 
a vibrating surface was divided by the amplitude from a stationary 
surface to yield Jo2 
proposed by Stetson 
fringes. A radically different approach was 
and Brohinsky [1985] who suggested a binary 
processing technique, where the value of I was denoted by 1 or -1 
depending on whether it was greater or less than a pre-defined threshold 
level. Analysis by synchronous detection then yields binary amplitude 
results representing a binarised I Jo I fringe pattern. A variation of 
this idea has been realised [Stetson and Brohinsky 1987] where the 
signal from a video camera is binarised subject to a threshold. A_piezo 
' 
driven~mirror- continually shifts the interference phase such that_the ( --~---- -------·- ----·------ -- -··-- ----- - --- ----------
threshold can be exceeded if the interference amplitude at any point is 
sufficiently large. Two preceding TV frames are stored and exclusive 
OR'ed with the current output. The EX-OR result is then displayed on a 
TV monitor. The advantages of this technique are that the phase shifts 
are non critical, it is relatively low cost and capable of full TV rate 
operation. 
·For more quantitative applications Nakadate [ 1986a and b] used phase 
stepping on time averaged RTHI, DRHI and SCI fringes. An improved fringe 
function was defined by F = IJol B I A which is independent of 
illumination level. More importantly, it was realised that the Tan(1) 
relation had ff phase discontinuities corresponding to the Bessel 
function zero crossings. Though not emphasised in the papers however, 
these regions are also subject to poor signal to noise ratio and -thus 
the zero crossing location can not be precisely defined. From the phase 
map, the ff phase steps were used to define the coordinates of fringe 
contours for interpolation. 
An interesting alternative, enabling full field analysis has been 
proposed by Stetson and Brohinsky [1988], who realised that due to the 
oscillatory nature of Bessel functions, their phase (ie vibration 
amplitude) can be analysed by phase stepping algorithms in an identical 
fashion to cosinusoidal fringes. The only difference is that the Bessel 
phase is shifted and the phase results require correction from a 
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theoretically defined calibration curve. The proposed method for 
introducing phase shift is to modulate the reference mirror at the same 
frequency as the object and with a well defined relative phase. It is 
suggested that the reference amplitude is set to give 2n/3 phase shifts 
and three images are recorded with the reference mirror in phase, in 
anti-phase and stationary for 3x2n/3 step processing. To the authors 
knowledge, no practical demonstration of this technique has been 
published. A limitation with 3 step analysis however is that the phase 
step cannot be deduced [Freischlad and Koliopoulos 1990] and thus the 
phase of ths object vibration must be known. In principle one could use 
the Carre' or the 4xa algorithms. 
4.3.7 Phase Unwrapping. 
Interference is described by a periodic function and the 
wrapped, since it is confined 
measured phase 
within "±"nrads. is commonly referred to as 
The process of unwrapping involves removing the 2n discontinuities to 
yield the continuous 
of unwrapping has 
definitions:-
phase function. A general mathematical description 
been given by Itoh [1982]. Consider three 
a) An unwrapped phase function a. 
b) A wrapping operator W, such that -n ~ W(a) < n. 
c) A difference operator A~n = ~n - ~n-1• where ~n is the nth sample of 
the function ~. 
The measured phase can be written as:-
= 
where k,n is an integer chosen to keep the result within ~n. The phase 
difference between adjacent samples is:-
AW,(an) = Aan + 2n Ak,n 
and 
w,( AW,(an)) = A9n + 2n( Ak,n + k2n ) 
By definition of W, this final expression must have a value within ±n. 
So, if a is sampled within the Nyquist limit (-n<A9<n), then (Akm + 
k2 n) = 0, since it can only take integer values. Thus a can be 
reconstructed as:-
= 
In words this states:- If Nyquist is obeyed, the unwrapped phase can be 
deduced by the sum of the wrapped differences of the wrapped phase 
samples. 
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By far the simplest method of phase unwrapping applied in imaging 
interferometry, is to unwrap in a series of lD scans along lines and 
then to tie these together by columns or vice versa. Initially a check 
is made to compare ~W,(en) to the t~ range. Then the factor k 2 n is given 
a value 0, 1 or -1 such that AW 2 is within~~ before it is added to the 
sum. This operation is satisfactory on clean well sampled data where the 
Nyquist criteria is always met. Often this is the case for holographic 
fringes but on noisy results, as are typical in speckle interferometry, 
errors in the value of k,n can occur and affect the remainder of the 
summation [eg Creath 1985]. 
If the noise is not too severe and a loss in spatial resolution is 
tolerable, it may be adequate to simply filter the data. Spatial 
filtering is an integral part of SCI fringe formation [Nakadate and 
Saito 1985] and thus narrowing the filter bandwidth is trivial. For DSI 
however, it is important to calculate the phase difference function 
rather than subtracting the initial and deformed phase profiles [Stetson 
and Brohinsky 1985]. The wrapped phase can then be filtered by one of 
two reported methods. The first uses two sets of ~ shifted phase data 
and forms a complete filtered result from the ±~/2 regions of each 
[Vikhagen 1990 ]. The second uses the phase data to form a sinusoidal 
profile, this is then filtered and its phase yields a cleaned version of 
the original data [Breuckmann 1990]. 
Unwrapping by regions [Gierloff 1987], is a technique which is designed 
to prevent errors from propagating unchecked across the image. 
Unwrapping is first performed on all regions of the image with a common 
k2 n value. A pixel is accepted as part of a region if its phase is 
within a specified range for a specified fraction of its nearest 
neighbours which belong to that region. Finally the kz value of each 
region is selected to achieve the best fit along the boundaries. In this 
way any errors that may occur remain localised, though if many regions 
exist, the memory requirements to record the region members and boundary 
values can become quite large. 
In a 2D phase image it is possible to locate bad or noisy pixels by 
considering the sum of k2 n changes around a closed loop of pixels. This 
idea was first applied in Cellular-automata phase unwrapping [Ghiglia et 
al 1987]. This method was presented by the authors more as a 
mathematical curiosity than an engineering solution, since it is a very 
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time consuming iterative process. Initially the image is scanned with a 
4 pixel mask to identify and isolate bad regions from the remaining 
calculation. The k, value of each pixel is then adjusted by 0, +1 or -1 
subject to the 1 strength of vote 1 of the 4 nearest neighbours. The 
procedure is repeated frame after frame until a stable pattern results. 
By applying the idea of noise isolation, two virtually identical noise 
immune algorithms have been published [Goldstein et al 1988, Huntly 
1989]. In this method the image is tested for errors by a 4 pixel unit 
cell. Error zones have a value ~nk2 n=±1 and pairs of zones of opposite 
sign are connected by minimum length imaginary lines called cuts. 
Sequential unwrapping then proceedes with any adjacent pixel on the 
condition that the cuts are not bridged. In this way bad decisions are 
avoided and unwrapping can be performed without error. Understandably, 
the program run time is a function of the number of cuts. 
4.4 High Speeed Techniques. 
Several high speed phase detection systems have been reported in the 
literature, either for the purpose of reducing sensitivity to 
environmental disturbances or for the detection of transient events. 
In classical clean beam interferometry, the reference phase acts as a 
datum to which the aberrated probe beam is compared. In this case it 
becomes possible to acquire the phase measurement data in a single shot. 
For example, with a relative tilt between the interfering beams, the 
Fourier method has been applied to the analysis of laser generated 
plasmas [Nugent 1985, Katal et al 1987], yielding results with noise 
levels ~A/100. McLaughlin and Horwitz [1986] described a lateral shear 
grating interferometer which applied spatial synchronous detection 
analysis. The grating spacing was selected to produce carrier fringes on 
the detector with four pixels per fringe. Single shot rms 
repeatabilities of the order of A/50 were reported. 
Phase step methods are more difficult to apply on a single shot basis. 
The 2+1 method proposed by Wizinowich [1990] enabled a quadrature pair 
of interferograms from a Shack interferometer to be recorded on two 
sequential TV frames separated by only 1ms. 
intensity was then recorded separately to 
containing three unknowns. A true single shot 
The mean interference 
give three equations 
phase shift method has 
been introduced by Kwon [ 1984] • A grating interferometer was used to 
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produce three spatially separated phase shifted interferograms . which 
could be simultaneously sampled by a single or three separate CCD's. The 
phase shift was introduced by producing a lateral offset between the 
reference and sample arm gratings. The technique has been applied to the 
point diffraction and several shearing interferometer designs [Kwon 
1984, Kwon and Shough 1985]. The accuracy as yet achieved in practice 
however, has been limited by the precision of the grating offset to 
about A/10 [Kwon et al 1987]. The authors comment that this figure could 
be improved with PZT adjustment of the gratings. In a paper discussing a 
probe interferometer which used wave plate retarders and polarising beam 
splitters to produce two quadrature pairs of anti-phase interference 
signals, Smyth and Moore [1984] speculated on the possibility of 
extending the principle to imaging interferometry. It is clear however 
from the proposed arrangement and predicted accuracy, that the idea at 
that time was very much in its infancy. To the authors knowledge, a 
realisation of this basic concept has not been reported in the open 
literature. 
Interferometry with diffusely scattered light compares the speckle 
fields before and after deformation. It thus becomes necessary to sample 
the state of the object at least twice in order to deduce the 
deformation phase profile. DRHI offers itself naturally to the recording 
of transient events with pulsed lasers and subsequent reconstruction and 
~hase analysis with a cw source. Transient events have been analysed by 
phase step analysis using single [Breuckmann and Thieme 1985] and double 
[Lai and Yatagai 1988] pulsed sources, and using the triple exposure 
method Wagner [198Sa, 1985b and 1986] analysed transient surface 
displacements by heterodyning. The reported accuracy ranges from A/35 to 
A/50. These figures are slightly below clean beam performance due to 
speckle decorrelation, overlapping reconstructions and relative image 
shift resulting from the wavelength difference of the pulsed and cw 
lasers [Dandliker 1980]. An alternative holographic technique for 
transient detection has been presented by Kujawinska and Robinson 
[1988]. A grating was placed in the object beam before the hologram, to 
produce three images similar to the method of Kwon [1984]. Two exposures 
were made of the object with the grating shifed by 113rd of its spacing 
between each. Upon reconstruction, a single CCD recorded the three 2~/3 
phase shifted interferograms. For the method to work well, high quality 
distortion free imaging optics are required and the grating shift must 
be precisely controlled. As a result of these error sources, an 
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experimental accuracy of only "A/20 was achieved, though the authors 
speculate that a figure closer to >./100 may be possible with care. 
Two speckle correlation transient detection methods have been described 
by Kujawinska et al [1989]. In the first, the grating technique 
described above for holographic interferometry was applied. A single CCD 
captured the images and a PZT translated the grating. Fringes were 
formed by the mean square difference of the before and after deformation 
speckle patterns as proposed by Nakadate and Saito [1985). 
After correcting the fringe amplitude for the grating diffraction 
efficiency and smoothing with six iterations of a low pass filter, 
results with a noise level of "A/20 are presented. In the second 
technique, a standard SCI system was used as in fig 4.2.4. Initially 
3x2n/3 phase shifted speckle patterns were recorded for a static object 
surface. Then with no bias phase shift, the transient deformation 
pattern was recorded. The four resulting intensity expressions contain 
four unknowns and the transient deformation phase eT was deduced from:-
-ac + b /(a'+ b2 - c') 
Tan( eT) = 
-be + a /(a'+ b2 - c 2 ) 
where a = (I, - I,)//3 
b = (2I 0 - I, - I,)/3 
c = -IT + (I 0 + I, + I,)/3 
The ± sign ambiguity results from taking the square root and was 
resolved in their analysis by selecting the option which gave the 
smoothest profile in a 3x3 pixel window. The spatially filtered results 
presented, contain random errors of the order of >./30. In principle, 
fringe carrier methods and the single step SCI technique [Kerr et al 
1990] could also be used for transient detection, though no such reports 
have been found in the literature. 
4.5 Objectives of Study. 
In an industrial environment, the noise levels are such that it is often 
necessary to use pulse lasers to freeze-out the environmental 
disturbance [Parker and Jones 1988]. If a suitable phase measurement 
system were available, it may be possible to perform on-line areal NDT I 
quality control checks or even make quantitative experimental 
measurements in high noise environments by the use of double pulse laser 
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illumination to detect transient surface deformations. Of the high speed 
phase measurement techniques discussed in §4.4, only DRHI is capable of 
operation with a double pulse laser. However, subsequent phase analysis 
is performed by phase shifting or heterodyning which require quiet 
environments to achieve good performance. An acoustic double pulsed NDT 
system based on holographic subtraction has been reported [Crostack and 
Fischer 1982, Crostack and Kruger 1985]. Although the claimed 
sensitivity for a human observer was A/2000, the system was not 
automated in any way and the uncalibrated signal allowed only 
qualitative assessment of the observed wave patterns. 
The objective of this work is both to propose and investigate the 
underlying principle behind a new DSI method based on multi-sensor 
detection. The primary motivation for the study being the ~ar~nt 
potential of such a method to perform high sensitivity transient phase 
measurements with a double pulsed laser source. For the preliminary 
experimental work, a minimal system employing just two sensors was used. 
The practical and theoretical aspects of this and more general 
arrangements are discussed in the following chapters. After a basic 
overview of the underlying principles in chapter 5, chapters 6 to 9 
consider specific aspects of the experimental system. Chapter 10 
considers error sources and compares theoretical predictions with the 
experimental results. Finally, chapter 11 summarises the current state 
of this work and suggests areas for further investigation. 
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5. MULTI-SENSOR PHASE KEASUREKENT SPECILE INTERFER<»tETRY. 
This chapter discusses several multi-sensor arrangements and some basic 
requirements relevant to speckle applications. The primary objective is 
to give an overview of the multi-sensor concept, thus forming a basis 
for the following chapters which discuss various aspects in detail. At 
the end of this chapter, §5.5 briefly describes the experimental 
configuration. 
5.1 Image Phase Measurement. 
The proposed detection method is essentially an extension of that used 
in direct speckle interferometry (DSI). Consequently the lens aperture D 
in fig 5.1.1, must be adjusted such that the image sensor can resolve 
the average diameter of individual speckles (2.4>.v/D §A4. 3) [Goodman 
1984]. 
Images have high information content and thus image monitoring produces 
large data sets. For example, an image sampled on a square array of 
256x256 points, produces 65,536 intensity measurements. Due to the 
excessive number of data channels involved, it is impractical to record 
each sample point in the time domain with dedicated wideband 
electronics, and thus video sensors are generally applied to imaging 
interferometry. 
Video sensors produce a signal proportional to the integral of the 
incident intensity over a field period, which for the 625 line standard 
is 20ms [Von Wezel King]. Consequently, for static deformations it is 
possible to use a CW laser source, but for transient detection, a pulsed 
laser or high speed shutter system is necessary. The video frame period 
imposes a technical limitation on the rate at which a transient event 
can be temporally sampled by any one sensor. Obviously, this restraint 
is of little consequence if the signal displacement is reproducable. 
For a diffusely scattering object, the image interference results from 
the coherent combination of a speckled field with a local reference, and 
thus the image phase and intensity are spatially random. In order to 
deduce the deformation phase contribution, it is necessary to compare 
two sets of interference data, one with the object in its quiescent 
(reference) state and the other in the deformed (signal) state. The 
video signal is digitised at frame rates and stored in a large high 
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speed digital memory bank known as a frame store. A host computer or 
processor card then accesses the image memory for phase analysis. 
For clarity, this chapter neglects noise and speckle decorrelation, thus 
the intensity signals at a single picture element (pixel) resulting from 
the sample in its reference and deformed states can be written:-
(5.1.1) 
I, = A + B Cos (o) 
I 2 = A + B Cos (o+e) 
where o is random and e results from sample deformation (§4.2.1). There 
are four unknowns in these two expressions and thus at least four 
independent intensity measurements are required to solve them for e. In 
phase step interferometry, these interference images are aquired 
sequentially, whereas multi-sensor interferometers generate these in a 
single frame period by a set of aligned image sensors which observe 
phase shifted interference. 
5.2 Multi-Sensor Optical Configurations. 
This section considers a vadety of multi-sensor optical arrangements 
with varying degrees of complexity and capability. It is appreciated 
that many alternative arrangements could be devised, but those included 
here form a reasonable cross-section to illustrate the underlying 
potential of the technique. 
In the following subsections, 2, 4 and 6 sensor detection arrangements 
are described. To minimise the complexity of the analysis, corrected 
signals are assumed for which the interference constants A and B in eqn 
5.1.1 are conunon to all sensors, and the wave-plate phase shift is 
exactly "11/2. Techniques by which real data can be converted into 
'corrected signals' are considered in subsequent chapters. 
5.2.1 Two Sensor Detection. 
This arrangement is illustrated in fig 5.2.1. In this and later 
diagrams, the bracketed notations (D), (H) and (V) refer to the optical 
components acting upon the diagonal, horizontal and vertical 
polarisations of the incident beam respectively. A diagonal polarisation 
of the speckled object beam V0 is selected by the polariser P0 and 
focussed by the small aperture lens L0 onto the sensors S, and 52 • The 
collimated reference beam Vr is also polarised at approximately 45° by 
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Fig 5.1.1 A basic imaging arrangement. 
)V4(H) 
Object 
Electro-Optlc 
Cell (D) 
-EB;.Lr 
Fig 5.2.1 Two sensor detection scheme. 
Pr and focussed by Lr to match the curvature of V0 at the sensors. The 
A/4 plate delays the horizontal reference polarisation by n/4. 
Polarisers P, and P2 select the delayed and non-delayed reference 
components to produce quadrature interference signals on S, and S2 • The 
electro-optic cell is optional and has its optic axis aligned with the 
reference polarisation. By introducing an phase shift (np) between the 
two intensity measurements it serves to optimise the system to small 
surface displacements. 
The resulting intensity signals for an aligned pair of pixels are given 
by:-
I, a = A + B cos (cS) 
Iza = A + B sin (cS) 
I,b = A + B cos (a+e+np) 
Izb = A + B sin (o+e+np) (5.2.1) 
These can be solved for example by:-
= = 
(5.2.2) 
Although eqn 5.2.2 is simple, a limitation of this algorithm lies in the 
fact that the amplitude of the coefficients in the quotient are phase 
dependent, and thus the signal to noise ratio becomes poor as (cS + 6/2 + 
n/4) tends to nn. By taking the square sum of the numerator and 
denominator, the low amplitude pixels in the image could be identified 
and replaced with a nearest neighbour average. Ideally however, it is 
preferable to find an algorithm which maximises the bright speckle 
usage. 
fir. alie~ue ~ta:<Cl... calculates the mean speckle intensity 'A' by:-
z z I,a + Iza - z I,b- z Izb - 8A B cos(e/2) sin(cS+S/2 ~ 11/q) 
2A = = 
I,a + Iza- I,b - Izb -4 B cos(e/2) sin(cS+e/2rT1/q.) 
(5.2.3) 
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which enables one to solve:-
. [9 ") Tan 2 + ~ 
or 
B sin (a) ~ I 2 a - A 
B cos (a) = I,a- A 
(5.2.4) 
= 
B sin (6+9) = 
B cos (a+9) = 
2A-(I + I b) 
za ' 
(I + I b)-2A 
, a z 
The random phase range over which eqn 5.2.3 is valid is t~ so.-~-· 
~ · ·.- ~,. eqn 5.2.2. Unfortunately, eqn 5.2.3 is noisy for 9=(2n+l)1T, 
giving rise to contours over the image along which it cannot be used. It 
can be seen that the "P phase shift from the electro-optic cell 
optimises the accuracy in the calculation of 'A' over the small signal 
range -1T<9<1T. 
If for a given application, the loss of information in eqn 5.2.2 is 
tolerable, the Pockles cell could be omitted, and the expression would 
yield tan(9/2-1T/4). 
It is possible that a truly phase independent two sensor algorithm can 
be devised, though currently such a solution has not been found. In a 
previous publication [Holloway and Emmony 1990], it was stated that the 
two sensor arrangement is only useful within the small displacement 
range 1T<9<1T. This statement is excessively restrictive, since it only 
considered solutions based on eqn 5.2.3 and overlooked the fact that due 
to a in a speckled field, eqn 5.2.2 is uniformly valid across the 
image. 
Obviously eqn 5.2.2 can equally be used for phase step DSI and has the 
advantage that 4 images minimise the data storage requirements and 
signal processing times. Also the single 1T/2 phase step means that phase 
shifter non-linearity is irrelevant. However, it would appear that no 
other workers have applied such a simple spatial analysis. 
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5.2.2 Four Sensor Detection. 
Full usage of the bright speckle information can be achieved in 
principle by using 3 or more sensors and applying the phase step 
algorithms in §4.3.5. In order to correct and normalise the multi-sensor 
signals however, it·is advantageous to monitor the reference and sample 
beam intensities separately as depicted in fig 5. 2. 2. Apart from the 
addition of sensors S3 and S4 , the operation of the optics is identical 
to the two sensor case. Thus using the same notation as in eqn 5.2.1:-
A = I,a + I.a = I,b + I.b 
a) B cos(o) = I, a - A 
b) B sin(6) = I2a -A 
c) B cos(6+8) = I,b -A 
d) B sin(6+8) = I2b - A 
(5.2.5) 
which for example can be solved by:-
Tan(8) = ( d a - c b ) I ( c a + d b ) 
5.2.3 Six Sensor Detection. 
The two and four sensor arrangements discussed above, assume that the 
deformed and undeformed interference patterns are sampled during 
separate video frame periods. With a double pulsed laser source, this 
could be achieved by using line transfer CCDs and timing the laser such 
that the pulse times straddle the frame storage trigger [Wizinowich 
1990). As an alternative however, which relaxes the timing constraints 
between the laser and the video sensor, both pulses can be integrated on 
the same video frame. In this case the interference signal contains a 
total of five unknowns. The original four, plus the fact that the 
relative intensity of the two pulses from a double pulsed laser can vary 
by 5 to 107.. 
A six sensor arrangement capable of analysing integrated data is 
depicted in fig 5.2.3. Sensors S5 and S6 detect the separate arm 
intensities. The object and reference beams are polarised at 45° by P0 
and Pr· The polarising beam splitter reflects and transmits vertical and 
horizontal polarisations respectively. As a result, the object and 
reference fields are approximately equally divided, and exit the beam 
splitter with mutually orthogonal polarisations. The >./ 4 plates delay 
the reference phase in S2 and S4 , such that s, ,S 2 and S 3 ,S 4 form two 
pairs of quadrature signals. In order to produce an independent set of 
equations, the Pockels shifts the phase of the horizontal reference 
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polarisation by 11 between the laser pulses. Since the reference beam 
horizontal component only effect sensors s, and S4 the resulting set of 
equations are:-
I, = ( Aa + Ba Cos (cS) ) + ( Ab + Bb Cos < cS+e) ) 
I. = ( Aa + Ba Sin (cS) ) + ( Ab + Bb Sin (cS+e) ) 
I, = ( Aa + Ba Cos (cS) ) + ( Ab - Bb Cos (cS+e) ) 
I4 ~ ( Aa + Ba Sin (cS) ) + ( Ab - Bb Sin (cS+e) ) 
I. + I• = Aa +Ab 
which can be solved for e from the relations 
2Ba sin(cS) = I. + I4 - I. - I. 
2Ba cos(cS) = I, + I, - I. - I. 
2Bb sin(cS+e) = Iz - I4 
2Bb cos(cS+e) = I, - I, 
(5.2.6) 
If required, the ratio Ba/Bb could be deduced by considering the average 
1 (sin2 + cos 2 ) z relations or the rms power in the above expressions 
across the image. Alternatively an external photo diode could monitor 
the laser head. 
5.3 Transient 3 Dimensional Vector Displacement Measurement. 
The optical arrangements discussed in section 5.2, are only capable of 
measuring a single out-of-plane component of surface displacement along 
the sensitivity vector. Brief consideration has been given to the 
possibility of using 3 illumination directions to measure vector surface 
displacements. It is envisaged that 3 separate laser wavelengths would 
be used to enable narrow band interference filters behind the objective 
lens to separate the contributions into three detection channels, where 
a single detection channel is as described in §5.2. A single double 
pulsed laser could possibly synchronise the illumination pulses by 
pumping three separate tunable lasers set to the desired wave lengths. A 
more detailed consideration of this possibility could be the subject of 
a later investigation. 
5.4 Laser Energy Requirements. 
The laser energy requirements for a particular optical arrangement 
depends upon the number of sensors, the sensitivity of the sensors at 
the laser wave length, the object surface area under study and the 
numerical aperture (NA) of the optics. 
For the imaging arrangement in fig 5.1.1, an estimate of the image 
intensity Ii can be made by assuming that the optical energy cS£0 
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reflected from a small area 6A0 on the object, during one field period, 
is scattered uniformly over a 2n solid angle. The image energy o£i and 
area 6Ai corresponding to o£0 and 6A0 can be written:-
Where M = v/u is the magnification, and P(u,D) is the fraction of the 
scattered light gathered by the lens aperture. From the axial point on 
the object, the solid angle subtended by the lens aperture is 
2n(1-cos(~)), where a = sin-• (D/2u). Assuming a is small, as is often 
the case in practice, a~NA and P(u,D) • 1-cos(a) ~ NA 2 /2. 
Thus, defining fr as the video field rate, the intensity can be written 
I = fr6£/6A and:-
1/2 (NA/M) 2 I 0 
Or alternatively:-
= 
(5.4.1) 
where Fn • f/D is the lens f-number. Defining Ad as the detector area, 
and setting Ii to 1/4 of the sensor saturation intensity Is, the laser 
energy £L required during the frame period tf=1/fr can be written:-
(5.4.2) 
Exposure energy is most relevant to pulsed lasers, but the required 
power rating of a CW laser is easily derived by fr£L• The expression in 
eqn 5.4.2 indicates that the laser energy requirements varies as the 
square of the lens f-number. Since speckle size (Sp) is important, it is 
informative to substitute for Fn from the lens spot size relation 
Sp=2.4(1+M)AFn• To give:-
(5.4.2) 
which shows that for a fixed spot size, the laser energy requirements 
vary inversely with the square of the magnification. 
As an example, a half 
running at fr•50Hz with 
A=633nm) and a pixel 
inch format CCD video sensor (Ad•lx0.75cm2 ) 
a saturation exposure Es=tfis of 0.2~J/cm2 (at 
size of 10~ (=2.4(1+M)AFn) is optimally 
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illuminated by a 13~J/M2 pulse energy, or 0.65mW/M2 of CW power. 
5.5 Experimental Overview. 
This section gives a very brief description of the experimental 
configuration to provide a basis for the more detailed discussions which 
are to follow. 
5.5.1 Optics. 
The experimental arrangement is illustrated in fig 5.5.1. The 
interferometer is a simple Mach Zehnder constructed with low cost 1" 
optics. A transmission interferometer was chosen for the initial study 
because it allowed comparisons to be made between speckle and clean beam 
results simply by inserting the ground glass diffuser (d) before the 
object (0). A 5mW HeNe laser beam was expanded to approximately lcm 
diameter and attenuated by a pair of sheet polarisers (P 1 , P 2 ) before 
entering the interferometer. The polarising cube beam splitter (PBS) 
allowed the relative power in the interferometer arms to be adjusted via 
the orientation of P2 • A single 6cm focal length lens L0 backed by an 
adjustable iris aperture (not shown) imaged the object onto a pair of 
CCD video sensors (S, ,5 2 ), with a magnification of approximately unity. 
In the reference arm, a mica t../4 plate was orientated with its optic 
axis either in or perpendicular to the plane of incidence of the 
non-polarising recombination beam splitter. The reason for this was to 
maintain the orthogonality between the delayed and non-delayed 
polarisations. Polarisers P5 and P6 select the p and s reference 
contributions such that S, and S2 observe quadrature interference 
signals. Finally, polarisers P, and P4 were adjusted such that the power 
of each arm was approximately equally divided between the sensors. 
5.5.2 Electronics. 
Apart from the IBM compatable PC (Amstrad 1640) which acted as a 
controller for the system, all the electronics was a custom design. The 
reason for this was that no commercially available frame store could be 
found which offered the facility of simultaneously grabbing data from a 
group of perfectly synchronised video sensors. The possibility of using 
several independent frame stores was rejected since during discussion 
with EEV, it became clear that synchronisation between a camera and a 
remote frame store is only likely to be stable to within about l/50oth 
of a line period. Such a drift is intolerable since it would 
significantly decorrelate the speckled images received from the sensors. 
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Controlling the CCD,s directly from the computer was also not viable 
since data exchange is too slow to control several sensors 
simultaneously. 
Solid state CCD image sensors were selected to avoid the problems 
associated with geometric distortion, non-linear responsivity and lag, 
accompanying tube sensors. Perfect image to memory mapping was achieved 
by driving the framestore memory, the CCD and the analogue to digital 
conversion board from a common clock. The frame store was designed for 
the purposes of both current and future investigations. It was based on 
a card system arrangement where each memory card had space for 8 images 
which could be accessed by four ports, three system ports and a camera 
input. Multiple camera arrangements could then be constructed by using 
several memory cards, each with a dedicated sensor. 
The frame store also included a processing card which was intended for 
high speed phase analysis. The principle hinged on treating the image 
data as 'long strings' which could be serially processed by high speed 
arithmetic chips. In operation, two memory cards would be configured to 
use two system ports to send the images data to the processor. The 
processor could perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, division 
and arctangent operations on the image data and the results fed to a 
third memory card via the remaining system port. Since these operations 
could all be performed at TV rates, there is the potential to perform 
phase analysis in under two seconds. Unfortunately, technical 
difficulties precluded the use of the processor in these experiments as 
discussed in Chapter 6, and the image data was down loaded to the PC 
hard disc for software 
quite crude and has 
processing. The 
the limitation 
proposed processor design is 
that no 'intelligence' is 
incorporated to deal with spurious events such as dark or saturated 
pixels. Other workers have recently published reports on high speed 
image processing systems based on the same 'long string 1 principle 
[Breuckmann 1990, Rosvold 1990]. 
5.5.3 Sensor Alignment. 
A stepper motor micro-alignment system was built rather than bought as a 
result of project funding limitations. One sensor was rigidly fixed on 
the optical bench whilst the other was mounted on the alignment stage 
such that it could be manipulated in 6 degrees of freedom. Positioning 
was operator controlled via the computer keyboard, and alignment was 
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assessed by observing the subtracted images of a crossed-wire test 
pattern on the TV monitor. 
5.5.4 Data Acquisition. 
Manual adjustment of the polarisation elements in the experimental 
arrangement was a difficult, time consuming process, enabling 
positioning to only a few degrees. Because of this, the fringe 
visibility in the two sensors could only be approximately matched, and 
as will be explained in Chapter 9, this causes problems with regard to 
normalisation of the interference signals in the two sensor arrangement. 
For this reason, it was not possible to directly investigate the two 
sensor analysis in §5. 2. Instead, the signals from the four sensor 
arrangement in fig 5.2.2 were simulated by taking sequential images of 
the reference intensity, the object beam intensity and the interference 
patterns. 
5.5.5 Signal Processing. 
Signal processing entailed several stages, including fixed pattern noise 
and background illumination removal, responsivity correction, mean 
signal intensity removal, interference amplitude normalisation, 
quadrature phase correction, phase analysis, spatial filtering, phase 
unwrapping and display. 
Fixed pattern noise resulting from the CCD, and background illumination 
produce a signal independent DC shift on the stored data. As these 
effects were essentially constant for long periods, they were removed by 
subtracting an image captured in the absence of laser light from the 
interference data. 
Responsivity correction was not required in the experimental arrangement 
because each sensor recorded the information necessary for normalisation 
of its own signals. Variations in responsivity occur in CCD' s as a 
result of small variations in pixels sizes and dopant levels across the 
active region. Typically manufacturers quote responsivity tolerances on 
standard devices at about 2%. Generally, correction would be required 
for this in multi-sensor arrangements and methods of achieving this are 
discussed in Chapter 9. 
The mean signal level is given by the sum of the reference and 
beam signals, which were stored separately for each sensor. 
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After 
removal of the mean level, the interference amplitude was normalised by 
dividing by the square root of the reference and object beam data. 
During the first few trials with the system, it was realised that 
polarisation leakage was significantly corrupting the phase delay of the 
A/4 plate. To overcome this problem, a calibration routine was devised 
which enabled quadrature correction by mixing the approximate quadrature 
signals to produce a pair of signals with a vastly improved phase 
relation. The initial calibration routine, required to deduce the ratio 
of mixing was an 'lterative process and is discussed in Chapter 9. 
This work was carried out prior to knowledge of the noise immune phase 
unwrapping algorithms described in §4.3.7 and thus to enable unwrapping 
of noisy data, a technique was developed which allowed filtering of 
wrapped phase data. After any necessary filtering, phase unwrapping was 
performed by a series of one dimensional scans. The spatial convolution 
filter which smoothed the wrapped data, operated across the 2n 
discontinuity locations by numerically shifting the phase in these 
regions by n. A virtually identical technique has recently been reported 
by Wizinowich [1990]. 
Finally the phase results were displayed using 3D and grey scale plot 
algorithms. These techniques have different merits as regards 
emphasising high and low frequency structure as is illustrated by the 
results in Chapter 9. 
5.5.6 Error Analysis. 
Since deformation phase is calculated from an analytic expression, the 
effects of small errors in the signal parameters are assessed in Chapter 
10 by considering the first order terms in the Taylors expansion.· For 
this analysis, contributions such as electronic noise and quadrature 
phase error are quantified as they arise in each chapter. In addition, 
speckle decorrelation produces noise on the signal (§A4.7 and 8) 
[Dandliker 1980]. Thus to assess this contribution the speckle 
cross-correlation function is also considered in the relevant sections. 
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6. EXPERIMENTAL VIDEO SYSTEM. 
It is anticipated that the majority of researchers who may be interested 
in this text are likely to have a background in interferometry and/ or 
NOT. For this reason, the detailed discussion of the digital and 
analogue electronic design is separate from the main text and may be 
found in Appendix 5. Section 6.1 slightly extends the brief description 
in §5.5 and provides both the essentials for those not concerned with 
the electronic details, and serves as a background for the Appendix. 
6.1 System Overview. 
A block diagram of the experimental video system is given in fig 6.1.1. 
The custom electronics consists of three main units: 
1) The frame store: This was housed in a rack system and entailed four 
or more cards:- one control (Con), one clock generation (CG), one or 
more memory and one process and display (P+D). The function of these 
will be described shortly. 
2) The ADC unit: This housed two circuit boards:- a 5 to 12V 
conversion/buffer stage for the CCD drive signals and the 8bit analogue 
to digital converter board (ADC) which interfaced the CCD outputs to the 
framestore memory. This unit also contained the analogue and digital 
power supplies for all elements bar the rack system which had it's own 
SV source. 
3) Two separate CCD boards: Each support biassing circuitry, a Philips 
NXA1011 field transfer CCD chip and analogue amplification, and 
buffering for the output signal. These boards measured approximately 
4.5x2.5" and were mounted directly onto the optical system translation 
stages. 
The function of the frame store cards are as follows:-
The clock generation card produced timing pulses to synchronise 
operations between the frame store and the CCD image sensors. 
The memory cards each contained eight 64k pages of image space which 
could be configured either to receive data from an ADC board or 
send/receive image data via the three back plane data busses. 
The control card was the link between the host computer and the 
frame store. It contained circuitry to configure the operation of all 
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the other cards and to control complex image read/write sequences on 
receipt of simple commands from the host. This card also included 
circuitry to send trigger pulses to synchronise the firing of a pulsed 
laser and a transient deformation generator (eg another pulsed laser, 
PZT, solenoid driven Tapper etc). 
Finally, the process and display card converted the binary data into 
an analogue signal for display on a TV monitor and provided a facility 
for performing high speed binary arithmetic operations on the image 
data. High speed PC based processing could be performed by sending image 
data at video rates from two memory cards through the processor and 
reading the results into a third. Initial estimates indicated that raw 
phase shifted interferometric data could be converted into unwrapped 
phase results in under two seconds. 
All the analogue and digital signal links between the units were via lm 
lengths of coaxial and ribbon cable respectively, and power supplies 
were fed through shielded multi-core cable. Much of the art work and all 
of the board manufacture was carried out in the Electrical Engineering 
Department at Loughborough University on a two layer board development 
facility. The ADC and CCD boards were produced with digital and analogue 
earth planes which joined at the ADC chip. The framestore boards 
however, were too densely populated to include a ground plane and due to 
the limitation of only two track layers, were quite large ( 10.5x12"), 
Consequently some of the tracks were several inches long and as a result 
the memory support logic was prone to occasional latch-up. Because of 
this difficuilty, the hardware processor could not be used in the 
experimental work and image data was transferred to the PC hard disc. It 
is believed however, that the problems encountered are not fundamental 
to the circuit design and could be overcome with multi-layer board 
manufacture. Full details of the circuitry is given in Appendix 5. 
6.2 Electronic Signal Errors. 
6.2.1 Pixel location, 
By driving the CCD's and the frame store circuitry from a common clock, 
a jitter free mapping of the pixel data from the CCDs to the digital 
memory was assured. Thus, image distortion and decorrelation could not 
occur from the A to D conversion process. The Philips NXA1011 CCD has 
10x15.6~ pixels in a rectangular array of 604 columns by 294 rows (only 
201x294 pixels were used in these experiments). Errors in the pixel 
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location relative to the ideal grid, and variations from chip to chip, 
produce geometric distortion and signal decorrelation respectively. 
Unfortunately it was not possible to obtain definite information from 
Mullard as to the geometric accuracy of the IC mask, but the ball park 
figure quoted, was <0.4pm across the whole sensor. Since this value is 
small compared to the multisensor alignment tolerance, which will be 
discussed in Chapter 8, sampling geometry errors are assumed to be 
negligible and will not be considered further. 
6.2.2 DC Offsets. 
Prior to the ADC, the mean level of the analogue signal can be shifted 
due to electronic offsets, ambient object lighting and CCD fixed pattern 
noise. This offset is referred to as the dark level signal, and in the 
experimental work it was removed during processing by subtracting an 
image recorded in the absence of laser light from each of the data 
images. 
6.2.3 S\~al Noise and Linearity. 
Once the video system was built and operational, a measurement was 
required to estimate the overall signal noise and linearity. In the 
absence of specialised test gear, a technique was developed whereby a 
ground glass diffuser was back illuminated with white light from a desk 
top lamp and imaged onto the CCDs. One such recorded image is shown in 
fig 6.2.1. A pair of crossed polarisers placed close to the lamp, 
attenuated the beam slightly between the recording of two images. The 
images were then analysed in the PC. By finding the ratio of their mean 
intensities (r), the pixel values from the first image were scaled by r 
and compared to the corresponding values in the second. A plot of 
predicted, to actual signal, for all the pixels across the image, then 
gave a linearity plot, and therms difference gave an·indication of the 
noise level. 
A typical linearity plot is given in fig 6.2.2a. The vertical and 
horizontal axes are the measured and extrapolated values respectively. 
In both cases the axes are ticked at 8 grey level intervals. The 
horizontal region of the curve to the right resulted from pixel 
saturation. A histogram of error frequency for this plot is given in fig 
6. 2. 2b. Each bar corresponds to one grey level and the zero error 
location is identified by a tick under the x axis. The distribution is 
quite symmetrical about zero and continued to be so for data taken over 
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reduced ranges of the linearity curve and for wide variations in 1 r 1• 
From this, it was concluded that the signal non-linearity was 
negligible, and that the observed distribution in fig 6.2.2b represented 
random noise. 
The rms error over the full image was analysed as 0.59 grey levels. This 
noise results from 3 images, 2 intensity (a,b) and one dark signal (d). 
To deduce fig 6.2.2b, these were processed in an equation of the form 
r(a-d)-(b-d). It is simple to show that for r~1, the observed noise is 
approximately 12 of the noise on a single image. For later reference, we 
can thus specify the electronic variance on a single image as:-
ae2 ~ (0.6/12) 2 ~ (0.42 grey levels) 2 
(eqn 6.2.1) 
It should be mentioned, that CCD 1s, like all semiconductor devices, are 
subject to shot noise. For a saturation exposure of 0.2~J/cm2 , a quantum 
efficiency of 0.8 at 633nm and a pixel area of 10x15~ 1 a saturated 
pixel contains approximately 8x10 5 electrons. In this case, the mean 
shot noise over an image with a uniform intensity distribution is ~ 0.2 
grey levels, which is small compared to the measured noise. The 
electronic noise is thus treated as if independent of intensity. 
6.2.4 Image Smear. 
Image smear occurs in frame transfer CCD 1s, such as the NXA1011, during 
the ~o.Sms taken to vertically transfer the photo-generated charge from 
the image zone to the storage zone. The experimental system was intended 
for operation with pulsed illumination, in which case image smear does 
not occur. However the initial work was performed with a CW HeNe and 
thus image smear requires consideration. 
The effect can be described by a signal attenuation and an averaging 
term. For a 20 CCD with I columns and J rows, the output signal from the 
ith column and the jth row can be written as:-
Ssm(i,j) = (1-6T/T) Sij + (6T/T) ~j~ Sij1/J 
where j 1=1 to J, 6T is the image transfer time (~O.Sms) and T is the 
field period (~20ms). 
The only effects which are significant in multi-sensor interferometry 
are those which produce differential results between the sensors. The 
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attenuation in Ssm is a constant and can thus be neglected. Only the 
summation introduces errors into multi-sensor data. The summation can be 
viewed as defining an aperture on the sensor into which the interference 
signal is integrated. The variance of integrated speckle interference 
has been calculated in §A4.5. The final expression in eqn A4.5.3, has 
two terms, corresponding to the speckle intensity and interference 
respectively. The speckle intensity signal is approximately the same on 
each sensor, and thus errors due to intensity integration will be 
removed with the mean interference signal during processing. Integration 
of the phase shifted interference however, will be uncorrelated and thus 
for a single sensor, the integration variance can be written:-
(eqn 6.2.2) 
where As is the speckle area, Ap is the pixel area, Ss and SR are the 
speckle and reference intensity signals and all other terms are as 
previously defined. 
6.2.5 Charge Transfer. 
Ideally, over one clock cycle, all the photo generated charge in a CCD 
pixel is transferred to the next pixel location. This would correspond 
to a charge transfer efficiency (~) of unity. In practice however, ~ can 
be considered to have the form (1-o), where o is typically ~1o-• [EEV]. 
Thus, as a charge packet propagates from one pixel to the next, it is 
attenuated by ~ and gains o of the previous signal at this location. 
Following through the series of signal accumulation, and assuming ~ is a 
constant from one pixel to the next, the signal Sn' at the output of a 
CCD register after n steps can be written:-
where Cn-m = the (m+1)th term of (~+o)n 
Sn-m = the original signal in pixel location (n-m) 
Since o is very small, and the maximum number of steps n to the output 
gate of a CCD is typically <1000, Cn-m is negligibl~r small for m>l. 
Thus to first order, the output signal from the pixel in the ith column 
and jth row can be written:-
(eqn 6.2.3) 
The first term is the slightly attenuated pixel signal and the other two 
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represent noise due to charge leakage. A crude estimate for the signal 
variance introduced by the last two terms, is given by eqn A4.5.3, with 
Ai"'2As:-
a 2 "' ( Hg~2 + 4 Hs~ HR~ ) 1/2 
As for image smear, the first term which results from the speckle 
intensity can be ignored as it is common to all sensors. Thus, the 
variance on Sij from interference can be written:-
(eqn 6.2.4) 
This result is only approximate, since in deriving eqn A4.5.3 it is 
assumed that Ai»As• A better result could be obtained by numerical 
integration of eqn A4. 5 .1. However, since the error due to charge 
transfer is relatively insignificant, such a detailed analysis has not 
been included here. 
Due to the i,j depend~ce in eqn 6.2.3, the attenuation of Sij and the 
variance a 2 are functions of pixel location. Consequently for best 
results, it is important that images in a multi-sensor system have 
similar orientations on each sensor. In the experimental system, the 
images were reversed. However, since the interference signals and the 
mean intensity images used for normalisation were recorded on the same 
sensor, speckle intensity variance was automatically removed. The 
differential attenuation of the signal across the rows was ignored. 
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7. OPTICAL DESIGN. 
This chapter identifies those factors resulting from the optical design 
which affect the sensitivity and capabilities of multi-sensor speckle 
interferometer arrangements. 
7.1 General Considerations. 
The following points are widely known and are relevant to all speckle 
interferometry. 
7.1.1 Source Coherence. 
To ensure high interference visibility, the illumination laser should 
ideally have a coherence length several times greater than the optical 
path length variation ru:ross the image. To quantify this, it can be 
seen from fig A3.1 that one must consider the variation in the magnitude 
of Lco+I'O o..cross the object (where it is assumed that the reference 
centre of curvature is coincident with the centre of the aperture). The 
reference path length is then ideally set to the mean object beam path. 
7.1.2 Depolarisation. 
When polarised light scatters from a diffuse surface, a certain amount 
of depolarisation takes place. For this reason it is prudent to use a 
polariser before the sensor in order to optimise the coherence of the 
interferometer arms. 
7.1.3 Signal Correlation. 
In §4.2.1 it was explained that the interference signal resulting from 
surface deformation has the form 8 = S.m, where S is the sensitivity 
vector and m is the deformation vector. In a simple illumination and 
imaging arrangement as depicted in fig A3.1, S is a function of both the 
object and aperture coordinates (o, a). To optimise the fringe 
visibility, one must minimise the variation in 8 for all the rays 
contributing to the field at a point on the sensor. The variation is 
predicted by:-
oa = [ m dS/do + s (dm/do) l 00 
The first term corresponds to rigid-body translation (m•const) and is 
minimised for dS/do=O. This situation occurs when the lens is focussed 
at infinity. The second term is of main interest to this work and 
represents object deformation. Since S must be finite, 68 is minimised 
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by minimising the point spread oo on the object. Thus, for deformation 
measurements the best interference signal results when the object is in 
focus [Jones and Wykes]. 
7.1.4 Interference Spatial Frequency. 
In §A4.4 the spatial frequency distribution of speckle interference is 
calculated. Eqn A4.4.3 shows that there are two factors, one from the 
aperture width and one due to the alignment of the reference beam. Since 
the interference phase is random, maximum interference visibility is 
obtained when the sensor can fully resolve fR+fs• Where fs is the 
maximum imaging spatial frequency D/2Aw and fR is the ~imum reference 
frequency given by eqn A4.4.4. 
7.1.5 Limits of Deformation Measurement. 
As an object deforms, the relative phase of the field contribution at 
each point in the image plane changes and thus leads to decorrelation of 
the speckle field. At a certain limit, the spatial coherence of the 
quiescent and deformed fields drops to zero. This defines the 
fundamental limit over which speckle techniques can be used. 
Speckle decorrelation has been discussed in detail in §A4.6. It is shown 
that the absolute limit of in-plane surface translation and surface 
rotation is met when the shift and fringe width respectively equal the 
mean speckle size. In practice, one would need to keep comfortably 
within this range in order to ensure good system sensitivity. 
7.2 Signal Optimisation. 
7.2.1 Interferometer Arm Intensity Ratio. 
In phase measurement speckle interferometry, the speckle interference 
has random amplitude and thus some of the pixels will be invalid due to 
saturation or low interference amplitude. In DSI, these bad pixels can 
be recognised during signal processing and removed from the subsequent 
analysis. By appropriately selecting the reference beam intensity and 
the arm intensity ratio, the fraction of rejected pixels can be 
minimised. 
This analysis has been presented by Slettemoen and Wyant [1986] for the 
case of a specular reference beam. It is required that the signal 
intensity is always less than the sensor saturation intensity Is, and to 
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maintain phase measurement accuracy, the interference amplitude must be 
larger than a predefined minimum Im• Denoting the detected object and 
reference field amplitudes by 0 and R, these requirements can be 
written:-
(0 + R)> < Is and 2RO > Im 
or Isi2RD < 0 < (/Is - R) 
where D=Isiim is defined as the useful dynamic range. This defines the 
limits over which the speckle amplitude 0 has an acceptable value. The 
speckle amplitude probability function can be derived by transforming 
the variable of eqn A4.1.1 [eg Peebles] to give:-
P(O) = 20IH~ exp[-(02 IH~}] 
Integrating P(O) over the above limits gives the 'good pixel' fraction 
as:-
F 
where 
(7.2.1) 
exp[-(p I D2 q2 }] 
p = R2 I H~ 
exp[-p( 21/q - 1 }2 ] 
and q = 4 R2 I Is 
Slettemoen and Wyant [1986] continued by considering the partial 
derivatives of F with respect to p and q, to show that F is a maximum 
for q • 1 and p • ln(D 2 )1[1-1ID2 ]. Substitution into the above gives:-
F(D) = (1-1ID2 ) exp[ln(D2 )1(1-D 2 }] 
(7.2.2) 
In the experimental arrangement of §5.5, D ~ 20. Using p=6 and q•1 eqn 
7.2.2 then predicts F ~ 0.98. However, during the period of experimental 
work the author was unaware of the above analysis and used p = q = 1, 
which gives F ~ 0.63 from eqn 7.2.1. Since the experimental results are 
all of small amplitude low spatial frequency content, this oversight is 
considered of little consequence. 
7.2.2 RMS Interference Signal. 
It can be argued that the number of usable pixels across the image is 
not the quantity of prime interest. In order to optimise the signal to 
noise ratio, the mean interference signal across the image should be 
considered. The square of the intensity signal is proportional to 02 R2 • 
The factor 02 is equivalent to intensity and thus the mean square 
speckle amplitude over the good pixels is given by:-
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(Omx) z 
QZ 
[ -QZ ] ~o· ~ 
"' 
exp - dO' 
~H ~H 
(Omn)Z 
where the integral limits are as defined in §7.2.1. Solving the integral 
and substituting for p and q gives:-
~oz ~ = ~H { ( 1 + p/D'q' ) exp[ -p/D'q'] 
- ( 1 + p[ 1 - 2//q ] 2 ) exp[-p(1 - 2//q) 2 ] } 
(7.2.3) 
Since ~I~ is a variable, it is preferable to write it in terms of p, q 
and Is, from eqn 7.2.1 ~I~= qis/4p, and R2 = qis/4. Substituting for p, 
q and D the rms interference amplitude is given as:-
Experimental (p=1, q=1, D=20) (OR)rms ~ 0.13 Is 
Optimised (p=6, q=1, D=20) (OR)rms ~ 0.10 Is 
It is interesting to note that the signal amplitude for the experimental 
settings is slightly larger than when the number of good pixels is 
optimised. Though not considered here, it is intended that at a future 
date the quantity F*(OR)rms• representing the active image signal will 
be investigated, since it is not obvious that the optimum number of good 
pixels and the optimum S/N will occur for the same values of p and q. 
7.3 Polarisation Leakage and Phase-Plate Errors. 
As a result of the non-ideal performance and misalignment of the wave 
plate and polarisers in the experimental system, the interference 
signals on the sensors were of the form:-
(7.3.1) 
where 
s, = A,cos(a + o + a/2) + e,sin(a + o - a/2) 
S2 = A2 sin(a + o - a/2) + e 2 cos(a + o + a/2) 
a = deformation phase 
o = speckle phase 
a = birefringent plate error 
e = signal cross-talk amplitude 
The manufacturers specified a to <2~/100 though this could be worsened 
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by plate rotation, or illumination with non-collimated light. It was 
estimated that the polarisers could be positioned to about 2° which 
implies e/A~1/30. 
Consequently the signals were only nominally in quadrature. However, 
since the factors leading to this error are constant, it is possible to 
correct for such effects. The correction algorithm used in the 
experimental work corrected the mean quadrature phase errors Q.cross the 
image. In principle spatially varying errors could also be handled as 
explained in §9.4. 
7.4 Optical Noise Effects. 
7.4.1 Optical Aberrations. 
To minimise differential aberrations between the sensors, efforts were 
made in the experimental arrangement to minimise the number of optical 
components after the recombination beam splitter. Aberrations due to the 
imaging lens etc were common to both sensors which minimised their 
effect regarding decorrelation of the quadrature signals. 
Although each optical surface contributes to the wavefront distortion, a 
simple estimate of the net effect can be obtained by considering all the 
aberration to occur at the lens aperture. The resulting speckle 
decorrelation can be described by the cross-correlation between the 
speckle fields at each sensor. Using the general result in §A3. 7 for 
zero deformation and sensor misalignment, the cross-correlation integral 
becomes:-
~v·,v*~ = I, I ,., .... , _,, J da 
To be accurate, one would have to know or estimate the form of the 
aberration 6~ and solve the integral over the aperture. However, to get 
a basic indication of these effects we assume the simple form 6~ ~ 
(2na/A)sin(2nfa) where 1/f is small compared to the aperture diameter. 
In this case, the integral varies approximately as the zeroth order 
Bessel function 
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(7.4.1) 
For later reference, this relation has been plotted in fig 7.4.1, where 
x = a/J... 
The above discussion relates the speckle between sensors. When an object 
deforms however, there is a shift in the aperture coordinates a and a', 
given by eqn A4.6.~ as u[Vm.(l0 -lc0 )], As a result, the decorrelation of 
the speckle pattern before and during deformation, will accelerate with 
increased aberrations. This can be considered as a re-statement of 
§7.1.3 which shows that the point spread function of the imaging system 
should be as small as possible in order to optimise the interference 
signal for deformation. Thus, minimisation of aberrations is necessary 
to maximise the range of deformation measurement. 
Aperture aberrations also decorrelate the phase and amplitude of the 
reference beam observed by each sensor. In this case however, the 
correlation integral cannot be simplified as for speckled light, and 
thus the effect has been assessed numerically. A simplistic two 
dimensional diffraction model was used which mapped the field from a 
point source, through a line aperture and to the axial point on a 
surface. The phase and amplitude of the clean aperture was first 
calculated and then the mean square difference was taken from this 
reference for a series of random aberration contributions in the 
aperture within a predefined phase range. Typical rms results with 
linear LS fit curves for phase and amplitude error (normalised to the 
mean reference amplitude) are plotted in fig 7.4.2a and b as a function 
of aberration (in units of J..). These results were obtained with 1000 
aperture samples and lOO aberration patterns for each plotted point. 
Initially the source to aperture (u) and aperture to image plane (v) 
distances were 120mm and the aperture (D) was 6mm long to simulate the 
experimental arrangement, but it was found that no observable change in 
the results occured as D/v and/or v/u varied by an order of magnitude. 
7.4.2 Multiple Reflections. 
As the interferometer arms pass through the optical elements, a 
component of the incident beam will be reflected from both front and 
back surfaces before continuing to the detector. Denoting the reflection 
coefficient by r and the number of elements by N, the variation of the 
direct and multiply reflected beam intensities (Id and Ir) can be 
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written approximately as:-
Id = (1 - N r )H ~ 
For the experimental arrangement, the additional optical path for a 
multiply reflected ray within the CCD front cover (the thinest element), 
was greater than the speckle length ( §A4. 3), and thus the speckle 
patterns Id and Ir are essentially uncorrelated. Consequently, the 
correlation ~ between the sensor signals can be deduced from the 
cross-correlation of the speckled fields as for overlapping 
reconstructions in DRHI [Dandliker 1980]. Denoting the fields of Id and 
Ir by Vd and Vr respectively, we have:-
~ = -<(Vd+Vr)',(Vd+Vr)*~ I ( -<I(Vd+Vr)'I 2 HIVd+Vr1 2 ~)! 
• Id I ( Id + Ir ) 
(7.4.2) 
As a result of speckle motion at the lens aperture, one would also 
expect a dependence on surface deformation, implying that the range of 
deformation measurement is also subject to multiple reflections. 
For the reference beam, the multiply reflected field produces a 
spatially varying phase error which can be written:-
VR ~ exp[i($+o$)] =lid exp[i9] + IIr exp[i~] 
The phase ~ is a function of the separation and parallelism of the 
optical interfaces and is thus a function of ray location and 
inclination through the optics. To find the rms effect, ~ can be treated 
as random and the expression for VR becomes as the sum of a correlated 
and uncorrelated component. This is iden tj..cal to the model for speckle 
decorrelation used in §A4.7 and 8. Thus by the same arguments as in the 
appendix:-
-< o$2 ~ "' Ir I 2 Id 
-<VR2 ~ "' Irl2 (1 + Iri2Id) 
(7.4.3) 
7.4.3 Optical Scatter. 
Dust particles and inhomogC<T'"U~ties in the optical glass will lead to 
scatter of the incident power. The average effect on the object and 
reference phase can be estimated by relations similar to those in eqn 
7.4.2 and 7.4.3, but with Ir replaced by the mean scatter intensity at 
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the sensor. 
7.5 Experimental Optics. 
7.5.1 Components. 
A diagram of the experimental arrangement has been given in fig 5.5.1. 
The laser source was a Hughes 5mW HeNe. The interferometer mirrors were 
2Smm Al coated A/10 optical flats purcha sed from Ealing. The input lOmm 
polarising cube beam splitter obtained from Hoya, had A/10 faces coated 
with MgFl and a transmission extinction ratio of 98%. The mica A/4 wave 
plate was obtained from Wigins 1'\a<>k"-.uJand was specified to A/100. The 
glass substrate which supported the mica was flat to A/4 and un-coated. 
The recombination 2Smm cube beam splitter was specified at A/10 surface 
flatness and AR coated with MgFl on all faces. The reference and object 
arm lenses were both HEBAR coated 60mm focal length plane-convex 
'research quality' optics from Ealing. The use of a single plane-convex 
lens for imaging with a magnification of approximately unity meant that 
lens aberrations were quite severe. However, since the deformation 
introduced was of small amplitude and low spatial frequency content, 
this was not considered significant. Plane-convex lenses were obtained, 
because it was the intention that at a later stage, pairs of imaging 
lenses would be used. Unfortunately, time did not allow for this stage 
of the work. The sheet polarisers were of uncertain quality. They were 
standard Hoya SLR camera components obtained from a local distributor. 
The surfaces of thepolarisers were uncoated. 
7.5.2 Polarisation Component Adjustment. 
The procedure used to set the angular position of the polarisers S and 6 
and the A/4 plate in fig S.S.l was as follows: Initially all the 
polarisers and the wave plate were removed apart from Pl and P2. PS was 
then placed in the reflected beam from the input beam splitter and 
adjusted to give a mini.InulD transmission. With care, fine adjustments 
could be made by looking into the laser through the crossed polarisers. 
Alternatively a photodiode with a narrow band input filter could be 
used. A distant white light source (desk top lamp) was then viewed 
through PS and P6 whilst P6 was adjusted to minimise the transmission. 
Next, the object beam was blocked and PS was placed after the 
recombination beam splitter. The A/4 plate was located in its holder and 
rotated to minimise the transmission through PS. This ensured that the 
reference beam propagated without rotation and thus the wave plate optic 
llS 
axis was either in, or perpendicular to the recombination interface 
plane of incidence. Finally all the polarisers were located, and P3 and 
P4 were adjusted individually the balance the mean image intensity on 
the CCDs for each arm. 
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8. SENSOR ALIGNMENT. 
8.1 Sensor Alignment Dependent Errors. 
8.1.1 Speckle Decorrelation. 
The relative displacement between corresponding pixels on any two 
sensors can be described by a shear in the sensor plane, and a defocus 
normal to it. Decorrelation effects resulting from the actual geometry 
of the pixel aperture are taken to be negligible. Imaging notation has 
been defined in §A3 .1 and correlation between the sampled data is 
described by the integral in §A3.7. For the case of sensor shear only, 
this integral becomes:-
I IA(a)lz [ [ 
-t.s.a 
exp -ik --w- ] ] da 
(8.1.1) 
which is identical in form to eqn A4. 3.1 and has been plotted in fig 
A4,q,1 for a circular aperture (x=-t.sD/Aw). 
For the case of sensor defocus only, the correlation integral reduces 
to:-
ik t.d 
2wz 
( az - 2s.a ) ] da 
(8.1.2) 
which is identical to eqn A4.3.2 and has been plotted in fig A4.q.2 for 
defocus in steps of A[w/D]Z. For later reference, the curve at the 
sensor edge (s=r) in fig A4.Gj.2 has been reproduced in fig 8.1.1 with 
reduced range on the axes. The relevance of these integrals to system 
performance will be discussed in Chapter 10. 
8.1.2 Quadrature Phase Error. 
For the sensors detecting interference, relative shear and defocus also 
leads to a quadrature phase error if the centre of curvature of the 
reference beam is not coincident with the centre of the imaging lens 
aperture. This can be seen by considering the phase term outside the 
cross-correlation integral for the two sensor signals. Using eqn A4.6.4 
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and eqn A4.6.5, the phase error A~ can be written:-
A~s = (k/2WR) 
A~d = (kAd/2) 
(8.1.3) 
(wR/w - 1)(s 12 - s 2 ) - 2r.As ] for shear only, 
s 2 /ww' - ls-rl 2 /wRwR' ] for defocus only. 
It is clear that the phase error is a function of the sensor 
coordinates. It's effect on system performance will be assessed in 
Chapter 10. 
8.2 Experimental Alignment System. 
8.2.1 Mechanics. 
In the experimental arrangement, one sensor was fixed on a manual micro 
positioning stage, whilst the other was mounted on a stepper motor 
driven stage which could orientate the sensor with six degrees of 
freedom. Though with great care, manual adjustment may have been 
adequate for the two sensor experiments, the stepper motor facility was 
incorporated to allow simple expansion of the interferometer to four or 
more sensors at a later date. 
Due to funding constraints, the motorised translation/rotation stage was 
made in the Physics Department work shop. The separate elements were 
made primarily from Dural. There was no specification of tolerance on 
the work, but under qualitative examination the quality compared 
favourably to purchased equivalents. A schematic of the positioning 
arrangement is given in fig 8.2.1. The design of the linear translation 
stages Tx, Ty and Tz were based on stages obtained from Ealing. The 
principle of the rotation stage was similar in many ways to low cost 
mirror tilt stages. The horizontal and vertical mounting plates for Tx 
and Ty were connected to the L-section bracket by central retaining 
springs. Tilt of the mounting brackets was affected by three point 
contacts, one at the centre of one edge and two at the opposite corners. 
Ty was rotated about the y axis via a single motor driven screw (Rv) and 
two ball bearing pivots. The complete L bracket pivoted about a single 
ball under the control of two motor driven screws (Rh). X or Z .axis 
rotation occured when the Rh screws were driven together or in 
opposition respectively. The CCD board was mounted on Ty, and to 
simplify control, subroutines referenced the rotations to the centre of 
the active region, by combined use of the rotation and translation 
motors. 
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arrangement. 
The stepper motors used (Radio Spares 332-947) had a direct step angle 
of 7.5° and were combined with high ratio gear boxes (Radio Spares 
336-416) to give a net step angle of 0.03°. The screw threads of the 
mechanical arrangement were 40tpi which gives a theoretical screw 
displacement resolution of ~s3nm. 
For operation in an industrial environment1 a more robust arrangement 
would be required. Possibly the sensors could be aligned with piezo 
translators and then bonded, along with the recombination beam splitter, 
to a rigid chasis. 
8.2.2 Electronics. 
The stepper motors were controlled by the host PC via a second interface 
card as described in §AS.S, but with the base address switches set to 
200 hex. The control signals were received from the ribbon cable link by 
the circuitry depicted in fig 8.2.2a. The clocking of data to the latch 
(273), was identical to the operation of the frame store described in 
§AS.S. The three most significant data bits in the 273 selected the 
output of the address decoder 138b. These outputs were available to 
enable the stepper motor circuitry on up to eight sensors, though only 
one was used in the work reported here. Data bits D2-4 controlled a 
multiplex chip at the enabled sensor to select one of the six motors. 
The last two bits supplied the direction (Dir) and clock (Clk) signals 
for the selected motor. The HEF4104B 1 s in the figure, simply convert the 
TTL signals to 12V as required by the stepper motor circuitry. The Clk 
line was alternated by repeatedly writing the same word to the 273 but 
with DO negated. A software delay routine ramped the clock rate smoothly 
up and down to a maximum of 350Hz to minimise the posibility of missed 
counts. 
The stepper motor drive circuitry for a single sensor is illustrated in 
fig 8.2.2b, where the input signals on the left of the diagram can be 
identified as the outputs of the interface in fig 8.2.2a. For clarity, 
only one of the six stepper motors has been indicated. Each stepper 
motor is driven by an SAA1027 four phase driver chip under the direction 
of the Dir and Clk signals. Any one of the motors is activated when its 
enable line (En) is low, such that the transistor switch (BC327) is on, 
and the required 300mA of current can supply the motor. The transistors 
are controlled by the 4000 series 4051B analogue switch multiplexer, 
which grounds the selected base through the 3k3 resistor connected to 
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its common port. If the sensor select line (ss) is high, the 4051B 
isolates all its ports and none of the six motors on this sensor are 
supplied with current. 
In principle, it is equally possible to multiplex just the elk signal to 
each sensor. The advantage of the above scheme however, is that only one 
motor is drawing current at any one time. Thus a small 6Watt power 
supply (12V ,SOOmA) can drive all the motors. If the Clk lines were 
multiplexed, each motor would be permanently drawing current, and 
~36Watt per sensor would be required. 
8.2.3 Procedure. 
The original intention was to align W.. sensors with a fully automatic 
software routine. However due to lack of time to properly solve the 
hardware problems discussed in Chapter· 6, a semi-automatic method was 
adopted. 
Initially a test pattern was placed such that it was conjugate to the 
static sensor. A software routine sampled the image from both sensors 
over 9 zones of 24 columns by 32 rows. The zone data was then 
subtracted, divided by 2 and offset by 128 grey levels to ensure that 
the results were positive. This difference data was then written back to 
the zones on one of the sensor images and displayed on the monitor. The 
operator then estimated the alignment error from the test pattern edges 
within the zones and entered the required motion at the key board. After 
movement, the new zone difference data was automatically displayed and 
the operations were repeated until the sensors were adequately aligned. 
The test pattern used was a 6mm drill hole in a 2mm thick aluminium 
plate criss-crossed with a fine wire at approximately 45° intervals. The 
edges of the hole indicated image translation and magnification 
(defocus), and the radial wires indicated sensor rotation. Four examples 
of the monitor image are given in fig 8.2.3. Fig (a) primarily indicates 
defocus by the continuous white rim of the hole in the subtracted zones. 
With the focus corrected, fig (b) indicates a rotational error. This can 
be seen since the light-dark sequence on the wire edges at the perimiter 
is continuous in a clockwise direction. Finally fig (c) indicates good 
alignment where the edges within the zones cannot be distinguished. 
When the sensors were close to alignment, the low contrast of the edge 
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difference made it difficult to assess the error. For this reason a 
software option was provided to expand the grey level difference signal 
in the subtracted regions. The expanded version of the aligned image in 
fig 8.2.3c is presented in fig 8.2.3d. 
The accuracy of alignment was assessed by the minimum number of steps 
taken by a motor driving in the horizontal or vertical directions before 
an observable reduction in the alignment was apparQnt, Repeated tests 
indicated 20 steps as the minimum observable change, which corresponds 
to a sensor displacement of ~smax~1~. The angle of the chief ray at the 
edge of the image is ~ Tan-'(3/120). Since this angle is fixed, the 
resolution of defocus is ~dmax ~ (~Smax*120/3) = 40~. RMS values for 
these alignment errors can be anticipated as being ~s<O.S~ and ~d<20~. 
It is interesting to note that ones ability to sense defocus error, 
increases with the angle of view. Thus for a given test pattern, it is 
advantageous to maximise this angle. 
8.3 Alignment Automation. 
Though full automation was not used in the experiments, it has been 
considered worthwhile to include this section as a record of the more 
promising ideas concerning automatic sensor alignment. 
8.3.1 Test Pattern Features. 
The main criteria for an automation process is that any decision making 
should be both fast and accurate. The speed with which a decision can be 
made relies upon both the quantity of data involved, and the complexity 
of the analysis algorithm. In principle, any two images can be 
correlated to assess alignment, but to minimise the image data 
requirements, test patterns with well defined contrast features at 
predefined locations are preferable. Three potential test pattern 
features are a high contrast step, a grey scale ramp, and a pulse. 
Consider a step as illustrated schematically in fig 8.3.1a. The edge can 
be located by a simple threshold routine, but since the edge is fast 
compared to the pixel spacing, the error in locating the transition is 
±1/2 a pixel spacing. 
Improved resolution can be achieved with a grey scale ramp as in fig 
8.3.1b. The location of the sampled data on the full grey scale is 
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indicated by the mean data value. If the level of noise on a single 
pixel value is ~1 grey levels, the noise on the mean of 25 pixels can 
reasonably be estimated at ~1/5 grey levels. Also, if as in the figure, 
the grey scale changes by 100 levels within the 25 pixel spacings, the 
sensitivity of the data to displacement of the image is ~(1/5)(25/100) = 
~1/20 pixels. For the implementation of such a technique, one would have 
to select which pixels were going to be included in the analysis. One 
possible way of doing this is to detect the flat regions either side of 
the feature and set thresholds relative to these values. If there are 
nominally 25 pixels in the analysis, there is a noise of ±1/25 pixels in 
the mean position resulting from the inclusion/omission of the 26th 
pixel. Thus for a given ramp gradient dN/dG, there are an optimum number 
of pixels in the analysis given by 
where 
(dN/dG) (oG/IN) ~ 1/N 
G = grey scale value 
N = number of pixels 
oG = grey level noise on one pixel. 
The advantages of a step feature compared to a ramp is the ease with 
which it can be produced on a test card and numerically processed. At 
the expense of increased data, the location uncertainty of a step can be 
improved by averaging the results of several lines over the edge. In 
this case the resolution can be anticipated to increase as the root of 
the number of lines of data. 
A useful extension of the step feature is a pulse as illustrated in fig 
8.3.1c. For a single line, the uncertainty in the mean pulse location or 
width is ~11212 pixels. These two pieces of information from one feature 
provide simple alignment assessment as discussed below. 
8.3.2 Correction Assessment. 
An example of a test pattern which applies pulse features is shown in 
fig 8.3.2. Five vertical zones of pixels are sampled (A, B, C, D and E) 
and a threshold technique used to monitor the width and location of the 
active region on each. Because 
the pulse width (location) 
the pattern features are linear wedges, 
indicates the vertical (horizontal) 
coordinates of the zone respectively. Consequently the coordinate data 
from all the zones can be used to assess translation and rotation of the 
sensor. Once the sensor is crudely corrected for alignment and rotation, 
defocus effects can be sensed by testing for image distortion. This 
would involve comparing the vector lengths AB, AC, AD and AE. After tilt 
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Fig 8.3.2 
alignment. 
Test pattern example for automatic 
correction a re-evaluation of translation and rotation could further 
improve the alignment. The procedure could then be repeated until noise 
limited accuracy was achieved. 
The sensitivity of this method is potentially reasonable. Using 25 
columns per zone and assessment based on the coordinates of all 5 zones, 
a translation sensitivity of the order of 15/515 ~ 1.5~ is anticipated 
for a 15~ pixel size. This implies a defocus sensitivity of 
appoximately 60~ for the experimental arrangement. 
Improved performance is potentially available from grey scale features. 
However, to get reliable automatic positioning to sub-micron accuracy, 
it may be necessary to improve the mechanics by combining the motor 
drives with piezo translators for fine adjustment. 
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9. DATA ACQUISITION AND SIGNAL PROCESSING. 
A brief summary of the experimental processing has been given in §5.5.5. 
As explained in Chapter 6, the image data was transferred to the hard 
disc of the host PC for processing. All the control and analysis 
software was written in 8086 assembly 
the principles behind each stage 
language. The following, presents 
of the processing, and where 
appropriate the discussion is supplemented with experimental results. 
9.1 Data Acquisition. 
The primary advantage of the multi-sensor approach over phase stepping, 
is its ability to monitor transient events with double pulse 
illumination. However, for the preliminary arrangement used in this 
work, data was sequentially recorded on two sensors. The five images 
captured on each sensor were:-
a) Initial interference pattern, 
b) Deformed interference pattern, 
c) Sample beam intensity, 
d) Reference beam intensity, 
e) Dark signal (no laser light). 
Neglecting noise sources and speckle decorrelation, these can be 
described mathematically by:-
a) ails+ bilr + 2'( v'(aibilslr) Cos (o+U-i..l1TA) + d.SL 
b) ails+ bilr + 2'( v'(aibiisir) Cos (o+(l-i.)Trh.t-&1-) + d.SL 
c) ails + dsi 
d) biir + dsi 
e) dsi 
(9.1.1) 
where i=1 and 2 for sensor 1 and 2 respectively. The coefficients ai and 
bi represent variations between the sensors due to adjustment of the 
polarisation components and pixel responsivity. 
A routine was written which linked the 'grab' and 'disc' software 
modules such that by pressing keys a-e, the above images were 
automatico.ll:>grabbed, read to disc files of a predefined name, and then 
written back to the store and displayed, such that the operator could 
check that no data corruption had occured. With the Amstrad 1640, read 
or write to disc took about 3s per image. To simplify the processing 
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software, images were read from the disc as 16K strings, such that all 
the processing stages could be performed within a single data segment. 
To simulate the hardware processor, 8bit Integer arithmetic was used 
throughout the analysis. 
9.2 Dark Signal and Intensity Correction. 
Background illumination and electronic biassing, produce spatially 
varying offsets on the video signal amounting to several percent of the 
full signal. This effect was removed by subtracting the dark signal 
(dsi) from each of the raw data images. For this procedure, it is 
necessary for the dark signal to remain effectively constant over the 
measurement period. This was not a problem in the experiments, but if 
necessary, the interference and dark signals could be captured on 
consecutive video fields. 
Due to the sequential data collection in the experimental work, the 
coefficients ai and bi in eqn 9.1.1 were common to each of the four 
signal equations in eqn 9.1.1. For more general arrangements however, it 
would be necessary to run a preliminary calibration routine when setting 
up the instrument, to obtain scaling factors for correction of pixel 
responsitity and imperfect alignment of the polarisation elements. The 
intended procedure for intensity normalisation, was simply to record the 
clean beam intensity of the interferometer arms separately, with the 
incident power adjusted to maximise the video signal. Referring to fig 
5.2.2, the ratio of the signals from S, (and S2 ) to s, and S4 provide 
scaling factors by which subsequent data from the latter can be 
normalised to the former. A similar procedure would also be applicable 
to the arrangement in fig 5.2.3. However the two sensor configuration in 
5.2.1 is optically more demanding since it becomes necessary to match 
the fringe visibility on the sensors. The data from the reference beam 
alone, then provides a single gain factor by which to match the signal 
amplitudes for processing: 
9.3 Mean Intensity Removal and Interference Normalisation. 
After the processing in §9.2, the two sensor interference signals would 
correspond in form to eqn 5.2.1 and could thus be applied in eqns 5.2.2 
to 5.2.4. For the four and six sensor arrangements however, the 
amplitude of the interference term would generally differ from sensor to 
sensor. The signals were normalised in the experiments by the following 
procedure, which is also applicable to more general arrangements. 
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After the operations of §9.2, one has:-
1) ails + bilr + 2y /(aibilsir) Cos (~) 
2) ails 
3) bilr 
where 1) is just one of the interference signals. The desired result is 
to obtain the interference term in a form independent of the factors ai 
and bi• This was achieved by:-
y Cos(~) ~ [ 1) - 2) - 3) ] I 2[ 2) * 3) ]! 
(9.3.1) 
which when applied to all interference sensors yield results of the form 
of eqns 5.2.5 (or 5.2.6). Before division, the numerator was multiplied 
by 100, such that the signals at this stage were contained within a 
range of ±100. The full Bbit range was not used, such that overflow 
could not occur during quadrature phase correction (§9.4). 
Examples of clean beam interference fringes from one sensor, before and 
after normalisation, are given in figs 9.3.1 and. 9.3.2 respectively. 
Entries a) and b) correspond to the fringes before and after a small 
tilt of the sample beam mirror. 
During the stages of eqn 9.3.1, 'bad pixel' tests were performed, 
primarily for operation with speckled data where a wide range of pixel 
illumination could occur. Initially, signal 1) was checked on each 
sensor to ensure that it was at least three grey levels below video 
saturation. After removal of the mean intensity, but before division, 
the square sum of the quadrature signals was tested against a predefined 
minimum signal level. If a pixel failed the saturation test it was 
overwritten with 255. If during mean intensity removal 255 was detected 
or if the data failed the low signal test, the result for that set of 
pixels was set to 127. In the subsequent analysis stages, if any pixel 
in an equation had a value of 127, the equation result was set to 127, 
and thus the 1 bad pixel' flag propagated through the processing. This 
simple flagging system does not corrupt the valid data, since the grey 
level used is redundant. 
In a double pulse two sensor arrangement, 'bad pixels 1 could be checked 
for saturation by the same method. Dark pixels would be more difficult 
to test for, but possibly, one could use pre-recorded reference beam 
data. If the reference intensity is subtracted from the interference 
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Fringes before normalisation. 
Fig 9.3.2a 
l 
,. 
Fringes after normalisation. 
signals, a criteria to test the interference amplitude could be that the 
result from at least one of the sensors is significantly different from 
zero. 
9.4 Quadrature Phase Correction. 
Due to the limited alignment accuracy of the polarising elements and 
positioning of the sensors, the interference signals were not actually 
in quadrature (eqn 7.3.1). The correction procedure used in the 
experimental work was quite crude and only corrected for mean errors 
across the image, though spatial correction could also be performed as 
explained at the end of this section. 
The experimental method was as follows: After final adjustment and 
alignment of the optics, the mirror in the sample beam (fig 5.5.1) was 
tilted to give rise to several fringes at the sensors. The separate arm 
intensities were recorded such that they could be used to remove the 
mean signal level. An \tterative test was then performed on the 
interference data in which a fraction of the S, signal was added to the 
S2 signal to give S2 1 ~ S2 + oS,, where o went from -1/10 to 1/10 in 
steps of 1/100. For each value of o, all the pixels in the image were 
checked, and the modulus of S1 was added to a summation if mod 8 2 1 ~ 1 
grey level. The purpose of the test was to find the value of o (c5 1 ) 
which maximised the summation of S, at the zero crossings of 8 2 1 • After 
o 1 had been found, S1 and 8 2 1 were in quadrature, but had different 
amplitudes. Therms value of 8 1 and S2 1 over the image was thus used to 
deduce a scaling factor (g) to match the interference amplitudes. Once 
o1 and g had been deduced, they could be applied to all subsequent data 
sets whilst the polarising optics remained undisturbed. 
Fig 9.4.1 illustrates the effect on the unwrapped phase profile results 
from the fringe data in 9.3.2, if the quadrature phase correction stage 
is omitted. Three representations of the same result are given: a) 
displays 211 of phase smoothly over 256 grey levels, b) is a step 
representation of 211 over 8 grey levels and c) is a 3D line plot. A 
periodic waviness is apparent which follows the line of the original 
data fringes. Fig 9.4.2 shows the same data after quadrature phase 
correction. 
Both mean and spatially varying quadrature phase correction could be 
rapidly performed by use of a PZT driven reference mirror, which would 
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Wrapped phase with quadrature correction. 
enable calibration of each sensor signal by phase shift analysis 
(§4.3.5). Given the relative phase and amplitude of corresponding 
pixels, o' and g can be calculated from the phasor geometry. Phase shift 
calibration, also enables quadrature phase correction in two sensor 
arrangements. It is simple to show that if S, and S2 have equal 
amplitudes, then S, '=S,+oS 2 and S2 '=S 2 +oS 1 have equal amplitudes and are 
in quadrature when o=-tan(e/2), where € is the initial quadrature phase 
error. 
9.5 Interference Amplitude Secondary Normalisation 
Unexpectedly, it was found thak a second normalisation was required at 
this stage to balance the signal amplitudes before and after 
deformation. The mechanism which produced this change is not fully 
understood but possible causes are the coherence factor y and variations 
in laser power. Power variations would automatically be removed in 4 and 
6 sensor arrangements, but a separate monitoring diode may be required 
in 2 sensor systems. Changes in coherence could be removed by comparing 
the sum of the squares of the quadrature signals before and after 
deformation. This technique was applied to the experimental system and 
was found to work well, which would imply the changes in y were the 
primary cause. Curiously though, this processing was also required with 
clean beam interference where one would expect changes in spatial and 
temporal coherence to be insignificant. 
Fig 9.5.1 is the wrapped phase profile equivalent to fig 9.4.2a but with 
this normalisation stage omitted. The error is apparent as a series of 
small discontinuities which trace the line of the original fringe data. 
9.6 Wrapped Phase Analysis. 
Neglecting errors in the above processing stages, the cleaned 
interference terms at this stage have the form:-
I, = A cos(o) 
I 2 = A sin(o) 
I, = A cos(O+e) 
I 4 = A sin(O+e) 
and these were solved for 9 by the relations:-
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I2 - I.,. + I, - I, 2A (cos(ct) - sin(ct)) 
= Tan(-6/2) 
I, + I, - I2 - I.,. 2A (cos(ct) - sin(ct)) 
I2 + I, + I, - I.,. 2A (cos(~) - sin(~)) 
= Tan(-e/2+rr/4) 
I, + I.,. - I2 + I, 2A (cos(~) - sin(~)) 
where et = cS + 6/2, ~ = cS + 6/2 - 'fl/4 and the choice between which 
expression to use is made such that noise effects are minimised as in 
eqns 5.2.2 and 5.2.4. 
A 64 element arctangent look-up table was applied in a fundamentally 
similar fashion to that described for the hardware processing card 
(§A5.9.4). The table contained relative arctan values (w) for the phase 
range O::iw<'fl/4, linearly represented over 64 grey levels. Depending on 
which was smaller, the tan, or 1/tan data was used as a pointer in the 
table. A 256 grey level representation of -'fl/4<-6/2<3'1!/4 was achieved by 
the algorithm:-
-e/2 = 1jJ [tan~O] or - w [tan<O] lsinl:>lcosl 
lcosl<lsinl -6/2 = 'fl/2 - 1jJ [tan~O] or '1!/2 + w [tan<O] 
As with earlier processing stages, 1 bad pixels 1 were passed to the 
results image with their original value of 127. After the unwrapped 
phase profile was complete, the. bad pixels were overwritten with the 
median of the valid data in the 8 nearest neighbour locations. 
Fig 9.6.1 is the wrapped phase profile obtained by comparing two 
locations on a microscope cover glass placed just after a diffuser in 
the sample arm. The speckle interference was recorded with an aperture 
of 6mm (F/10), an example of which is given in fig 9.6.1a. Figs b and c 
are the phase profile before and after overwrite of the bad pixels. 
9. 7 Phase Unwrapping. 
Phase unwrapping was performed by multiple one dimensional passes. 
Initially the central row was integrated followed by the columns above 
and below this starting line. Fig 9. 7.1 illustrates an attempt at 
unwrapping the profile in fig 9.6.1c. Clearly the speckle noise has 
produced numerous errors. In order to overcome the problem of noisy 
pixels, a spatial filtering technique was devised which allowed 
smoothing of the unwrapped phase. At each location of the filter matrix 
(typically 3*3 or 5*5 pixels), two sets of wrapped data were considered. 
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Fig 9.7.1 Unwrap of unfiltered 
speckle result. 
These were the original .p, as calculated in §9.6, and a phase shifted 
version .p 1 , formed by .p 1 = .p + 11 if ( lj/+11 )<211 else .p 1 = .p - 11. As a 
result, the 211 phase discontinuities in lj/ 1 were spatially shifted from 
those in .p, and thus standard convolution filtering could be performed 
by ensuring that the filter only acted on the continuous phase regions. 
Phase .p or lj/ 1 data was selected by the criteria that the variance of the 
data in the filter matrix would be a minimum over the continuous phase 
regions. If both sets of data were equally acceptable, w was used. When 
lj/ 1 was used, the resultant smoothed phase was converted back to .p by a 11 
shift algorithm identical to the formation of lj/ 1 above. 
Fig 9. 7. 2a is the profile of 9. 6 .le after a single pass of a 5*5 
averaging filter and figs b and c show the unwrapped result in 8 step 
and 3D line representations. For comparison, fig 9.7.3 gives the 
equivalent results with the diffuser removed. In this case, no filtering 
was required. 
Since relatively old technology (Amstrad 1640) was used for the 
processing, the run time from data collection to presentation of the 
unwrapped phase profile was not timed exactly, but one would approximate 
3 minutes to get a wrapped profile and another 2 minutes for filtering 
and unwrapping. This is not a fundamental limitation however, since as 
stated in Chapter 6 hardware processors are available which could 
perform all the analysis in a few seconds [Breuckmann 1990). 
9.8 Data Representation. 
In principle, all the results inspection for a particular test situation 
could be performed by numerical analysis. However, unless the features 
of interest have simple geometry or can be isolated in terms of location 
or spatial frequency content, such an analysis package is likely to be 
very difficult to write and slow in operation. As an alternative, 
displaying the deformation phase on a monitor, enables an operator to 
visualise the results and rapidly assess them qualitatively, and if 
required, to select regions or features for quantitative numerical 
analysis. For such interactive methods, it is thus important that the 
data representation, suitably enhances those features which the operator 
may be looking for. 
Three representations have been used in this work, 256 grey levels, 8 
grey levels, and the 3D line plots. From the results presented here, it 
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9.7.2c Unwrapped phase. 

can be seen that 8 grey levels are very effective on spatially extensive 
features of moderate frequency content (eg fig 9.4.lb), but the 3D 
representation is better for the visualisation of the overall form (eg 
fig 9.7.2c). It would appear that the 256 grey level representation is 
of little value since all features have low contrast over most of the 
screen. 
Many other representations can be devised. For example 3D plots in which 
every line is used to produce a solid form with the height (phase) 
represented by pixel shade or colour, or plan views which use many thin 
coloured contour lines on a dark background. In the authors opinion, a 
study of data representations in the context of phase measurement 
interferometry and NDE would be of considerable general interest. 
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10. MULTI-SENSOR SENSITIVITY. 
10.1 Phase Error Measurements. 
In the final stages of the experimental work, a test was performed to 
estimate the small signal noise on the wrapped deformation phase 
results. With the sensors aligned and the lens aperture set to 6mm, a 
measurement was taken in which a linear ramp phase change was formed by 
a small tilt of the reference mirror. The wrapped phase result from this 
test is shown in fig 10.1.1. To avoid the problems of phase 
discontinuities, the noise variance was measured by splitting the data 
into six columns and fitting straight lines to the reduced rows. For 
each row, two measurements were made, one on the original data and one 
on 1T phase shifted results as in §9. 7. The smallest of the resulting 
values was then selected as being representative of the noise. By this 
method the rms noise across the whole image was measured as:-
~9 = 12.9grey levels ~ 21T/20rad. 
As a matter of curiosity, the same test was performed on the clean beam 
results shown in fig 9.4.2. In this case the measured rms noise was 
Sgrey levels ~ 21T/51rad. A possible explanation for this improved 
performance, is the difference in the mean interference amplitude. For 
clean beam interference the interference amplitude was typically 
0.4Vmax• whereas for speckled light, the rms interference amplitude 
across the good pixels has been calculated in §7.2.2 at 0.13Vmax· 
10.2 Phase Error Calculation. 
The experimental arrangement was quite a special multi-sensor system, 
since four sensor data was sequentially collected on a pair of 
detectors. Consequently, the experimental results were immune to several 
sources of error which would normally effect the arrangements discussed 
in §5.2. In this section, the error estimates made in the earlier 
chapters are used to extrapolate the potential performance of a full 
multi-sensor arrangement suitable for double pulse laser work. The 
sensitivity of the deformation phase to various noise sources is 
calculated in §10.2.1, and the magnitude of the noise contributions are 
reviewed in §10.2.2. Finally the small signal sensitivity of a 
multi-sensor system is predicted in §10.2.3. 
The suceptibility of the wrapped phase results to various noise sources 
can be anticipated to be a function of both the optical arrangement and 
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the processing algorithm. The error analysis below can be generally 
applied, but only a four sensor arrangement using the experimental 
algorithm is considered here. It may be the case that improved 
performance could be achieved with an alternative approach, but due to 
time constraints, such considerations have been left for future 
investigations. 
The raw data on the corresponding pixels in a four sensor arrangement 
(§5.2.2) can be written:-
I, = IR + Io +A cos(cS) I, I = IR + Io +A cos(cS+e) 
I, = IR + Io + A cos( cS+.p) I, I = IR + Io +A cos(cS+1jl+6) 
I, = IR I, I = IR 
I4 = Io I I = Io 4 
where IR = reference beam intensity 
Io = object beam intensity 
A = interference amplitude 
cS = speckle interference phase 
"' 
= ~12 phase retardation 
e = deformation phase. 
(10.2.1) 
Though for clarity ideal equations have been written above, in practice 
the arm intensity contributions and interference amplitudes are likely 
to vary from one sensor to the next. These signals are cleaned and 
normalised by the processing described in §9.2, 9.3 and 9.5 to give:-
Ia = (I, - ~,I, 
Ib = (I 2 - GR 2 I, 
Ia 1 =(I,'- ~,I,' 
Ib' = (I 2 1 - GR2 I,' 
- G0 ,I4 ) G I 2/(~ 1 I,G0 ,I4 ) =A 1cos(cS)/A, 
- Go,I4) G I 2/(~2 I,G0,I4 ) = A sin(cS)/A, 
- Go 1 I 4 1 ) G11 2/(~ 1 I,'Go 1 I4 1 ) =A cos(cS+9)/A, 
- Go 2 I 4 1 ) G11 2/(~2 I 3 1 Go 2 I4 1 ) =A sin(cS+6)/A, 
where GRi and Goi are intensity scaling factors (§9.2) 
G and G1 are secondary normalisation factors (§9.5) 
(10.2.2) 
For the experimental work, these relations were solved for 9 by the 
algorithm described in §9.6. Denoting the tan expressions by the letter 
T, these can be written in the current notation as:-
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T = (Ib- Ib' + Ia- Ia') / (Ia + Ia' - Ib- Ib') 
for (cos(a)-sin(a)) > (cos(~)-sin(~)) 
else 
where 
T = (Ib + Ia' + Ia- Ib') / (Ia + Ib' - Ib + Ia') 
a = cS + 8/2 
~ = 0 + 8/2 - TI/4 
(10.2.3) 
10.2.1 Noise Coefficients. 
The error in the value of 8 calculated from the relations in eqn 10.2.3 
as a result of noise on the initial signals (eqn 10.2.1) or the scaling 
factors (eqn 10.2.2), can be assessed by expanding both sides of eqn 
10.2.3 as a Tay1or series and equating the first order terms. Using the 
short hand notation~f:l~~to represent dz/dy dy/dx dx/dn, where n is the 
noise source being considered, the noise contribution in 8 due to 
various sources can be described as below. 
Additive Noise (AN). 
The raw data in eqn 10.2.1 will have an additive noise contribution N. 
The noise on each pixel is independent and assuming that the magnitude 
of the rms contribution ~N is similar in each, the rms phase noise for 
the experimental system can be written:-
where 
~8 = ( p2 + q2 + r2 + s2 + (t+v)2 + (u+w)2 )! ~N 
p"' 8/T/Ia/I,/N 
q = 8/T/Ib/I2/N 
r = 8/T/Ia'/I, '/N 
s = 6/T/Ib'/I2'/N 
t = 8/T/Ia/I,/N + 8/T/Ib/! 3 /N 
u = 8/T/Ia/14 /N + 8/T/Ib/I4 /N 
v = 8/T/Ia '/I,'/N + 8/T/Ib '/I, '/N 
w = 8/T/Ia'/I4 '/N + 8/T/Ib'/I4 1 /N 
The terms t,v and u,w are grouped together in the above expression 
because I 3 1 =I 3 and I 4 '=I4 in the experiments. In a general arrangement, 
all terms would be separately squared and summed. 
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Normalisation Gain Factor (GF). 
Similarly differentiating wrt the G and G' factors in eqn 10.2.2 and 
assuming equal contributions of noise:-
69 = (p2 + q2)! 6GN 
where p = 9/T/Ia/G + 6/T/Ib/G 
q = 9/T/Ia'/G' + 6/T/Ib'/G' 
Intensity Scaling Factor (IS). 
The intensity gain factors GR, 12 and Go, 12 were not relevant to the 
experimental work but would normally have to be deduced by an initial 
calibration procedure (§9.2). Therms error in 6 resulting from noise in 
these factors can be written:-
66 = ( p2 + q2 + r2 + s2 )! 6GI 
where p = 6/T/Ia/GR, + 6/T/Ia•/~, 
q = 6/T/Ia/Go, + 6/T/Ia, /Go, 
r = 6/T/Ib/GR2 + 6/T/Ibr/~2 
s = 6/T/Ib/Go2 + 6/T/Ib, /Go, 
Relative Amplitude (RA). 
Relative noise on the interference amplitude of the quadrature signals 
gives rise to a phase error described by:-
where 
66 = (p2 + q2)! 6RA 
p = 6/T/Ia/I,/A + 6/T/Ia'/I, '/A 
q = 6/T/Ib/!2/A + 6/T/Ib'/I2'/A 
Relative Reference and Object Intensity (RI) 
Similarly, relative noise can exist on the mean intensity of the 
quadrature signals. Since T can be differentiated separately wrt I, and 
I 4 , reference and object beam intensity errors are treated separately. 
The resulting coefficients however are identical for both I, and I 4 
noise. With four separate sensors, the magnitude of IR and Io differ on 
I,f4 and I,f 2• and it becomes convenient to separate the contributions 
from these sensors. For a four sensor arrangement, the phase noise due 
to these is described by:-
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AB = ( p2 
AB = ( rz 
where 
or 
+ q2 )! (AIRz + Aioz)! for interference sensors. 
+ s2 )! (AIRz + Aioz)! for arm intensity sensors. 
p = B/T/Ia/I,/IR + B/T/Ia'/I, '/IR 
q = B/T/Ib/Iz/1R + B/T/Ib'/121 /IR 
r = B/T/Ia/I, + B/T/Ib/I, 
s = B/T/Ia'/I,' + B/T/Ib'/I,' 
p = B/T/Ia/I,/10 + B/T/1a'/I, '/10 
q = B/T/Ib/12/10 + 9/T/Ib'/121 /Io 
r = B/T/Ia/14 + B/T/Ib/14 
s = B/T/Ia'/!4 1 + B/T/Ib'/14 1 
Relative Phase (RP). 
Relative phase error gives rise to noise on the quadrature phase shift 
W• The deformation phase error arising from AW can be estimated by:-
where 
AB = ( pz + qz )! AW 
p = B/T/Ia/I,/o + B/T/Ia'/1, 1 /o 
q = B/T/Ib/!2/o + B/T/Ib'/121 /o 
Deformation Noise. 
Speckle decorrelation due to object deformation leads to random 
amplitude, intensity and phase noise between the I and I' signals in eqn 
10.2.1. Therms B noise in these cases is given by:-
where 
AB = ( p2 + qz )! AD 
p = B/T/Ia'/! 1 '/A 
q = B/T/1b'/I 2'/A for amplitude (DA) 
p = B/T/Ia'/1 1 '/I4 + B/T/Ib'/I2'/I4 
q = B/T/Ia'/I4 + B/T/Ib'/I4 for intensity (D1) 
p = B/T/Ia'/I, '/B 
q = B/T/Ib'/121 /B for phase (DP) 
For all the above contributions, the deformation phase error AB results 
from the product of the rms noise on a single pixel with a coefficient 
written in terms of p,q,r,etc. The coefficients are in fact functions of 
both the speckle phase o, and the deformation phase 8. However, since in 
a speckled field, o is random from one pixel to the next, the rms of the 
coefficients over o has been considered as being indicati\Te..· of the 
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effective coefficient. The results are periodic functions of 8 with a 
period of 4'11. To compare the theory with the result presented in eqn 
10.1, the average value of these coefficients over 8 are given in the 
table below for both the experimental arrangement and a four sensor 
arrangement. 
Experiment 
Coefficient 
Additive Noise 
Normalisation Gain 
Relative Phase 
Deformation Amplitude 
Deformation Intensity 
Deformation Phase 
Four Sensors 
Coefficient 
Additive Noise 
Normalisation Gain 
Intesity Scaling 
Relative Amplitude 
Relative intensity 
Relative intensity 
Relative Phase 
Deformation Amplitude 
Deformation Intensity 
Deformation Phase 
Label 
AN 
GF 
RP 
DA 
DI 
DP 
Label 
---
AN 
GF 
IS 
RA 
RI,f2 
RI 3 f 4 
RP 
DA 
DI 
DP 
Average 
47.6 
2.1 
1. 79 
11.4 
2.97 
2.4 
Average 
34.5 
2.1 
19.8 
13.9 
27.7 
15.3 
1. 79 
11.4 
10.6 
2.4 
In deducing these figures, all the variables were referenced to the 
maximum signal level, which for simplicity was normalised to unity. The 
scaling factors, the mean intensity levels, and. the rms signal amplitude 
used in calculating the above coefficients are as follows:-
Experiment 
G = G' = 1 
Go/R = 1 
Io/R = 0.25 for I 3 f 4 
A = 0.13 
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Four Sensor 
G = G' = 1 
GofR = 0.5 
Io/R = 0.5 for I 3 f 4 
A = 0.13 
10.2.2 Summary of Noise Contributions. 
In earlier chapters, measurements and estimates have been made to 
establish the significance of various noise sources. In §10.2.3 these 
are combined with the above noise coefficients to estimate the 
sensitivity of a four sensor system. Here the noise estimates are 
briefly reviewed and put in a more convenient form for the following 
analysis. 
In order to extrapolate the experimental sensitivity and predict the 
capability of more general arrangements, a figure is required for the 
relative aberrations between the optical paths to the sensors. This 
figure has been crudely estimated as ~A/20. The justification for this 
small figure results from the relatively small diameter of the 
interferometer arms. The recombination beam splitter in fig 5.5.1 was a 
A/10 25mm cube, but the interferometer beam only had a diameter of ~6mm. 
Since the surface flatness errors giving rise to aberration are 
predominantly low spatial frequency, one can anticipate the relative 
aberrations as being quite small. The polarisers and CCD coverslips are 
close to the sensor surface and thus the area of these elements 
effecting any one point on the sensor is thus very small. Hence by the 
same argument, the net aberration due to surface errors can be 
anticipated as being small. 
Throughout this discussion it is assumed that:- the speckled object beam 
is suitably polarised (§7.1.2), the source is highly coherent (§7.1.1), 
the object is focussed onto the sensors (§7.1.3) and that non-linearity 
in the detection circuitry is negligible (§6.2.3). 
Additive Noise (~N). 
There are three basic contributions to the additive noise on a pixel 
signal resulting from electronic noise oe, image smear Osm and charge 
transfer inefficiency o~. 
Measurements of electronic noise are presented in §6.2.3 from which it 
is deduced that the rms contribution from a single image is 0.42 grey 
levels. Each image requires removal of a dark signal (§9.2), so the 
electronic contribution on the signals in eqn 10.2.1 is /2 of this. ie 
oe ~ 0.6 grey levels 
Image smear is discussed in §6.2.4 and is only relevant to field 
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transfer CCD's monitoring CW light. The resulting signal variance due to 
interference is estimated by eqn 6. 2.2 for which As"Ap, J=300 and 
Ss=SR=64grey levels gives:-
asm " 0.18 grey levels 
Charge transfer noise results from a small fraction of photo-generated 
charge being left behind after each cycle of a CCD register. 
Substituting 6=10- 5 , (i+j)=450 and Ss=SR=64 grey levels into eqn 6.2.4 
gives:-
Both asm and 
I I 
2 
a~ " 0.4 grey levels 
a~ are only relevant to the interference signals I 1 , I 2 , 
in eqn 10.2.1. Thus for Vmax = 256 grey levels, 6N " 
for an interference signal and 6N " Vmax/425 for an intensity 
signal. For simplicity, the average will be used in all cases below. 
Thus 
Normalisation Gain and Intensity Scaling Factors (6GN, 6GI). 
The accuracy of both these factors is subject to the binary word used to 
represent them. Thus assuming 8 bit arithmetic:-
Relative Phase Error (t.p). 
Both systematic and random errors occur in the quadrature phase. If 
systematic errors were significant, the phase shifting technique (§9.4), 
could in principle reduce all errors to the random limit. The technique 
used in the experiments however only provided mean correction. Since 
many pixel values were used in the correction procedure, the accuracy of 
the mean phase correction is estimated at o:1/200 ~ 2n/1230rad as limited 
by the resolution of the mixing factor (6 1 ) and quantisation. 
Random Errors. 
Random errors result from decorrelation of the speckled object beam due 
to aberrations, multiple reflections, optical scatter and sensor 
misalignment. 
A simple estimate of the effect of aberrations has been given in eqn 
7.4.1 (fig 7.4.1). Using the estimated relative aberration of A/20, eqn 
7.4.1 predicts a correlation Ya"0.994. 
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In §7 .4.2, speckle decorrelation due to multiple reflections has been 
approximated by the primary contributions to give eqn 7.4.2. In the 
experimental arrangement, the beam splitter contribution was dominated 
by the uncoated polarisers and CCD cover glass. Thus taking the number 
of surfaces N=4 and the reflection coefficient r=4%, Id~0.84 and 
Ir~0.0064, and eqn 7.4.2 yields Ym~0.992. If all the optics were 
AR-coated to r=O.S%, the degredation from the five surfaces is 
negligably small, ie Ym~0.99987. 
In §7.4.3, it is suggested that average effect of optical scatter over 
the image, can be described by eqn 7 .4. 2 as for multiple reflections. 
Assuming a total of 1% optical scatter, half of which reaches the 
sensors, gives Id=0.99, Is=O.OOS and Ys~0.995. 
Relative sensor shear and defocus has been discussed in §8.1.1. Speckle 
decorrelation due to these effects is described by eqn's 8.1.1 and 8.1.2 
which are plotted for large misalignment ranges in fig 1 s A4 ,q. 1 and 
A4.q,2 respectively. The defocus curve has been reproduced in fig 8.1.1 
with a reduced axis range for the current discussion. Using the 
estimated experimental alignment tolerances of 0. SlJ!ll shear and 20\Jlll 
defocus, these relations imply y sh"O. 9998 and y d"O. 998 over the whole 
image. 
In order to predict 6~, it is necessary to find the net correlation due 
to the above factors. Using sensor shift as an example, it can be seen 
from the correlation integral in §A3.7 that y cannot strictly be 
separated into independent contributions. However, it is assumed that a 
reasonable estimate may be obtained from y " YaYmYsYshYd• which pre·dicts 
" 0.979 for the experiment and 0.987 with coated optics. Substituting 
these values into eqn A4. 7.2 gives the random phase noise on a single 
speckle as:-
Experiment 
211/60rad. 
Systematic Errors. 
Coated Optics 
211/77rad 
Imperfect adjustment of the polarisation elements (§7.3), gives rise to 
an effective cross talk between the quadrature signals as described by 
eqn 7. 3 .1. This effect is essentially uniform across the image and is 
thus corrected to about 211/1230rad by the procedure described in §9.4. 
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Reference beam aberrations (§7.4.1), multiple reflections (§7.4.2) and 
optical scatter (§7.4.3) are stationary effects. Using the same 
conditions as for speckle above, the phase variance for aberrations, 
multiple reflections and optical scatter, are estimated at (2~/157rad) 2 
(from fig 7.4.2a), (2~/102rad) 2 for the experiment or (2~/785) 2 with 
coated optics (from eqn 7.4.3) and (2~/125) 2 (from eqn 7.4.3) 
respectively. 
In §8.1.2, quadrature phase error due to relative sensor defocus and 
shear are described by the expressions in eqn 8.1.3. Bo~h of these terms 
reduce to zero when the reference centre of curvature is coincident with 
the optic axis at the lens aperture. However, for the experimental 
optics, the lenses L0 and Lr (fig 5.1.1) both have 60mm focal lengths 
and were symmetrically placed. As a result, the factor WR/w ~ 0.5 in the 
equations. The lateral offset of the reference beam (r) can be taken to 
be negligab1y small since the clean beam fringe patttern was normally 
adjusted to give one fluffed fringe across the field of view. Thus using 
the estimated alignment tolerance of 0.5~ shear and 20~ defocus 
(§8.2.3), eqn 8.1.3 predicts ~~s as approximately linearly increasing in 
the direction of shear, zero on axis and ~2~/50 at the sensor edge and 
~~d as a quadratically increasing phase error, zero on axis and ~2~/34 
at the sensor edge. 
Systematic errors are treated here as if they were a random 
contribution. The justification for this, is that the coefficient for 
systematic phase errors, defined by (6/T/Ia/I,/o + 6/T/Ia'/I, '/o), 
reduces to zero when averaged over the speckle phase o. Since o is 
random from one pixel to the next, the systematic errors will appear as 
a zero mean random noise. 
The combined noise from both random and systematic errors is thus taken 
to be:-
~~ ~ 2~/38 for the experimental work 
and 
~~ ~ 2~/46 if AR-coated optics are used. 
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Relative Amplitude Noise (RA). 
The interference amplitude is affected by aberrations (§7.4.1), multiple 
reflections (§7.4.2) and optical scatter (§7.4.3) of the reference beam, 
and decorrelation of the speckled object beam (eqn A4.8.1). Assuming 
coated optics, the reference amplitude noise contributions can be 
written I~IR~/1000, I~IR~/126 and I~IR~/20, which gives a net variance 
of ~IR~/390. Speckle coherence y is as derived above for random phase 
errors. Using y=0.987, eqn A4.8.1 predicts a variance in speckle 
amplitude of ~~Io~/74. The combined effect of these contributions gives 
rise to an rms interference amplitude noise:-
t.RA.:~A~/7.9 
where ~A~ is therms interference amplitude as calculated in §7.2.2. 
Since the signals from the experimental sensors were normalised by data 
recorded on the same sensor, such effects were not apparent in the 
experimental work. 
Relative Intensity Noise (l>IR, l>Ip). 
The same effects which give rise to the interference amplitude noise 
above, also produce a noise on the mean intensity. The rms intensity 
noise can be crudely approximated by the amplitude variance above. Since 
for a four sensor system the contribution of arm intensity is different 
for the signals I,f 2 and I,f 4 in eqn 10.2.1, the intensity noise will be 
scaled by a similar amount. From the above, the reference and speckle 
intensity noise coefficients are the same and thus the reference and 
object contributions combine to give:-
l>RI = ~V~/73 
where ~V~ is the video signal equivalent to either ~IR~ or ~Io~· 
As with amplitude errors, this effect was not apparent in the 
experimental analysis. 
Deformation Speckle Decorrelation. 
All the above noise sources relate between the sensors in the system. 
However, as discussed in §A4.6, speckle decorrelation occurs as a result 
of object deformation. In the same manner as above, the resulting 
correlation integral y from eqn A4. 6. 4 can be used in §A4. 7 and 8 to 
estimate additional contributions to the phase, amplitude, and intensity 
noise. This phenomenon is of course characteristic of all speckle 
interferometers unlike the above, which applies specifically to 
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multi-sensor systems. 
10.2.3 Estimate of Phase Error. 
An estimate of the deformation phase error can now be made for the 
experimental arrangement by combining the above noise contributions with 
the calculated noise coefficients in §10.2.1. As stated earlier, since 
sequential data acquisition was used in the experimental work, the only 
relevant contributions to the measurement in §10.1 are due to additive 
noise, normalisation gain and relative phase noise. These produce rms 
contributions to 69 as follows:-
Additive noise: 68 
"' 
AN* 6N = 47.6*1/380 = 2'IT/50 
Normalisation gain: 69 
"' 
GF * 6GN = 2.1*1/512 = 2'IT/1500 
Relative Phase: 69 
"' 
RP * 61jl = 1. 79*2'IT/38 = 2'IT/21 
which give a net rms error of 68 
"' 
211/19. 
This result is slightly low compared to the measured value in §10.1, but 
in view of the crude models used for some of the noise contributions, 
the agreement is surprisingly good. 
This approach can now predict the small signal sensisivity for a four 
sensor arrangement with AR-coated optics. A summmary of the rms 
contributions from the various sources is as follows:-
Additive Noise: 69 
"' 
AN* 6N = 34.5*1/380 = 2'IT/69 
Norm Factor: 69 
"' 
GF * 6GN = 2.1*1/512 = 211/1500 
Intensity Scale: 69 
"' 
IS * 6GI = 19.8*1/512 = 211/162 
Relative Amp: 68 
"' 
RA* 6RA = 13.9*0.13/7.9 = 211/27 
Relative Int (I,f 2 ): 69 "' RI * 6RI = 27.7*1/292 = 2'IT/66 
Relative Int (I,f 4 ): 69 "' RI * 6RI = 15.3*1/146 = 211/60 
Relative Phase: 69 
"' 
RP * 61jl = 1. 79*211/46 = 2'IT/26 
which gives a net sensitivity of "'211/16.5. 
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10.3 Sensitivity and Bandwidth. 
The sensitivity measured in §10.1 and calculated in §10.2.3, is the rms 
noise on a single pixel, and as such this figure can be considered the 
'wide band' system noise. The noise on 9 is essentially 'white' since 
its autocorrelation is only one pixel wide. Consequently if the results 
are filtered, the noise power will vary approximately as:-
where 
Np 2 " np 2 Bx By 
np = noise per unit spatial frequency interval. 
Bx = Filter bandwidth in x direction. 
By = Filter bandwidth in y direction. 
If for a rectangular 
approximates Bx = 1/Lx, 
convolution filter of dimension Lx,Ly one 
By = 1/Ly, then the above expression implies 
that the noise reduces as the root of the filter area, ie the root of 
the number of pixels. in the filter. Thus if the deformation phase is 
essentially low frequency relative to the Nyquist limit, spatial 
filtering could be used to advantage. 
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11. HIJLTI -SENSOR STUDY CONCLUSION. 
11.1 Summary and Conclusions. 
After reviewing 'Phase Measurement Speckle Interferometry Techniques' in 
chapter 4, the concept of using multi-sensor detection in a direct 
speckle interferometric arrangement was proposed as the basis for an 
instrument capable of high speed, high accuracy displacement 
measurements in acoustically noisy environments (§4.5). 
In chapter 5, three multi-sensor arrangements are described, all of 
which are based on quadrature interference signals, though this is not 
an essential criteria. Each of these arrangements differ in terms of 
it's complexity, ability to fully utilise the speckle information and 
timing requirements when used with a double pulsed laser. Section 5.5 
reviews the experimental system which was a minimal arrangement of two 
sensors in a Mach Z«hnder interferometer. Details of the experimental 
design and procedure are then given in chapters 6 to 9. 
The noise on an experimental result is measured in § 10.1 at ~2'!!/20. 
Using the first order terms from a Taylors expansion of the phase 
algorithm (§9.6) and estimated noise contributions from chapters 6 to 9, 
a value of 2'!!/19 was calculated for the experimental arrangement 
(§10.2.3). This same theory was then used to predict the sensitivity 
limit for a four sensor arrangement suitable for operation with a double 
pulsed laser. The calculated figure of 2'!!/16.5 (§10.2.3), was primarily 
limited by optical effects which decorrelate the interference signal 
phase and amplitude between the sensors. 
In conclusion it can be said that Multi-Sensor Speckle Interferometry 
does appear to be a viable technique, though its sensitivity will be 
modest compared for example, to phase step methods. However, at the 
expense of spatial frequency response, this problem could be overcome to 
some extent by spatial filtering (§10.3). 
11.2 Further Investigation. 
For the time available, this has been a very demanding project, and as a 
result, the experimental work is still essentially in its early stages 
compared to the ideas which evolved in the prQ.Paratory work. The key 
areas for continued study are thus listed below for the benefit of those 
who may continue in this field. 
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11.2.1 Experimental. 
All the interferometric results taken to date have been of static 
samples. It thus remains to prove the system on a transient event. In 
preparation for this work, the experimental frame store has been given 
the facility to trigger both a pulsed laser and a transient deformation 
generator such as a PZT or solenoid driven clapper. It remains to 
reconfigure the optics into a reflective interferometer and experiment 
with event synchronisation. 
Once configured for transient detection, it would be of interest to 
experiment with the systems ability to detect both surface and 
subsurface flaws. This could include exciting the sample with surface or 
bulk ultrasound of either broad or narrow spectral content. 
In §5.3, it was mentioned that there may be the possibility of extending 
the multi-sensor principle to 3D transient detection. This is likely to 
be a very expensive option and of limited application. ·In situations 
where such data is required it may be worth considering alternative 
techniques such as dual reference holographic interferometry. 
11.2.2 Electronic. 
The experimental video system (§6.1) has proven to be perfectly adequate 
for these preliminary studies. However, when applied in an industrial 
environment, it may well be impractical to have all the electronic 
co~ooants in the same V\Cinity. It is thus suggested that at this stage 
the system could be redesigned such that each CCD has its own local 
digital memory. Comercially available image processing hardware could 
then communicate with the remote cameras through purely digital links. 
It can be anticipated that the recorded deformation may only be slightly 
changed in the presence of small or deep defects. In such cases it would 
be advantageous for high speed processing and interactive assessment to 
subtract the recorded pattern from its form in the absence of a defect. 
To achieve this, the timing between the transient generator and the 
laser would have to be very consistent. The 74LS22l's used in the 
experimental system (Apx 5) are likely to be inadequate for this 
purpose. It may however be possible to use standard TTL logic in a 
counting circuit to achieve a repeatability to ~10ns between the timing 
pulses. In addition to this, jitter in the laser and acoustic source 
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circuitry would have to be considered. 
11.2. 3 Optics. 
From chapter 7 and the analysis in §10.2, optimal performance can be 
gained by minimising imaging aberrations and AR-coating all the optical 
surfaces, including the CCD cover glass. 
11.2.4 Alignment. 
Further investigation into automated sensor alignment (§8.3) could be 
beneficial, especially for experimental arrangements utilising more than 
two sensors. 
11.2.5 Analysis. 
The models used for optical noise in §7.4 are quite crude. Verification 
of these by a more quantative or numerical methods would be of 
interest. 
It was mentioned in §10.2 that alternative phase algorithms may be 
superior compared to that used in this work in terms of their imunity to 
various noise contributions. Such a study would be a great asset to 
future multi-sensor work. 
In §7.2.1 the optimum ratio of interferometer arm power was calculated 
to maximise the number of 'good pixels'. As stated in §7.2.2, it is not 
clear that the criteria for optimum interference amplitude and maximum 
'good pixels' are the same. Given that phase unwrapping may be 
necessary, it would be interesting to know what conditions offer the 
best overall results. 
In §9.8, the suggestion was made that for interactive operation, it 
would be interesting to experiment with a wide range of data 
representations so as to assess their suitability for visualisation of 
various signal types. Such an investigation is likely to be of wide 
interest in the field of image based NOT. 
The results in §10. 2 are relevant to small surface deformations who 1 s 
presence produces negligible decorrelation of the speckled object field. 
It was the original intention to use the relations in §A4.6 to produce 
curves of sensitivity as a function of surface shear and rotation, 
though unfortunately time did not allow for this. Such an analysis 
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applied to the common phase stepping algorithms is likely to be of great 
interest to many workers in phase measurement speckle interferometry. 
In 9.5 it was demonstrated that a second normalisation of interference 
signal amplitude was required after correction of the quadrature phase. 
Futher work is required to obtain a satisfactory explaination of the 
mechanism' which produces the need for this element of the analysis. 
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Al. PROBE TWO BEAM INTERFERKNC:E. 
Al.l Monochromatic Interference. 
The electromagnetic nature of light is discussed in all undergraduate 
optics texts [eg Hecht and Zajac, Fowles, Bekefi and Barrett]. Consider 
two collinear beams of light for which we define the electric fields 
(E1 ,E2 ), magnetic fields (B1 ,B2 ) and wave vectors (K 1 ,K2 ) in the x,y,z 
directions respectively. The detected intensity (I) can be expressed as 
the time average of the Poynting vector S = ExB/\1 0 , where E and B are 
the linear sum of the individual contributions. Using the relation 
E=B/c, where c is the velocity of light, the detected intensity can be 
expanded in terms of the electric fields:-
I= £ 0 c ( <IE1 12 ) + <IE2 12 ) + 2 <E,.E,>) 
On the understanding that the contributions are suitably polarised, the 
vector fields present in this equation can be represented by scalar 
quantities. In the following the constant coefficients E 0 c, is absorbed 
into the notation V for the wave amplitude. Thus for two contributions 
V,(t) and V2 (t+~) from the same monochromatic source of frequency v, the 
observed intensity can be written:-
where 
I = I, + I 2 + 2 II, II, cos(2nv~) 
Vn(t+~n) = An cos(2nv(t~n)) 
In = An' I 2 
A1.2 Linewidth and Temporal Coherence. 
Due to the finite spectral content of light sources, the amplitude of 
the interference decreases as ~ increases. To describe this variation 
more quantitatively, in terms of the source line width t;v, it is 
preferable to define the wave contributions in exponential form. The 
wave amplitude and interference from a source of finite linewidth is 
thus given by:-
and 
2I = < I V, + V2 12 >=<IV, 12 > + <IV2 12 > + 2Re< V, V,*> 
where the integral has been taken over all v, to illustrate that V(t) 
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has the form of a Fourier transform of the normalised source amplitude 
spectrum S(v). Of particular interest, is the mutual coherence function 
f(T)=<Vlv2*>, the real part of which specifies the interference. 
Substituting for V, and V2 , f(T) becomes:-
f(T) = A,A, r::S(v)l 2 exp (i2ffVT) dv 
which is the Fourier transform of the power spectrum of the source, 
scaled by A1A2 • Defining the frequency v 1=v-v0 , about the mean frequency 
component V 0 of the source, the desired relation is obtained directly 
from the shifting property of the Fourier transform [Gabel and Roberts 
1987] :-
f(T) = A,A2 exp-(i2ffVoT) r::S(v')l 2 exp (i2ffV 1 T) dv' 
Thus:-
2I = A1 2 + A22 + 2 A1 A2 y(T) cos(2ffV0 T) 
This expression describes interference for quasi-monochromatic 
irradiation. Due to the mutual coherence y(T), given by the above 
Fourier transform, the amplitude of interference reduces from A, A, at 
1:=0, to zero as 1: goes to infinity. If the source has on op~ical 
bandwidth t::.v, the interference will fall off in a time delay T=l/t::.v. 
Multiplying by c, to express this in terms of optical path, the 
coherence length Zc can be defined by:-
where 
Zc = c/t::.v = Av/t::.v = A2 /t::.A 
v = mean frequency of source 
A = mean wavelength of source 
Al.J Displacement, Doppler Shift and Interference Phase. 
In an interferometer such as the Michelson, T varies with time as a 
result of the relative displacements o(t) of the mirrors. So the time 
varying optical path cT(t) = 2o(t) ~ 2/(do/dt)dt = 2Jv(t)dt, where v(t) 
is the relative mirror velocity, and the factor of 2 . ·ctrises form 
reflection. Hence the time varying phase of interference can be written 
in several forms:-
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~(t) = 2~v~(t) = 2ko(t) = 2~ 2o(t)/A = 
2~ 2o(t)v/c = 2~ 2v/c /v(t)dt = 2~/2vn(t)dt 
It can be seen that ~(t) is equivalently interpreted in terms of 
integral of the Doppler frequency shift vn, displacement o, or 
resulting from the 
the time 
relative mirror velocity. 
A1.4 Heterodyne interference. 
Following through the above arguments for Heterodyne interference in 
which V 1 #V 2 and v,-v2 can be resolved by the detection circuitry, yields 
the expression:-
2I = A, 2 + A2 2 + 2 A1A2 y(~) cos(2~(v,-v 2 )t + 2~v~(t)) 
Clearly, the homodyne interference equation is equivalent to the 
heterodyne result for the case v,=v 2 • 
Al.S Phase Modulation. 
Consider the interference due to a sinusoidal component of mirror 
displacements o(t)=osin(w't). The heterodyne equation will be deduced, 
and the homodyne results inferred from it by setting v, =v 2 • Expanding 
the heterodyne interference term, gives:-
where 
cos(~wt+2ko+~0 ) = cos(~wt+~0 )cos(2ko) - sin(~wt+~0 )sin(2ko) 
~(I) = 2~ ( v, 
k = 2~/A 
- V ) 2 
~ 0 = 2k~z = mean phase difference. 
If a 4 A is assumed, then the expansion can be approximated by:-
In the homodyne case, the signal proportional "to o( t) is maximised by 
adjusting ~0 such that sin(~0 )=1 and cos(~0 )=0. In the heterodyne case, 
the product of sinusoids produces frequency modulation, giving rise to 
two weak sidebands symmetrically placed about the fundamental with 
relative amplitude ko. ie: 
cos(~wt+2ko+~0 ) ~ cos(~wt+~0 ) -
ko [ cos((~w+w')t+~0 ) - cos((~w+w')t+~0 )] 
In the general case of large amplitude modulation, a range of harmonics 
can be predicted by applying the following expansions [Spiegel]:-
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cos( 2ka sin(w't) ) = J 0 (2ka) + 2 ~ J 2 n(2ka) cos( 2nw't ) 
sin( 2ka sin(w't) ) = 2 ~ J 2 n_ 1 (2ka) sin( (2n-l)w't) 
where Jn are Bessel functions of the first kind and n=l to ~ 
In the heterodyne case, all harmonics are continuously present, whereas 
a Homodyne interferometer can exclude either the odd or even values of n 
by adjusting ~0 • 
A1.6 Optical Path and Surface Displacement. 
Thus far, the relation between optical path change oo, and displacement 
of the mirror surface o(t), has been taken to be oo=2o(t). Strictly 
speaking, this relation is only valid when a single probe 
incident and reflected components colinear with 
beam has it's 
the surface 
displacement. There are 5 distinctly different cases which appear in the 
literature. 
a) A single illumination beam inclined to a smooth surface. 
b) A single illumination beam incident on a diffuse surface. 
c) A single illumination beam inclined to a retro-reflective surface, 
d) Two inclined beams on a diffuse surface. 
e) Two inclined beams on a retro-reflective surface. 
The relation between oo and o(t) in these five cases can be deduced with 
reference to fig Al.l, which illustrates two beam paths represented by 
unit vectors n 1 2 sin(~ 1 )y- cos(~ 1 )z, n 2 = sin(~ 2 )y + cos(~ 2 )z before 
'b' and after 'a' the surface displacement o=oyy+ozz• The displacement o 
is assumed to be small such that shearing of the beam o...cross the 
surface can be neglected, and the inclination of the paths remains 
constant. With the directions as indicated on the diagram, it is clear 
that the change in optical path in beams n1 and n2 can be written 
oo,=-n,.o and oo,=n •• o respectively, giving rise to a net optical path 
change of o o=(n2 -n, ) . o. This formulation is as applied in all diffuse 
surface interferometry, and the vector S = (n2-nl), is the sensitivity 
vector, and defines the direction along which o is measured [Vest]. 
Since n 1 and n 2 are unit vectors, S is in the direction of their 
bisector. 
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Fig Al.l Illumination/Viewing Geometry. 
Thus:-
case(a) ••• 5o = 2 5z cos(f!,) [f!,=f!, l 
case(b) ••• 5o = 1 (5y(sin(f! 2 )-sin(f! 1 ))+5z(cos(f!,)-cos(f!,))) 
case(c) ••• 50 = 2 (5ysin(f!,)+5zcos(f!,)) [n =-n ) 2 1 
case(d) ••• 5o = -1 (5y(sin(f!,)+sin(f!,))-5z(cos(f!,)-cos(f! 2 ))) [n,=-n2 ) 
case(e) ••• 5o = -2 (5y(sin(f!,)+sin(f!,))-5z(cos(f!,)-cos(f! 2 ))) where both 
beams reflect back along their original paths. 
From these expressions, it can be seen that an interferometer which 
monitors a specular reflecting surface is only sensitive to normal 
displacement 5z. In general, cases (b) and (c) are sensitive to both 
shear and normal displacement, and for case(d) and case(e), the 
interference is sensitive to displacement in the plane of the surface 
when f! 1 = f!,. 
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A2. MATRIX OPTICS. 
The matrix optics results which form the basis of the arguments 
developed in chapter 3 are reproduced below. The primary reference for 
the following material is Wang Shaomin and Ronchi [1988], but 
alternative discussions can be found in many texts [eg Hecht and Zajac, 
Nussbaum and Phillips]. 
A2.1 Aligned Optics. 
A2.1.1 Ray Matrix Definition. 
A paraxial ray is defined by its height r above the optic axis and its 
gradient r 1 relative to the optic axis. When travelling from left to 
right, r is +ve at an interface if it is above the optic axis and 
distances to the left.of the interface are +ve. If the ray travels from 
right to left, distances to the left of the interface are -ve. 
The ray at reference plane RPi can be written as a column matrix 
(r,r 1 )i. 
A2.1.2 Transformation Matrix Definition. 
A matrix can be found which transforms an input ray into the output ray 
when passing from an input plane RP1, to the output plane RP2. Between 
these reference planes there can be either a single or a series of 
optical components. If the latter, the net transformation matrix can be 
found by the product of the matricies describing the individual 
elements. 
For aligned optics, transform matricies have a 2*2 format. Denoting the 
elements by the transformation matrix from RP1 to RP2 by A, B, C and D, 
we can write:-
(:.], = 
From this, the elements of the transform matrix can be defined by:-
A = r, I rl for rl I = 0 
B = r, I rl I for rl = 0 
c = r 11 rl for rl I = 0 2 
D = r,~l rl I for rl = 0 
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A2.1.3 Transfer Matrix of Specific Components. 
The matricies relevant to chapter 3 are:-
1) Translation through a length M of free space. 
2) Reflection from a plane mirror. 
3) Right angled prism. 
4) Positive thin lens of focal length f. 
The elements of these are as follows. 
A B c D 
Translation 1 M 0 1 
Mirror 1 0 0 1 
Prism -1 0 0 -1 
Lens 1 0 -1/f 1 
A2.2 Misaligned Transfer Matricies. 
Consider the situation depicted in fig A2.1. A section of optics between 
RPl and RP2 is misaligned relative to the optic axis of the r,r 1 system. 
The optical axis of the misaligned section has an inclination d 1 and an 
offset d at RPl relative to the primary system. At the interfaces, a ray 
can be defined in terms of the parame: ters R,R 1 of the misaligned 
se.ction, or in terms of the r,r 1 system by the transforms:-
R1 = r 1 - d 
r 2 = R2 + Ld 1 + d 
R 1 = r 1 - d 1 1 1 
r 1 =R 1 + 2 2 
r ' = R • -2 2 
d 1 for transmitters 
d 1 for reflectors 
If in the R,R 1 system the rays at RPl and RP2 are related by an ABCD 
transfer matrix, this can be substituted into the above to give:-
= [! 
B 
D 
0 
0 
(1-A)d 
-Cd 
1 
0 
(L-B)d 1 ] 
'( d I 
0 
1 
where '( = 1-D for transmitters or -1-D for reflectors. 
The transfer matrix for a misaligned element can thus be described by a 
4*4 augmented matrix, in which the elements are related to those in the 
aligned case. 
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A2.3 Propagation Reversal. 
A2.3.1 Ray Reversal Matrix. 
If a ray is sent back along.its original path, the sign of its gradient 
changes by the sign convension outlined in §A2.1.1. The form of· the 
transfer matrix (S) which performs this operation is a unitary matrix 
except element S22 = -1 instead of 1. 
A2.3.2 Matrix Reversal. 
Given (M)~ as the transfer matrix for a ray (r)~ travelling from left to 
right, what is the transfer matrix (M)p corresponding to the optics in 
the reverse order? This can be found by using the (S) matrix. 
By definition (r)p = (S)(r)~ 
Given (r2 )~ = (M)~(r,)~ 
which states (r,)~ = (M)~-•(r 2 )~ 
Now (r,)p = (S)(r,)~ = (S)(M)~-•(r2 )~ 
= (S)(M)~-•(s)-•(S)(r2 )~ = [(S)(M)~-•(s)-•](r2 )p 
Thus (M)p = (S) (M)~-, (s)-• 
This can be used to simplify the the calculation of the transfer matrix 
in multiply passed sections of optics. Expanding the above for a system 
operating in air:-
[i 
B e 
i] if (M)~ = D g 0 1 0 0 
~ B Bg-De Bh-Df] then (M)p = A Ag-Ce Ah-Cf 0 1 0 0 0 1 
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A3. SPECKLE IMAGING GEOMETRY. 
A3.1 Definitions and Notation. 
The basic imaging geometry relevant to this work on speckle 
interferometry is depicted in fig A3 .1. The definition of the labels 
indicated are as follows:-
c = illumination centre of curvature coordinates. 
o = object surface coordinate vector = xi + yj 
m = surface motion vector; due to loading, vibration etc. 
u = object to lens separation. 
a = lens aperture coordinates. 
v = lens to image plane separation. 
d = defocus of sensor. 
s = sensor coordinates. 
w = lens to sensor separation. = v + d 
f = lens focal length (not shown in diagram). 
The following notation is used:-
Vectors appear in bold text. Optical path vectors are written as Lpq 
where p is the start coordinate and q is the end coordinate. A unit 
vector in the direction of Lpq is written lpq• 
Vector magnitudes appear in normal text. eg, the magnitude of Lpq is 
written Lpq• 
A3.2 Q!!tical Path AI!J!roximations. 
Fresnel region approximations are used for the optical paths as follows: 
Lcm = I Leo + ml = ( Leo 2 + m2 + 2m.Lco )! "' Leo + m.lco 
Lma = 1Loa - ml = ( Loa 2 + m2 - 2m.Loa )! "' Loa - m.loa 
Loa = lu + a - ol = ( u2 + la-ol 2 )! "' u + la-ol2/2u 
Las = lW + S- al = ( w2 + I s-al 2 )! "' w + ls-al'/2w 
For these relations to hold, it is assumed that m is small relative to 
both Leo and Loa• and that o, a and s are small relative to u and w. 
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Fig A3.1 Speckle imaging notation. 
The phase curvature introduced by the lens is described by the thin lens 
model [Goodman] as:-
eL = - a' I 2f 
A3.3 Unit Vector Approximation. 
For correlation analysis, loa is approximated as below. 
From §A3.2 
so 
and 
or 
Loa= a - o + u and Loa~ u + Ja-o1 2 l2u 
(L0 a)- 1 ~ (llu) (1 - la-o1 2 l2u2 ) 
loa~ alu- olu + (1 - la-o1 2 l2u2 )k 
10 a ~ alu + 10 + ((2a.o- a')l2u2 )k 
where la is the value of loa for a=O (ie at the centre of the aperture). 
In obtaining this result one has assumed la-ol 2 ~ u'. 
A3.4 Object Field. 
Using the relations in §A3.2 and scalar diffraction theory [eg Hecht and 
Zajac, Goodman), the field at the object after reflection can be 
written:-
Vo(o) = IIo exp(io) exp[ik(Lco + m.lc0 )] 
where o is a random phase contribution due to the microscopic surface 
structure and Io is the mean intensity at location o. 
A3.5 Point Spread Function. 
This is found in the usual manner by using scalar diffraction theory to 
map the field from a point on the object to the lens aperture and 
then from the lens to the sensor surface. All optical paths are as 
derived in §A3.2. 
Ignoring constant scaling factors, the field at the lens due to a unit 
strength point source at o can be written:-
VL(a) = exp[ ik ( u + la-ol 2 I 2u- m.loa ) ] 
After the lens, this becomes, 
VA(a) = A(a) exp(-ika'l2f) exp(i~) exp[ik(u+la-o1 2 l2u-m.l0 a)l 
Where A(a) is the aperture transmission function and ~(a) is included to 
describe aberrations. 
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At the sensor, the point spread function is given by:-
h(o,•) - J VA(•) .,,(kk(w + ••-••'/2w)) '• 
Substituting for VA• re-arranging and using the relation 1/u +1/v = 1/f 
yields the final expression:-
exp[-ik [ 2 : w] a'] 
exp[ -ik (m.Ioa) ] da 
A3.6 Field at the Detector. 
By linear superposition, the field at the sensor can be simply written 
as:-
Vs = J Vo h(o,•) do 
where expressions for the terms under the integral have been given in 
§A3.4 and §A3.5 above. 
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A3.7 Sensor Field Cross-Correlation. 
In multi-sensor systems, correlations are of interest not only with the 
detected field before and after deformation but also between separate 
sensors. For this reason, the expression derived below, describes the 
effects of surface deformation, sensor shear, sensor defocus and lens 
aberration. 
SI 2 
::JifJJ Io A'A* 2w' 
-o.6a s 1 .a 1 s.a 
-- + --- -+m' ·<loa'-lco> 
u w' w 
exp(-ill~) exp[ -ik ~v ( d~~ 12 - d:z ) ] da' da do 
where the notation llp stands for p - p'. The two integrals over the 
object have reduced to one under the the usual assumption that the 
microscopic phase o has a delta function correlation across the surface. 
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A4. SPECKLE IN MULTI-SENSOR INTERFEROMETRY. 
A beam of coherent light scattered from an optically rough surface will 
be observed to have a random intensity distribution which is commonly 
termed Speckle. Laser speckle has been studied since the early 1960's 
and many of the key results and applications have been reviewed in a 
recent text [Dainty]. The discussion here, is restricted to presenting 
results and developing arguments of direct relevance to multi-sensor 
interferometry. 
A4.1 Speckle Intensity Distribution 
Speckle statistics have been reviewed by Goodman [1984]. Speckle is an 
interference phenomenon resulting from the summation of randomly 
phased field contributions. The observed field V(s) can be modeltea by:-
V(s) = 
1 
IN 
\N 
) IVnl exp i(~n) 
n=l 
When the object surface is rough on the scale of the laser wavelength, 
the real (Vr) and imaginary (Vi) parts of V(s) are statistically 
independent and have zero mean. Since the value of n is large in low 
magnification imaging systems, the probability distribution of Vi and Vr 
is Gaussian as predicted by the central limit theorem. In this case, the 
joint probability distribution of Vr and Vi is written:-
1 [ 1Vr1 2 + 1Vi1 2 ] P(Vr,Vi) = -- exp 2"a2 2a 2 
where 
1 \N ~1Vn1 2 ~ 
2 ~=1 a = li~-- N 2 
This form is referred to as Circular Gaussian, since a circle about the 
origin in the complex plane defines a contour of constant probability. 
Goodman continues by transforming this to give the intensity 
distribution, the form of which is shown below. 
1 
exp [ -I ] 
~H 
P[I(s)] = 
(A4.1.1) 
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where~~~ is the mean observed intensity. 
A4.2 Speckle Intensity and field Correlation. 
Since speckle is random, auto and cross correlations play a central role 
in the analysis of speckle patterns. 
Using the notation of appendix 3, the speckle field at the sensor can be 
written:-
V(s) = I V(o) p(o) h(o,s) do 
where V(o) is the mean object field and p(o) represents the random phase 
term resulting from the microscopic surface roughness. 
The cross-correlation of two intensities can be written:-
IIII V(o ) vto ) V(o ) vfo ) ~ pfo ) p(o ) pfo ) p(o ) ~ 12 3 4 12 3 4 
Making the usual assumption, that the correlation distance of p on the 
surface has a delta function form, the expression above can be 
simplified by:-
* * ~ P, p2 P, p4 > = o(o -o ) o(o -o ) 1 2 3 4 + o(o -o ) o(o -o ) 1 4 2 3 
to give:-
H(sa).I(sbh = H(sah H(sbh + I ~V(sa),v*(sb)~ 12 
(A4.2.1) 
This expression illustrates the intimate relationship between intensity 
and field correlations in circular Gaussian speckle patterns. 
The above result has been applied by many workers and was apparently 
first derived by Reed [1962]. The derivation above closely follows that 
presented by Dandliker [1980]. 
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A4.3 Speckle Size. 
An estimate of the mean speckle size is given by the first minimum in 
the auto-correlation of the observed intensity [Goodman 1984]]. From 
equation A4.2.1 this can be deduced by considering the square modulus of 
the field auto-correlation. A general expression for the image field 
auto-correlation has been given in §A3.7. Using this for the case where 
m= 0 and ~d = 0 gives:-
[ ( 
-o.~a 
exp -ik ---u-- + 
exp(-i~~) da' da do 
Under the assumption that the object is illuminated over a wide area, 
the integrals reduce to zero unless the phase dependance on the object 
coordinates (o) vanishes: ie this requires ~a = 0. If it is further 
assumed that the mean illumination intensity Io is uniform over the 
object, the three integrals reduce.to 
= ro 
j lA( a) 12 
(A4.3.1) 
( 
-~s. a 
-ik --
w 
] ] da 
Exactly the same expression can be derived by considering the lens 
aperture to be a speckled object [Goodman 1984]. Since the square 
modulus is of interest here, the phase term outside the integral can be 
neglected. The integral has the form of the inverse Fourier transform of 
the aperture function and interestingly is independent of aberrations. 
Transforming the coordinates of the integral to spatial frequency at the 
sensor fs=a/'Aw, fig A4.9.1 shows the variation of the integral for a 
clear circular aperture where x = -flsD/'Aw. Defining the mean speckle 
width by the first zero gives:-
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Reformulating the above auto-correlation but with ~s=O and ~d~O, yields 
the relation:-
~v·, v* ~ o: I ....... [ ik M 2w2 ( a 2 - 2s.a ) ] da 
(A4.3.2) 
where uninteresting factors outside the integral have been dropped. This 
relation has been plotted in fig A4.9.2 with M along the x axis in 
units of w2 A/D2 • The radius of the circular aperture is denoted by 'r', 
and several curves are given for different values of s. These curves 
were plotted for the experimental arrangement, ie D = 6mm and w = 120mm, 
but it was observed that they appeared generally valid. The curves for 
s~O only indicate the approxiate trend of the decorrelation off-axis, 
since the Fresnel approximations used in the integral are only crudely 
valid in these cases. 
A4.4 Speckle Interference Spatial Frequency Content. 
The power spectrum of a random signal is given by the Fourier transform 
of its auto-correlation function [eg Gabel and Roberts]. Using this 
theorem, the spatial frequency content of speckle interference in the 
context of electronic speckle pattern interferometry, has · been 
considered by Slettemoen [1977, 1979]. Here a more general discussion is 
given to include the effects of an off-axis reference beam. 
The interference intensity can be written in a general way as:-
Due to the random phase p defined in §A4. 2 many of the terms in the 
intensity correlation reduce to zero to give:-
(A4.4.1) 
The first three terms describe those components resulting from the 
incoherent sum of the reference and object fields and the last term 
results from interference. 
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The first term is the auto-correlation of the speckle intensity as given 
by eqn A4. 2 .1. The Fourier transform of this term has a low frequency 
peak resulting from the mean intensity, and by the convolution theorem 
[eg Gabel and Roberts1, a high frequency distribution given by the 
self-convolution of the Fourier transform of the speckle field 
auto-correlation. From eqn A4.3.1, the speckle field auto-correlation is 
itself the inverse Fourier transform of the aperture function IAI 2• Thus 
the high frequency spectrum of the speckle intensity is given by the 
self-convolution of IAI 2• 
ie:-
F{ (I~,Is) } = F{ Hg2} } + IAI 2 ® IAI2 
(A4.4.2) 
where F{ } and ~denote Fourier transform and convolution respectively. 
The curve in fig A4.9.3 represents the convolution term above for a 
clear circular aperture, where x = fsAw/D and fs is the spatial 
frequency at the sensor. 
If a speckled reference beam is used, the power spectrum of the second 
term in eqn A4.4.1 will have a similar form to eqn A4.4.2 for the object 
intensity. For a clean reference however, both the second and the third 
terms have low frequency content and need not be considered further. 
For a reference beam with its centre of curvature at coordinate r in a 
plane normal to the optic axis and separated from the sensor by WR, the 
reference field at the sensor can be written:-
VR(s) = IIR exp[ ik( WR + ls-rl 2 I 2WR ) 1 
And thus, 
~VR'•vR*> = IR exp[ -ik( (s' 2 - s 2)/2WR + ~s.r/WR) 1 
Combining this with eqn A4.3.1:-
= HR>Hs> r•{ IAI 2 } 
exp[ik( (l/2w- 1/2WR)(s' 2-s2) - ~s.r/WR ) 1 
(A4.4.3) 
For a reference originating from a point coincident with the centre of 
the aperture (WR=w and r=O), the exponential factor is unity and the 
power spectrum is simply proportional to IAI 2• In terms of spatial 
frequency, IAI is a top hat function with a maximum frequency component 
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of D/2A.w. This implies that the interference signal has only half the 
spectral range of the speckle intensity as predicted by eqn A4.4.2 
[Slettemoen 1977, 1979]. If r~O or WR~ however, the spatial frequency 
content of the "interference will extend due to the convolution of IAI 2 
with the Fourier transform of the exponential factor. 
Since the spatial frequency of the exponential factor is a function of 
the sensor coordinate (s), it is not very informative to take the 
Fourier transform across the whole plane. Alternatively, following Jones 
and Wykes [ 1981], one can use the fact that this term originates from 
the interference of two spherical waves V A and VR, radiating from the 
aperture centre and the reference waist respectively. Tnus:-
--+-r.s r
2 
] ] 
wa 2wa 
Clearly, the auto-correlation of this is identical to the exponent 
factor in eqn A4.4.3. At a nominal location s, the interference spatial 
frequency can be estimated from the inverse of the fringe spacing 1/A.s• 
Unless the wavefronts are very well matched, one can assume "As<<s at the 
edge of the detector. In this case, the maximum spatial frequency is 
given by:-
= 
1 r ] 
(A4.4.4) 
Thus defining the maximum spatial frequency from the integral in eqn 
A4.4.3 by fs, a sensor will require a resolution of fR+fs to fully 
resolve the interference signal. 
A4.5 Integration of Speclcle Interference. 
Speckle integration is generally of interest as a noise reduction 
technique. For the experimental multi-sensor system however, noise was 
introduced by speckle integration during the CCD frame transfer period. 
A variance calculation for integrated speckle intensity has been 
presented by Goodman [1984] and the same technique is applied here to 
speckle interference. 
As in §A4.4, the interference intensity can be written as:-
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I(s) = IVg + VR' I 
The integrated signal is written by defining an aperture weighting 
function Wi which defines the sensor integration area Ai by:-
For the current problem, Wi can take the simple form of unity within the 
aperture, and zero elsewhere. The integrated intensity is defined by:-
1 
= I(s) ds 
By definition the signal variance is a'= ~Ii'~- ~Ii~' 
~Ii'~ has a double integral over the sensor. If the intensity 
correlation is purely a function of coordinate difference, the integral 
coordinates can usefully be transformed to s and ~s. From eqn A4.4.3 it 
can be seen that the correlation of speckle interference is purely ~s 
dependent when the reference waist is coincident with the centre of the 
lens aperture. This is a useful bench-mark since it coincides with the 
lowest spatial frequency and thus integrated speckle noise will be at 
its maximum. Thus:-
1 I l I ,,,., .,, .... , .. l ~I(s'),I(s)~ d~s 
Using eqn A4.4.1, substituting for the speckle auto-correlation from eqn 
A4.2.1, and then applying the results given in eqn A4.3.1 and A4.4.3, we 
have:-
1 I l I ,,,., .. , .... , ,. l a' = 
[ ~Ig~' 1r• {IAI 2 }1 2 + 2 Hg~ HR~ Rer'{IAI 2 } ] d~s 
(A4.5.1) 
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For the case of interest, the aperture weighting function can be assumed 
large relative to the speckle size. In this case ~s is negligible in the 
integral over s and thus the weighting function integral can be taken 
outside the ~s integral to cancel with a 1/Ai factor. Thus:-
1 
(A4.5.2) 
Following Goodman [ 1984) the integral of I r' I 2 can be called the 
speckle correlation area As. One can thus anticipate that the r-• 
relates to the interference correlation area Asi· In eqn A4.4.3 it was 
shown that the spatial frequency content of the interference is half 
that of the speckle intensity. This implies that speckle interference 
correlation has twice the average linear dimension, and thus Asi "4As. 
Using this, equation A4.5.2 can be re-written as:-
(A4.5.3) 
A4.6 Speckle Motion and Decorrelation 
In multi-sensor speckle interferometry, 
not only before and after deformation, 
speckle patterns are compared 
but also between different 
sensors. Thus in addition to deformation, decorrelation can occur 
between sensors as a result of differential defocus, aberration and 
lateral image shift. These effects can be quantitatively described by 
extending the deformation model presented by Yamaguchi [1981). 
A general expression for the correlation of two speckled fields has been 
given in §A3.7. The initial step to simplifying this is to assume that 
the object is close to being in focus such that the field contributions 
at a point s 1 originate from a small region of the object about Os = 
-us' /w 1 • Further, if over this limited region the deformation can 
adequately be described by a linear function of o one can use a Taylors 
expansion to write:-
Substituting for 10 a from §A3.3 and neglecting most second order terms 
in o and a this becomes:-
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m.(laa-lc0 ) ~ [m.(Ia-lc0 )l 0 s + m.a/u + (2a.os-a2 )mz/2u2 + 
[ Vm.(loa-lco> los • (o-os) 
(A4.6.1) 
Making this substitution and setting the initial deformation m' to zero, 
the o dependance in the exponent under the integral varies as:-
( a 1 /u- [ a/u + 
Since the object is broadly illuminated, the correlation integral 
reduces to zero unless the o dependance vanishes. This requires:-
(A4.6.2) 
Neglecting second and higher orders of displacement, one can make a 
final approximation:-
(A4.6.3) 
Substituting eqn A4.6.1, 2 and 3 into the correlation integral, writing 
10 a as in §A3.3, neglecting constant factors of proportionality, and 
writing Os in terms of s, one gets:-
s' 2 s2 
1 
l 
-M+--- + i6 
2w 1 2w 
exp[ i( w + n - ~~ ) ] da 
where 
e = k [ m • ( la - lea ) l 
$ = k a2 [ ~v [ ~ 
n = k a . [ : :: 
(A4.6.4) 
d' ] mz l 
w' 2u2 
J A(a' )A*(a) 
This expression describes the correlation of two speckle patterns. For 
multi-sensor analysis, the correlation between speckle interference 
signals is also of interest. As in eqn A4.4.1, the desired result can be 
simply found by multiplying by the conjugate of the reference field 
correlation as given by:-
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* ~VR,VR ~ = IR exp[ ik( ~d + ls-rl'/2wa - ls'-rl 2 /2wa' ) l 
(A4.6.5) 
The effect is simply a shift in the phase of the exponent outside the 
integral. For the present discussion however, we are primarily 
interested in speckle pattern decorrelation. Further we shall limit our 
attention to decorrelation resulting solely from deformation. The 
effects of sensor shift (~s), defocus (d and ~d) and aberrations ~~. are 
considered in the main text, but shall be assumed negligably small here. 
The term outside the integral of eqn A4.6.4 can be recognised as the 
interference phase resulting from deformation. The integral describes 
spatial coherence between the detected fields and will be denoted by ~· 
Within the approximations used, the expression given for ~ is quite 
general, but it is instructive to consider its variation in three 
specific cases; (a) rigid body in-plane displacement (shear), (b) rigid 
body out-of-plane displacement (defocus) and (c) deformation or rotation 
in the absence of rigid body translations. 
For case (a), eqn A4.6.:l. predicts a' "' a, the phase term 'I' = 0 and n 
takes the simple form ka.m/u. Substituting this back into eqn A4.6.4 
(A4.6.6) 
Thus ~ reduces as the inverse Fourier transform of the aperture in terms 
of spatial frequency at the object. This relation is plotted in fig 
A4.9.1 for x = mTD/Au, and thus ~T "' 0 for mT "' Au/D. This variation is 
identical to the image speckle profile given by eqn A4.3.1, the reason 
being that mr results in translation of the speckle pattern in the image 
plane. 
For case (b), a' "' a as before but the situation is more complex since 'I' 
= ka2 mz/2u' and n = k(a.s)mz/uw. 'I' describes the decorrelation due to 
longitudinal speckle shift and n results from lateral shear of off-axis 
speckles. The integral can be written:-
~ . I ....... [- ik mz da 
2u 
(A4.6.7) 
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Since u~w in the experimental arrangement, eqn's A4.6.7 and A4.3.2 are 
similar, and thus the curves in fig A4.9.2 represent y as a function of 
mz in units of w2A/02. 
For case (c), m = 0 at Os and thus 'I' and 0 are zero (note d'=O). 
Consequently, y varies as the correlation of the aperture function with 
a coordinate shift 6a = a-a' = - u Vm.(loa-lc0 ), as given by eqn A4.6.3. 
' . I A(•-••> A'(•) '• 
(A4.6.8) 
This relation has been plotted in fig A4. 9. 3 for a clear circular 
aperture, where x = 6a/D. 
As noted by Yamaguchi [1981) the coordinate shift -6a results from 
speckle motion at the lens aperture. The limit of deformation 
measurement can be found by the value which separates the aperture 
centres by D. For an out-of-plane rotation dmz/dx:-
so 
-6a ~ u Vm.(lo-lc0 ) ~ u dmz/dx (10 -lc0 )z = D (at limit) 
ldmz/dxllim = D I ull0 -lc0 1z 
For such a deformation, 6 .can be simply written as a function of o by 
6(o) = k ldm/dxl ~Ox lloa-lcolz +6os 
Substituting for ldm/dxllim the fringe width on the object is Au/D. Thus 
the fundamental fringe density limit occurs when the fringe spacing 
matches the speckle width. 
It should be noted that all the ranges mentioned above are absolute 
limits at which y falls to zero. In practice, one would have to keep 
well within these limits to maintain the signal to noise ratio. 
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A4.7 Decorrelation Phase Noise. 
The phase noise resulting from interference between slightly 
decorrelated speckle fields can be described by a model introduced by 
Dandliker [1980]. The original and shifted image fields Vs' and Vs are 
described by:-
Vs' = V' p(s) 
Vs = V [ y p(s) exp(ie) + (1 - y2 )! q(s) ] 
where the decorrelation is introduced by y, e is the deformation phase 
and the speckle nature is described by combining the mean fields V' and 
V, with two normalised statistically independent circular Gaussian terms 
p(s) and q(s), with the properties:-
* ~p.q ~ = 0 
(A4.7.1) 
The interference term between Vs' and Vs is given by:-
2 V' V Re ( y pp* exp (ie) + (1 - yz)! p q* ) 
Thus for N incoherently integrated speckles at the detector, the complex 
signal amplitude varies as:-
( y Pn p~ exp (ie) + (1 - yz)! Pn q~ ) = 
Which is composed of correlated and uncorrelated components Ic and Iu 
respectively. Setting e to zero, Ic and Iu are represented in the 
complex plane in fig A4. 7 .1. From the diagram, the mean square phase 
error ~oe 2 ~ can be written:-
Using the relations in eqn A4.7.1:-
Hc2 ~ = I0 2 y 2 (N~Ipi 4 ~+N(N-1)~1plz~z) = I 0 2 y2N(N+l) 
-ti,_; 2 ~ = I 0 z (1- y2 ) N -tlpl 2 ~ ~lqP~ = 10 2 (1- y2) N 
And thus:-
~oe 2 ~ = (1- y 2 ) 1 2 y 2 (N + 1) 
(A4.7.2) 
A quantitative calculation of rms phase noise valid for large N has been 
presented in the literature [Thalmann and Dandliker 1986]. The above 
semi-quantitative analysis is considered here however, since it remains 
equally valid for small N, and is thus relevant to speckle 
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Fig A4.7.1 Simple model of speckle decorrelation. 
interfeometry. 
A4.8 Decorrelation Amplitude Noise. 
The model of a speckle field used in the last section, can also be used 
to estimate the variance of the speckle field amplitude as a function of 
decorrelation. Writing the deformed field as the sum of a correlated and 
decorrelated part, the moduli of the fields can be written to first 
order as:-
1Vg 1 1 =V' P 
IVgl "'V["(P+ 1 (1 - "( 2 )z Q cos(~) + (1-"( 2 ) Q2 / 2"(P ] 
where P and Q are the moduli of the fields p(s) and q(s) in §A4.7, and~ 
is their relative phase. Averaging over many similar speckle patterns, 
these expressions lead to the variance of the speckle amplitude as:-
(A4.8.1) 
A4.9 Decorrelation Curves. 
The following figures have been separated from the main text because 
they are relevant to the discussion of speckle size ( §A4. 3), speckle 
decorrelation due to object displacement (§A4.6), and speckle 
decorrelation due to sensor displacement (§8.1). 
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(See Text For Explanation of Units). 
A5. EXPERIMENTAL VIDEO ELECTRONICS. 
An overview of the video system has been given in Chapter 6 which 
explains the interrelation of the circuits described here. Due to space 
constraints, it has. been necessary to write this appendix under the 
assumption that the reader has a basic appreciation of video 
electronics. If required, the fundamentals of analogue video can be 
found in many texts [eg Scroggie and Amos, Von Wezel King]. Additionally 
a very informative booklet on CCD sensors has been distributed by EEV 
[EEV Image III], and the operational details of a simple digital frame 
store has been given by Oglvie [1984]. 
A5.1 Sensors. 
To avoid decorrelation effects resulting from geometric distortion, the 
system incorporated soild state CCD image sensors. The actual device 
used was the Philips NXA1011 which operates on a field 
principle and incorporates anti-blooming channels. For 
tr~sfer 
speckle 
applications, where many pixels may be saturated, it seemed prudent to 
select a chip with anti-blooming. This specific device however, was 
chosen primarily because of its relative low cost compared to the 
equivalent alternatives. 
The NXAlOll has an active area with a 3:4 apect ratio and a 7 .Snun 
diagonal which incorporates 15. 6x lOJ.Illl pixels arranged in a 288 row by 
604 column format. Apart from a chromatic filter, the device is 
identical to the NXA1021 colour CCD, and thus every third column of 
pixels is fed to one of three outputs. Although these can be multiplexed 
to form a full format image, only a single channel was used in the 
experimental work, producing a reduced format of 288 rows by 201 
columns. At the expense of horizontal resolution, this gave the 
advantage of reducing both electronic bandwidth and image memory 
requirements. 
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A5. 2 CCD Timing and Control. 
The CCD drive circuitry was included on the clock generation card where 
the signals were derived by a combination of discrete TTL logic and some 
of the NXAlOll support chips supplied by Mallard. For each sensor, the 
vertical transfer pulse sequence was generated by a Philips SAD1019 
pulse pattern generator (PPG). The PPG is triggered on the trailing edge 
of the video field sync pulse (Vs). After Vs, the PPG generates clocking 
pulses to vertically read the CCD image line by line from the NXA1011 
storage zone into its horizontal shift register. After storage read out 
is complete, the PPG rapidly transfers the fresh image into the storage 
zone and then enters a wait mode until the next Vs. By using separate 
PPG's for the two sensors and gating the Vs pulses, two simultaneously 
detected images were sequentially transferred to the ADC board. Perfect 
synchronisation between the CCD pixel data and the frame store memory 
was achieved by deriving the frame store timing and the CCD horizontal 
shift register drive pulses from a single 22.5MHz oscillator. 
Fig A5.2.la illustrates the clock generation card. All the signal lines 
in the bottom left of the diagram connected to the frame store back 
plane. The outputs on the right connect to· the ADC unit. The lower three 
are control signals for the ADC board and will not be discussed here. 
The remaining lines are the drive signals are for the two CCD sensors. 
These lines correspond to the image zone (I 1 _ 4 ), the storage zone 
(S,_ 4 ), the transfer gates (Tg 1 _ 2) and the horizontal shift register 
(H 1 _ 3 ). At the ADC unit, all the lines.are buffered by 245 1 s but the Hi 
lines are also fed to HEF4104B 5 to 12V converters and buffered by 
MC14050B MOS drivers before connection to the CCD boards. Originally it 
was intended that all the 5-12V conversion would occur in the ADC unit, 
but it was discovered that the MC14050B's were lacking in drive 
capability for the Ii and Si signals. 
The output from the 22.5MHz oscillator is divided by D type flip-flops 
(74's), to form horizontal shift register drive pulses H, 1 H2 1 H,' and a 
clock C for the SAD1019 1s. This arrangement was based on a circuit 
originally proposed by Mallard for the NXA1010 device, which was the 
predecessor of the NXAlOll. The timing diagram for the signals at the 
marked points (1) to (4) is given in fig A5.2.lb. Flip-flops c', d' and 
e 1 are additional to the original Mullard circuit but their outputs are 
identical to H, 1 H21 H,'. These are fed to a jumper block (J) such that 
any one could be selected as the master 3.75MHz framestore clock signal 
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Figure AS.2.la Clock Generation. 
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Figure A5.2.1b Horizontal drive pulse timing. 
(CLK). The jumper block was included such that the signal with the best 
phase relation could be selected to offset any phase delays in the ADC 
unit or CCD boards. 
Control of the Hi output lines must pass to the SAD1019 1 s when their 
stop/start (SS) pin is high. Also the Hi outputs must be inactive 
outside the active line period, otherwise data would be read out of the 
CCD' s before the frame store was ready to receive it. This control is 
made available by the 153 and 258 data multiplexers. When a vertical 
sync pulse Vs is present, the 153 output is -SS, and thus as SS goes 
high, 74c is preset and control of the Hi output lines is given to the 
SAD1019 1 s via the 258 1 s. In the absence of Vs, the 153 output is the 
valid display timing (DMG) signal, which is high when the frame store 
memory is active. Thus 74c is preset during line blanking and 74's c, d 
and e restart from a predictable condition when DMG is lifted. 
• 
To save space on the ADC boards, simultaneously captured images were 
sequentially read from the CCD's. During the field prior to the required 
image, the TV snatch (TVS) line is set high. The trailing edge of Vs 
latches 74f thus blocking further Vs pulses to the upper PPG. During 
this field, TVS goes low and if required, the pulsed laser is triggered. 
The Vs trailing edge clears 74f but the pulse is only received by the 
lower PPG and the other remains in its wait mode. During this field, the 
lower channel CCD image data is read into memory. The next Vs pulse is 
received by the upper channel and its data is stored to memory. 
The PPG 1 s generate interlaced even/odd field cycles as indicated by 
their F1 outputs. To ensure full field synchronisation between the 
PPG's, the XOR (86) blocks Vs pulses to the lower PPG if the F1 signals 
do not match. During capture of CCD data, the output of the 86 forms. the 
control signal -A/B which switches between the two CCD input channels on 
the ADC board. 
Unexpectedly, an advantageous mode of operation was achieved in the 
experimental system, where during normal operation the PPG's only gave 
even field signals, but during image capture the -A/B signal operated as 
required. This meant that signal decorrelation, due to interlacing 
offsets between the sequentially obtained experimental data, did not 
occur. The reason for this is thought to be due to the frame store 
generated Vs pulse occuring just before the PPG's had properly entered 
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their wait mode which prevented its internal counters from switching 
over to odd field operation. 
The drive signal interface circuitry on the CCD boards is shown in fig 
A5.2.2 and included the Philips TDA4301T veritcal drivers configured as 
recommended by the manufacturers. 
A5.3 Analogue Conditioning and A to D Conversion. 
The analogue signal conditioning on the CCD board is illustrated in fig 
A5.3.1. The output from a CCD can crudely be likened to a square wave in 
which each cycle corresponds to a single pixel period and has an 
amplitude proportional the image intensity at that pixel location. As in 
the figure, one output of the NXAlOll was terminated with 3.3KO which 
produced an inverted signal (0.3V full scale) superimposed on ~6V offset 
due to internal biassing. This signal was buffered by a unity gain 
Elantic 2020 50MHz current feed back amp and AC coupled into a xlO 
inverting stage which corrected the signal orientation and reduced the 
significance of any subsequent line noise. To ensure adequate output 
current and slew rate to drive the 3. 75MHz 3V (peak) signal into the 
terminated 500 coax, a 150MHz Elantic 2003 line driver was used as a 
final stage. 
The two CCD signals were received on the ADC board through the coax 
inputs depicted in fig AS.3.2a. After 500 termination the signal was fed 
to differential input amps to minimise the effects of back reflections 
and relative earth plane noise respectively. The -A/B signal from the 
clock generation board was converted from 5 to 12V and used to multiplex 
the CCD input channels via the tri -state pin on the 2020 1 s. The next 
2020 provided unity gain buffering to a clamp stage. During the low 
(reset) period of the pixel cycle, the HC4066 analogue switch is closed 
such that the clamp capacitor Cc is discharged. During the signal stage 
of the pixel cycle the switch is open such that the signal voltage 
presented to the next stage is referenced to ground. A second unity gain 
buffer drives a hold stage in which the analogue switch is closed during 
the signal period and open during reset, thus maintaining the hold 
capacitor Ch at the signal voltage. Both Cc and Ch had a value of lnF 
such that the 25~ drawn by the 2020 inputs caused insignificant voltage 
droop over the pixel period. The final 2020 unity gain buffer, provided 
a high current drive into the MP7684 20MHz 8 bit flash ADC. On the 
rising edge of its clock pulse, this device converted the video signal 
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Figure A5.3.2b Sample and Hold Timing Pulses. 
into an 8 bit binary word which was directly buffered to the memory card 
ribbon cable by a 244 driver. The reference voltage for the ADC (not 
shown) was derived from a 3V Zener diode buffered to the 7684 by a unity 
gain OP07 op amp. Though strictly speaking the hold stage is redundant 
with a flash converter, it was found that it gave improved signal to 
noise ratio as a result of its RC constant. 
The ADC clock and analogue switch timing signals were derived from the 
horizontal register signals Hi• which were fed to the ADC board from the 
24S's on the 5 to 12V conversion board. Jumper blocks were again used to 
optimise the phase of the control signals. The timing diagram of the 
signals used is given in fig 5.3.2b. 
A5.4 Framestore Card Communication Overview. 
The internal and external communication links to and from the frame 
store cards are depicted in fig AS.4.1. All commands sent by the host 
computer were decoded and executed by the control card. 
Prior to any functional command, the cards had to be configured to 
ensure that their internal logic was properly set to perform the desired 
task. For example typical configuration requirements are:-
1) activating a particular block of image memory, 
2) setting the ports of a specific card such that it can send/receive 
information to/from the desired data bus, 
3) setting the processor mode if required, 
4) setting the display mode if required etc. 
Configuration was performed by setting the listen demand (LD) control 
line, putting the required address of the card to be accessed on the 
address bus and writing the necessary configuration code to data bus 1 
(DBusl). This information was then read into the configuration register 
on the addressed card. The configuration register outputs essentially 
acted as a set of switches to activate or inhibit various sections of 
the card 1 s circuitry. As an aid to reduce the time overhead of 
configuration, a system null line (SN) was provided which connected to 
the clear pin of all the configuration registers. Thus de-configuration 
of the system prior to the next operation was achieved simply by 
switching SN. 
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Figure A5.4.1 Framestore communication links. 
Once the necessary system configuration was set, various functional 
conunands could be executed by the control card. Typical examples of 
functional conunands are:-
1) grab the CCD data with the laser triggered, 
2) grab the CCD data with the laser off, 
3) transfer a block of image data from one memory card to another, 
4) read/write a pixel value to/from the computer, etc. 
The control card was designed such that the detailed manipulation of the 
address, data, timing and control lines necessary for execution of these 
functions was transparent to the host which just sent single conunands to 
grab, transfer , read and write respectively. 
Details of the frame store circuitry are given in the following 
sections. 
A5.5 Computer Interface. 
The computer interface operated in such a way that the frame store 
appeared at 16 consecutive locations in the host computer memory. All 
information exchange between the host and the frame store was then made 
simply by the host reading or writing data to one of these allocated 
memory slots. 
Fig A5.5.1a is a schematic of the circuitry on the interface card which 
fitted into the PC expansion slot. The connections along the bottom of 
the diagram correspond to lines on the PC bus, and the signals on the 
right are fed to the frame store via a ribbon cable link. The operation 
of the card can most easily be explained by observing the sequence of 
events as given by the timing diagram in fig A5.5.lb. The 'inputs' are 
the PC bus signals, and the 1 outputs 1 refer to the ribbon cable. When 
the PC address lines SA0-7 are valid, the BALE line goes low. The 
falling edge of BALE stores SA4-9 on the 374 latch. The 682 compares 
this with the base address on the DIL switch settings. The switches were 
set at 300Hex to locate the store at the start of the IBM user definable 
memory space. If SA4-9 matches the base address, the 682 output goes low 
thus releasing its block on the 54. If present, an external device can 
take control of the PC bus by setting AEN high. For this discussion 
however, it can be assumed that AEN signal is permanently low. Thus if 
the base address is matched, the 54 output will go high when the PC 
pulls either of it 1 s read or write lines (-IOR,- IOW) low. When this 
occurs, the 54 sets the clock pulse Cp on the ribbon cable high and 
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enables the 245 transceiver to the PC data bus SD0-7. The direction of 
the 245 is automatically controlled by the PC -!OR line. Cp is the key 
signal in data exchange and the direction of exchange is controlled by 
R/-W (identical to -IOW). The combination of Cp high and R/-W low 
signals the control card (not shown) to put its data on D0-7. 
Alternatively if Cp is high and R/-W is high, the control card becomes 
ready to accept data from D0-7 at the end of Cp. The specific message 
being sent to the control card when Cp is high depends upon the lower 
address value SA0-3 as explained below. The PC will lift -IOR/-IOW when 
it is ready to send/receive data respectively. This drops Cp and 
completes the data exchange. 
The circuit on the control card which decodes the information sent by 
the PC is shown in fig A5.5.1c. The ribbon cable signals can be 
identified at the top and to the right of the diagram. 245c buffers data 
to and from interface chips on DBUS1 and 2 (fig A5.4.1), and 245b 
buffers data from the PC link to various elements on the control card. 
The 138 address decoders perform the task of sub dividing the Cp pulse 
into 12 address selectable equivalents. In fig A5.5.1a the lower PC 
address lines SA0-3 are fed directly to the ribbon cable to form A0-3. 
In fig A5.5.1c, these are used to select one of the 12 available 138 
outputs. When Cp goes high, the selected output goes low to activate the 
required control card circuit. 
The control card command memory address map used in the experimental 
work was as follows:-
Base (B) 300H Row Address RA B + 7 
Transfer Tr B + 0 Column Address CA B + 8 
Laser Enable LE B + 1 Command Latch Cam B + 9 
Grab Gr B + 2 CRTC . CRTC B + 12 
System Null SN B + 3 CRTC Registers (Re g) B + 13 
Read/Write R/W B + 4 Source Enable SE B + 14 
Check Chk B + 5 Source Disable (SD) B + 15 
Data Dta B + 6 
Apart from the base, those labels appearing in brackets don't appear as 
138 outputs because the least significant address line AO is used to 
double with commands CRTC and SE on 138a. 
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A5. 6 Control Card. 
The circuit operation of the control card can best be explained by 
splitting the circuit into its main and support sections. There are four 
main functional blocks:-
1) Memory Timing Signal Generation, 
2) Memory Address Generation, 
3) Computer Read/Write Logic, 
4) Grab and Transfer Write Logic. 
and five support circuits:-
5) System Null, Listen Demand and Byte Selection, 
6) Laser/Source Enable and Laser Trigger. 
AS.6.1 Memory Timing Signal Generation. 
This circuit provides control signals for the Dynamic RAM's (DRAM's) on 
the memory boards. Several of these signals are also used for 
synchronisation of events on the control card. 
The logic layout is given in fig AS.6.1a and the timing diagram of the 
resulting signals is given in fig A5.6.1b. The input to the circuit is 
the 3.7SMHz master clock from the clock generation card (fig A5.2.1a). 
Column address, row address and write pulse (CAS, RAS, WP) are the main 
DRAM controls. R/-C is used on the memory cards for address 
manipulation. The access of WP to the memory cards is controlled by the 
read/write logic. In addition signals -CAS, RAS and -WP are used for 
timing on the control card. The 193 counter and the 139 address decoder,. 
generate the byte number signals Bn0-3. These signals are required 
because DRAMs are too slow for video rates and thus the memory is 
arranged 4 bytes deep. This means that the DRAM's operate at 1/4 the 
pixel rate and 4 bytes of data are read/written in parallel. These 4 
bytes are referred to as a character and the Bn signals are used on the 
memory boards to convert 4 pixels into 1 character and vice versa during 
reading and writing operations. 
A5.6.2 System Null, Listen Demand and Byte Selection. 
System Null (SN) and Listen Demand (LD) have been mentioned above in 
§A5.4 in connection with system configuration. The logic circuit 
relevant to these is given in fig A5.6.2. SN is a transient pulse from 
138b (fig AS.S.lc) and is fed straight to the control bus. Its purpose 
is to return all the cards in the system to an inactive state. LD 
however is latched into 374c which receives data from the PC link via 
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24Sb. A byte of data is written into 374c when the PC writes to the Com 
address (fig A5.5.1c). LD is then set to the value of the corresponding 
data bit. To change the value, new data must be written to 'Com' with 
the LD bit negated. LD is used during configuration for both card 
addressing and data flow control. 
Since data is stored in the memory cards as characters which are 4 bytes 
long, a facility is required such that the PC can select one byte within 
a character for read/write operations. The byte select lines BS0-3 are 
used on the memory boards for this purpose. Byte selection occupies 4 
lines of the command latch (374c). 
A5.6.3 Address Generation. 
The address generation logic is given in fig A5.6.3. The memory address 
is generated by the 6845 Cathode Ray Tube Controller (CRTC). The MA 
outputs count characters and the RA signals define blocks of 8 lines 
referred to as rasters. This chip also generates the video Vertical (Vs) 
and Horizontal (Hs) sync pulses and the Display Timing (DMG) signal. The 
image format is selected by setting the values on the internal 
registers. An internal register is selected by writing its number to 
'Reg 1 , and then data is written to it by writing the required value to 
'CRTC'. The register settings used in the experimental work were:-
Register Normal Mode Transfer Mode Register function 
0 70 64 Characters per line. 
1 52 64 Active line char's. 
2 64 58 Hs location (char's). 
3 3,6 3,6 Vs,Hs width. 
4 39 31 Rasters per field. 
5 00 00 Raster adjust. 
6 39 32 Active rasters. 
7 35 29 Vs location (Rast's). 
8 0,0 2,0 DMG skew, no interlace. 
9 07 07 Lines per raster. 
10+ O's O's 
The normal mode defines conditions suitable for capturing and displaying 
images from the NXA1011 image sensors. The transfer mode differs such 
that it produces a monotonically increasing binary address and delays 
the DMG signal by two characters, the need for this is explained 
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Figure A5.6.3 Address Generation. 
shortly. 
When the PC reads/writes pixel data. the required character address is 
applied to the address bus by the PC R/W logic which sets the Processor 
Interaction signal (Pint) high. This disables the data multiplexers 257c 
and d and enables 257a and b. Prior to this. the required row and column 
address is latched into 374a and b by the PC writing to 'RA' and 'CA' 
respectively. 
The -WP signal normally switches between the row and column addresses as 
required by the DRAM's. During system configuration however. LD is high 
such that the card address held in 374a is steady on the address lines 
whilst the configuration data is written. 
When data is grabbed from the CCDs. two consecutive frames of data are 
written to memory. To avoid the complication of reconfiguring the memory 
cards during field blanking. the TVS signal replaces the MSB of the 6845 
address such that a change of image memory space is automatic. 
AS.6.4 Computer Read/Write Logic. 
The control of image data flow between the PC and the memory cards is 
achieved by the circuit in fig AS.6.4. After:-
a) The byte select lines BS0-3 are set, 
b) The character address is put in 374 1 s a and b. 
c) The required memory card is configured to receive (send) data on 
DBUS1 (DBUS2). 
The circuit is triggered by reading (writing) from (to) 'R/W'. 
When reading from 'R/W', R/-W is high which prevents 74e from being 
cleared and thus its block on the 54 remains. The fall of the R/W line 
starts the read sequence by resetting the counter 161b. The 161 counts 
the rising edges of -WP and the event sequence is:-
Count 1 Pint set on 74e 1 • 
Count 1-2 
Count 2-3 
Count 3-4 
Count 4 
The data in 
Data read from DRAMs 
Data byte is latched and presented to DBUS2. 
As above 
Data latched to 374d, Pint cleared. counting halted. 
374d can then be read by the PC from memory location Dta. 
Since the operetion of the store is asynchronous to the PC, a function 
complete check signal is provided by the 368 buffer which connects to 
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Figure AS.6.5 Image grab and transfer. 
the Do line. If Do is low when the PC reads 1 Chk 1 , valid data is held in 
374d. 
To write a byte of data to the selected card at the selected memory 
location, the PC must write data to 1 RW 1 • The R/W line pulse latches the 
data byte onto 374e and initiates the write cycle by clearing the 161. 
However since R/-W is low in this case 74e is preset and releases its 
block on the 54 and puts the data on DBUS1 by enabling 374e. The events 
during the count cycle are as follows:-
Count 1 Pint set on 74e 1 , 
Count 1-2 
Count 2-3 
Count 3-4 
Count 4 
counting. 
Data latched to DRAM internal bus interface on memory card, 
54 o/p goes high and WP writes data into DRAM, 
54 op falls and blocks WP, 
Rise of 161 output 1 c 1 resets the circuit and blocks 
If the computer needs to write several bytes of data in succession, 
1 chk 1 can be examined to see if the circuit is ready to accept new data. 
For the 54 output to change in the above sequence it was assumed that 
the write block line (WBlk) is high throughout. 
A5.6.5 Grab and Transfer Read/Write Logic. 
The grab and transfer functions are initiated by reading or writing to 
1 Gb 1 and 1 Tr 1 respectively, and serve to Grab CCD data to memory or 
Transfer an image from one card to another. Once the send/receive cards 
are configured, the only difference between the two functions is that 
grab writes data for two field periods where as transfer writes for one 
field period and reconfigures the CRTC internal registers. Writing to 
memory is accomplished by lifting the output of the 54 in fig AS.6.4 
such that the write pulses WP are free to pass to the timing bus. 
The grab and transfer control circuit is illustrated in fig A5.6.5. When 
1Tr 1 is accessed, the Tr line pulse presets 74c. On the next field sync 
pulse, Q=1 on 74c 1which connects to 5lb. During the valid image period, 
Dmg goes high and thus WBlk goes low. From fig 5.6.4 it can be seen that 
a low on WBlk enables write pulses as desired. At the end of the field, 
the next Vs pulse returns both 74c and c 1 outputs to ground. In a 
similar manner to PC R/W operations, another 368 gate is used as an 
operation complete indicator for the PC. 
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Grabbing data from the CCD 1 s requires correct synchronisation between 
the release of WP and the valid data from the ADC board. The necessary 
sequence of events is controlled by the counter 16la. The Gb pulse 
clears the counter and Vs pulses are counted. The event sequence is:-
Count 1 TVS goes high to control the PPG operation on the CG card. 
Count 2-3 WBlk low, TVS low - data written to image space 1. 
Count 3-4 WBlk low, TVS high - data written to image space 2 
Count 4 WBlk high, Function halt. 
Another gate on the 368 provides a third function complete check. 
A5.6.6 Laser/Source Enable and Laser Trigger. 
This is a facility which was provided for on the control circuit but was 
never really used in the experimental work due to lack of time. The 
simple control card element is shown in fig AS.6.6. For the pulse laser 
to fire during the grab cycle, 'LE' is accessed prior to 'Gb' such that 
the first count of 16la sends the Lsr line from low to high. Lsr and SE 
pass to the ADC board via the clock generation card. On the ADC board, 
the rising edge of Lsr triggers a 221 dual monostable multivibrator 
which produced a pulse after an adjustable delay set by an RC time 
constant. This pulse was amplified to 12V by an EL2020 and used to 
trigger a JK System 2000 double pulsed ruby laser. The circuit was 
tested to confirm that both CCD images detected the laser pulse, but no 
interferometric results were taken. On the ADC board, another 221 was 
set with a short delay. This was triggered from an OR gate fed by Lsr 
and SE as inputs. With SE low the 221 could be triggered and the 
intention was to use this pulse to trigger an acoustic transient 
generator. To obtain speckle interference in the presence and absence of 
the deformation, the operation of the second 221 could be blocked by 
setting SE high. SE was set or reset by accessing 'SE' or 'SD' 
respectively. 
AS.7 Card Configuration Logic. 
Card configuration is achieved by the PC setting LD high and writing a 
byte of configuration data to 'R/W'. On each configurable card, is a 
simple circuit for decoding the configuration address and clocking the 
data into the configuration latch(s). The circuit used is depicted in 
fig 5.7.1. When LD is active (high), the first half of the 139 can be 
enabled when WP goes high. This chip is the external address decoder 
and its inputs are two of the six least significant address lines Ao-5· 
There are 15 independent line pairs and the signal on each pair has four 
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combinations to make a total of 60 unique configuration addresses. Since 
the system busses are driven by standard TTL logic, only ten cards can 
realistically be used at one time. Depending upon the Ao-s line values, 
one of the outputs 1 to 4 will fall. This signal enables the second half 
of the 139 which is the internal decoder. Subject to the line values on 
A6 and A7, one of its outputs 1 1 to 4 1 will also fall. At the end of the 
write pulse, these lines return to logic 1 and can thus be used to clock 
data onto the 273 configuration latches. With this system, up to four 
configuration latches can be used on any card, but only two were ever 
required in the experimental system. 
A5.8 Memory Card Circuitry 
The structural layout of a memory card is depicted in fig AS. 8 .1. The 
DRAM memory chips are organised as two separate 256K banks each 
containing four image pages. The banks are subdivided into four layers, 
each layer corresponding to one byte of a character. Data flow into and 
out of the layers is controlled by the DRAM control logic and the 
internal interface logic. The control logic buffers the CAS, RAS and WP 
signals and sub-divides WP to form an independent signal for each lay~r. 
The internal interface mediates between the character DRAM operations 
and the pixel flow on the internal bus. The bus connection logic, as its 
name suggests connects the internal bus either to the ribbon cable link 
from the ADC or to one of the internal data busses. The address adjust 
section controls the two most significant address lines to select one of 
the four image pages from a memory bank. Also it provides a facility for 
advancing the character address by two to prevent image shift when 
transferring data between memory cards. 
The circuitry in each layer is very similar and so to explain the flow 
of data it is adequate to consider a single layer in isolation. The DRAM 
arrangement in a single layer is shown in fig AS.8.2. The DRAM chips are 
NEC JlPD41464 1 s, which are arranged as 64K nibbles (4bits) and have a 
lSOns ~access time. Separate lines from the -configuration register (Cnf) 
enable the desired bank. These signals are inverted such that when SN 
clears the config register, the DRAMs are isolated. All the vertical 
control and address tracks are common to all the layers. The WP lines 
however, are separate such that the PC can write data to individual 
layers. The timing of the control lines has been given in fig A5.6.lb. 
Neglecting the fact that these signals are inverted before reaching the 
DRAMs, the event sequence in read/write operations is as follows. 
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Initially the row address is applied. This is latched into the DRAMs on 
the rising edge of the RAS. Assuming WP is blocked at the control card 
(read), the column address is applied when WP changes and data from the 
memory is presented at the chip outputs 75ns after the rise of CAS and 
stays there until CAS falls. If WP was high when when CAS rose, data on 
the outputs would have been written to the memory location. The internal 
interface ensures that data is presented to, or received from the output 
pins at the appropriate times during the character cycle. 
A5.8.1 Address Adjust. 
This function is performed by the circuit in fig AS.8.3. The eight 
address lines are received by 241a and fed to a pair of 83A four bit 
adders. The address advance signal is provided by the 257. If the card 
is a source in a transfer operation, Cnf4 on the AND gates is high thus 
enabling the 257 outputs to the least significant 83A. During the row 
address, -R/C is low which selects the preset value of 2 on th.e ai 
inputs. If the addition causes the adders to overflow, the carry bit 
presented to the 74 will be unity. At row to column address change over, 
-R/C switches to select the bi signals of the 257 and clocks the carry 
bit onto the 74. Since the CRTC address is a continuous binary count 
during transfer, the the addition of the carry bit held in the 74 
produces the correct two character shift at all points in the image. 
Image selection is performed by the 153 multiplexer. The binary value on 
the Sa/Sb pins simultaneously connects the corresponding number input to 
the output pin on both channels. With Cnf3 at the NAND high, o/p's 3 are 
active during CAS and 1 is active during RAS. Thus the Cnf lines 5 and 6 
select one from four images in the memory blocks. 
When the system is nulled, Cnf lines are low and the shift and select 
circuits are disabled. 
A5.8.2 DRAM Control Lines. 
As in fig AS. 8. 4 the RAS and CAS signals from the timing bus are 
inverted through NAND gates before 241 buffering to the DRAM banks. 
Separate CAS lines are used on each bank such that when not in use the 
DRAMs could enter a low current idle mode by disabling this line. When 
LD is set (high), write pulses only effect the configuration logic, if 
low WP goes to the memory. When the Cnf line 15 is low, all the write 
pulses are disabled. Otherwise all or one is selected by setting the 
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appropriate Bs lines low on the control card. 
AS.8.3 Internal Interface. 
The internal interface logic for a one byte layer is given in fig 
AS.S.S. During read/write operations, data is applied to the internal 
bus by latch 374p or taken from it by latch 374q respectively. The 
settings on the configuration latches, ensure that the internal bus is 
directly connected to the relevant port. 
During read operations, CnflS is high which disables 374r on all layers 
giving the DRAMs control of their data lines. Also the block on the 32 
is lifted such that at each layer, the 257 has control of the 374p 
enable. Referring periodically to the timing diagram in fig AS.6.lb, the 
DRAMs present valid data at their output pins roughly whilst CAS is 
high. This data is latched into 374p on the rising edge of Bn3. In a 
normal image display or transfer operation, -Pint is set to connect the 
Bn signals to the 257 o/p. Thus conversion from serial to parallel data 
flow is achieved as Bni sequentially enables the byte at each layer. For 
a PC read operation, -Pint is negated and the low Bsi line holds that 
single value steady on the bus for the control card cycle to complete. 
For a write operation CnflS is low which disables the 374p 1 s and (if Bsi 
are low) enables the 374r 1 s. During a field transfer (grab) operation, 
the read card puts (ADC) its data on the bus when Bni goes low, and thus 
this byte can be read into the corresponding layer on the receive card 
when Bni goes high. Thus the Bni signals fed to the 374q 1 s from the 
timing bus, latch the character bytes into the appropriate layer. The 
rise of Bn3 signifies the last byte of a character and the 374q data is 
latched to the 374r's. To prevent missing byte 3, 374q is omitted in 
level 3 such that 374r(3) connects directly to the internal bus. For a 
PC write, the data on the internal bus is static, but the same procedure 
is performed and the DRAM control logic enables a write pulse to the 
required level. The low BsJ. signal"- also -ensures that· only- the 374r at 
the specified level is enabled such : , the redundant write cycle on the 
other three layers is performed into a high impedance load. 
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A5.8.4 Bus Connection Logic. 
This logic was designed such that the internal bus could only be 
connected to one port at a time and such that if LD was asserted, data 
from DBUSl would be connected to the configuration registers. 
The circuit is shown in fig A5.8.6. For clarity, only one configuration 
register 273b is depicted but two were actually present. The main 
control element in the circuit is the 139 address decoder which is 
controlled by two lines from 273B during memory operations (-LD high). 
os. 
The binary value on these lines connect the ports~follows:-
0 ••.• DBUSl enabled. Read/Write options available. 
1 •••• CCD port (244) enabled, all others ineffective due to 245d 
disable. 
2 ••.. RBUS enabled. Pre-set to receive only. 
3 ..•. DBUS2 enabled. Pre-set to write only. 
The third configuration line controls the active direction of 245band d 
as required for read/write operation. 
When -LD is low, the 13q is disabled which enables 24Sb, and the 
direction signal is over ridden such that the configuration data applied 
to DBUSl is presented to the 273 configuration latches. 
A5.9 Hardware Processing Logic. 
The hardware processor provided a high speed field rate arithmetic 
capability for signed 7bit data. The binary o/p of the ADC can easily be 
converted to signed 7bit by re-wiring the ADC output to produce a lbit 
shift in which the LSB is rejected and the MSB is set to 0 (image 
intensity is always positive). The arithmetic logic was mounted on the 
processing and display card. The principle of operation is best 
explained by giving a general overview by describing the circuit layout 
and control, and then filling in the details as they arise in a 
~~- discussionof the various modes of operation. 
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A5.9.1 Overview and Internal Bus Structure. 
Excluding all control signals, the processor bus structure is 
illustrated in fig AS.9.1. On the right, image data enters by DBUSl and 
2 and the results leave the card via the RBUS. There are only two 
arithmetic devices provided, the Monolithic Memories 558 high speed 
8x8bit multiplier (capable of 8x8 multiplication in less that 60ns), and 
two 83A 4bit adders, coupled together for 8bit operations. 
The full capability of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division 
and Arctangent is achieved by manipulating the data to a~from the 558 
or 83A's. Data manipulations are performed by the 240 inverting buffer 
and the 63s281 256x8bit PROMs. The 240 gives the 1 1 s complement for 
subtraction operations. 63s28la and b are used for division, the input 
data acts as an address (Adr) to enable a data byte with the nearest 
integer value to~27/Adr. The remaining PROM's form an arctangent lookup 
table, the details of which will be described later. Selection between 
direct data from the bus and manipulated data is achieved by using the 
configuration lines (not shown) to enable or disable the required 
devices. 
The DBUS data is buffered by 244d and e onto two internal data channels 
Chl and Ch2. Data flow is summarised below:-
Input Source. 
Chl DBUSl (image data). 
Ch2 DBUS2 (image data) or 374c (const for scaling/offset). 
83A Function. 
Chl + Ch2 
Chl - Ch2 
558 output. 
-------------Chl X Ch2 
Chl x.U27/Ch2 
nl27/Chl x Ch2 
1'1127/Chl X tl.I"?7/Ch2 
244g Input. 
if 244a enabled. 
if 240 enabled (Carry bit from Cnf Reg). 
if 244b and 244c enabled. 
if 244b and 63s281b enabled 
if 63s28la and 244c enabled. 
if 63s28la and b enabled 
558 for Multiply/Divide operations. 
244f for Add/Subtract operations. 
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244g for standard arithmetic functions. 
63s28lc or d for arctangent calculations. 
A5.9.2 Addition and Subtraction. 
These functions are performed simply by adding the data with a pair of 
83A's. For subtraction, the two's complement of Ch2 is taken by the 240 
and using one configuration register line to apply 1 to the carry-in pin 
on the adders. 
Addition of two signed 7bit numbers gives a signed 8bit result. The two 
83A's have 8 output pins and thus can only directly function with signed 
6bit data, which would be wasteful of the ADC accuracy. To over come 
this limitation, the carry-out (e-o) pin was used. It cann't be used 
directly because the polarity of e-o can be in error. This was corrected 
by the carry adjust logic in fig AS.9.2. This compares the polari~y of 
Chl and 2 data and the MSB output of the 83 with e-o. In words the 
functional statement is "if the input data bytes have opposite polarity 
and the most significant output has opposite sense to e-o, then bit9 out 
= NOT e-o, otherwise bit9 out = e-o". This relation was discovered by 
working through numerous examples. It appears to be generally valid but 
no formal proof has either been found in any reference or derived by the 
author. 
The LSB of the result was rejected (divide by two) so as to produce 8bit 
data compatible with the frame store memory. 
A5.9.3 Multiplication and Division. 
The product of two Sbit numbers gives a 16bit result. Since this must 
be truncated to 8bits, the multiplication and division facility is yery 
crude for general applications but adequate for the arctangent 
calculation as described below. 
The 558 has four control pins, Xm and Ym which define the input data as 
either signed or unsigned, and Rs and Ru which produce rounding 
correction for the most significant signed or unsigned byte 
respectively. Ru was made inactive by connecting it to ground. Xm was 
tied high, defining the Chl data as signed. Rs and Ym were controlled by 
the configuration register. Rs was high (active) for both multiplication 
and division, and Ym was high for image data on Ch2 and low during 
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scaling by the binary data written to 374c. 
Such that the MS byte contained useful data, it was assumed that for 
division operations the channels would be selected such that quotient of 
the input data is >1. 
A5.9.4 Arc-Tangent Look-up Table. 
This function was designed to operate at the final stages of quadrature 
interference signal processing. Earlier processing runs would have 
removed the mean intensity level and corrected for responsivity 
variations etc to leave just the zero mean sinusoidal data. Calculation 
of the arctangent from the sinusoidal and cosinusoidal data is a slow 
process and thus for video rate operations it is preferable to use a 
look-up table. In principle, a table with 64K entries could be used and 
an element selected by using the sin and cos data directly as a 16bit 
address. However the requirement for a short access time 64K memory chip 
would make this an expensive option, also it would be necessary to 
accurately normalise the signal amplitude. 
For the experimental system an elegant alternative method was devised 
which fully utilised the resolution of the data from a table of only 512 
elements. The 558 was set for division (with Rs low) and the input was 
manipluated pixel by pixel to give either sin/cos or cos/sin such that 
the modulus of the output was always less than 1. The logic which 
controlled the input manipulation also switched between 63s28lc and d. 
The 558 output acts as an address for the PROMs which store arctan and 
arccotan (~/4) data in 63s28lc and d respectively. Since the quotient 
value is always small, a full n range is available from the table with 
almost a 1:1 relation between address (quotient) and output (phase). 
Without manipulating the input data to limit the quotient size, the full 
16 bit output of the 558 would be required thus necessitating a 64K 
table. 
Obviously, if required the sign bit from one channel could be included 
in the PROM address such that a full 2n phase cycle could be deduced. 
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A5.9.5 Processor Control. 
The processor control logic for standard arithmetic operations is given 
in fig A5.9.3. For standard operations Cnf(7) is set such that the 257 
outputs are the configuration lines 8-11. With reference to fig A5.9.1 
and the overview above, the circuit operation is self evident and thus 
shall not be discussed further. 
For arctangent control the 257 output is driven by 86a and b. These 
gates are connected as in fig AS.9.4. By refering to fig AS.9.1, it can 
be seen that 86b controls 244a and the 240 such that data of the same 
polarity is presented to the 682 comparator. This device does not 
compare the magnitude of signed data presented to it, instead in simply 
considers the binary values. Consequently, if the data is negative, the 
output decission will have the wrong sense, and this is corrected by 
86a. Having deduced which channel has the smallest magnitude, outputs 2 
and 3 of the 257 manipulate the data flow accordingly. 
AS.10 Display Signal Generation. 
The display circuit is illustrated in fig AS .10 .1. Data is fed to the 
circuit from Ch1 of the processing section. This is· fed to 257a and b 
both directly and via three 151 8 to 1 multiplexers. Between each 151 
the data bus was staggered by 1 bit. Thus for a given setting on the 
configuration lines any 3 adjacent bits could be sent to the 257's. This 
formed a simple contour display option which served as a visual aid for 
the observer to follow intensity contours on the TV monitor. Either the 
continuous or contour display options could be selected by Cnf3 on the 
257 select pins. 
The digital data was converted to an analogue signal by a TRW-LSI 
TDC1016J digital to analogue converter which was capable of processing 
both two's complement and binary input data. The DAC signal is buffered 
to the video output by a simple 2N2369A emitter follower. The 2N2369A 
--switch,- fed by a nor gate, ··adds the sync pulses to the video signal by 
grounding the emitter follower biasing, during blanking. 
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